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Lot # 328
Iceland - Cover with many rare Í GILDI overprints
including a unique 10 aur violet-carmine

Did you know?
When the first stamps with the Danish King,
Christian IX were issued in Iceland in 1902
the old aurar values were invalidated. However, this was changed shortly afterwards allowing them to be used throughout 1903 if
overprinted Í GILDI ’02-’03 (valid). Private
persons and businesses were allowed to hand
in sheets and later even half sheets of stamps
for overprinting. It is known that sometimes
mixed blocks and stamps mounted on paper
were accepted for overprinting as sheets or half
sheets.

Front cover:
Ludvig Richarde, 1862 – 1929, Sweden
”Boat in Øresund”
Oil on panel, 27 x 38 cm
Marialinn Gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
www.marialinn.com

That is the reason why some values are known
with the Í GILDI overprint in small numbers,
in some cases surely far fewer than 50 copies,
which was the size of the half sheet.
Most probably this fantastic cover offered now
was franked by someone who had one or more
sheets made up of remainders of various values
including some from printings that were since
long sold out at the Post. This would explain
the presence of the unique 10 aur as well as
some of the other very rare stamps.
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Featuring:
The Hjalti Jóhannesson Gold Medal
Collection of Iceland, Part 2
Extraordinary sections Þrir & Í Gildi,
from an anonymous collector
Sweden superb copies and rarities,
extraordinary selection
Crash & Wreck Mail,
Gold Medal Collection of Hallvard Slettebø
Exceptional classic Finland,
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The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur
Collection of Finland, Part 3
(Separate catalogue #219)
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Preface
The power of the weather continues to surprise and live
its own life. After a most doubtful summer with rain or
cloudy skies almost every two days, the water never got
warm and therefore no swimming in the sea this year.
However the situation has been totally different in the
southern part of Europe, where one of us co-workers
lives, with a heat wave that has even caused deaths. But
reading in a financial newsletter today the housing market
in Stockholm is really hot, actually the hottest and most
expensive in the world, having doubled in ten years!

We are also very proud to have been entrusted the sale of
“Interrupted mail of Scandinavia”, from a Gold Medal
Collection formed by the enthusiastic exhibitor Hallvard
Slettebø from Norway, a nice section ending the first auction day. Saturday morning starts with the Non-Scandinavian countries from A-Z including rare single items,
collections & mixed lots. Well worth mentioning this
time is the comprehensive Russia & Soviet Union sections as well as a strong offer of quality items from the
Danish related German area Schleswig-Holstein.

Now the question is whether the Swedish stamp market is
just as hot? Probably not, but it has been one of the
strongest markets in our business for several years now.
Having been able to offer high level classic philatelic
items for the past decade, often of the highest quality, we
continue to do so.

Similar to our two previous auctions we are now happy to
present “The Gummesson Grand prix d’Honneur
Collection of Classic Finland, Part 3”, in a separate
catalogue # 219. If you have not received it, please let us
know and we will send you a copy.

The variation is wide, from single prephilatelic items to
collections & lots including many boxes. In between
there are numerous unique rarities, often suitable for
exhibiting. We would like to mention the unique mixed
franking with 4 Skilling Banco & 12 öre Coat of Arms as
well as the many items graded 5, 5, 5. One of the most
spectacular items is the set of 55 & 80 öre in absolutely
perfect quality and grade. When did you last see an 80
öre like this one?
The auction starts with Denmark and areas; in addition
to many classic rarities there is a very nice section of
Postal History from Bornholm. Once again we have an
extremely important section of Iceland including a skilling cover, this one with an 8 skilling stamp sent to
Denmark.

We wish you all most welcome to any of our viewings
and of course especially to the auction itself.
POSTILJONEN

Lars-Olow Carlsson
Managing Director

Claes Arnrup
Chairman of the board

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.
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Programme
Auction FRIDAY 29 SEPTEMBER
13.00
14.00
15.00

16.30

A light lunch will be served!
DENMARK including Postal History of Bornholm (110-128)..................
SLESVIG 1920, FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI .....................
ICELAND including: ................................................................................
The Hjalti Jóhannesson Gold Medal Collection, Part 2
Extraordinary sections Þrir & Í Gildi from an anonymous collector
NORWAY.................................................................................................
SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots ................................................
Interrupted mail of Scandinavia (Crash & Wreck Mail),............................
Gold Medal Collection of Hallvard Slettebø

1 - 159
160 - 220
221 - 528

529 - 538
539 - 544
545 - 610

Auction SATURDAY 30 SEPTEMBER
10.00
11.30
13.00
14.00
14.30
14.45

NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order.................
SWEDEN single items, Skilling Banco & Local Stamps ............................
LUNCH ca. 12.00 (A light lunch will be served!)
SWEDEN single items, Coat of Arms onwards..........................................
SWEDEN booklets....................................................................................
SWEDEN collections & mixed lots ...........................................................
FINLAND.................................................................................................
The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection of Finland, Part 3 ..........

611 - 934
935 - 1032
1033 - 1225
1226 - 1236
1237 - 1313
1314 - 1368
2001 - 2296

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Monday 25 – Tuesday 26 September
9.00-17.00
Wednesday 27 – Friday 29 September
9.00-18.00
Saturday 30 September
9.00-

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB
Onsdag den 13 september fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale.
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang B,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6
Wednesday 20 September 11.15–19.00
Sweden single items, except for extremely expensive
ones, and chosen lots & collections
(other lots might be brought upon request).
Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyrbara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier
(i mån av utrymme kan andra objekt
medtagas på begäran).
In Finland
At Oval Point - keräilytapahtuma, Innopark Center,
Vankanlähde 7, Hämeenlinna
Saturday 23 September 10.00-15.00
All items from The Gummesson Collection, with the
exception of extremely expensive ones. Should you
wish for us to bring a particular expensive rarity,
please contact us beforehand.
In addition we shall also be bringing all Finnish single
items and chosen lots & collections from the general
auction # 218. Other non-bulky lots can be brought
upon request.
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Calendar
2017
VIEWING
Copenhagen 13 September at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Stockholm 20 September at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Finland 23 September at Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Innopark Center, Hämeenlinna
(The Gummesson Collection & Finland)
Malmö 25-30 September at our office
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 29-30 September 2017
NORDIA 2017
Vejle, Denmark 27-29 October 2017. Stand holder & Sponsor
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2017
Copenhagen, Denmark 11-12 November 2017. Stand holder
MONACOPHIL 2017
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco 30 November-2 December 2017. Stand holder

2018 Postiljonen Anniversary Year
50TH ANNIVERSARY AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 15-17 March 2018

SWEDISH PHILATELIC FEDERATION CONGRESS & STAMP DAYS
Malmö, Sweden 6-8 April 2018. Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch
NORDIA 2018
Gardabær, Iceland 8-10 June 2018. Sponsor
PRAGA 2018
Prague, Czech Republic 15-18 August 2018
MALMEX 2018
Malmö, Sweden 31 August-2 September 2018.
Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 21-22 September 2018
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2018
Copenhagen, Denmark 10-11 November 2018

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
The auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50

Conditions of sale see page 270-271
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Meet Postiljonen
...in Denmark
Come and visit us at NORDIA 2017 in Vejle
DGI-huset, Vejle, Denmark, 27-29 October.
Postiljonen is sponsor and standholder at
NORDIA 2017. In addition our challenge
trophy ”The Silver Postiljon” will be awarded
for the exhibit which according to the jury is
the best, called ”The Nordic Champion”. In
our stand you will meet our philatelic experts,
as well as our Managing Director Lars-Olow
Carlsson, who all will be there at your service!

...and in Monaco
International Stamp Exhibition, Terrasses de Fontvieille, MONACO
30 November - 2 December 2017.
Visit our stand were you can hand in consignments for future
auctions, sell for cash or just have a friendly chat.

will as usual also be represented in our stands and
offer their catalogues for sale.

Welcome!
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Mail Bidders!

V.A.T.

We always endeavour to simulate the actual
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maximum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V. A.T. only for:

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding
on many items but limit your total purchase to
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount
you wish.

Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,
se ovan.

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.
Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.
Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please submit your bids as early as possible.
To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regarding this, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.
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1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!

MOMS

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot
No. are subject to importation V. A.T. 12%
will be added to the auction price except for:
1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!
Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges.
No private cheques please!
Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:
If transfer in SEK:

SEB, Malmö
IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS
IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:

PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!
Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of 2,5% will be added to your invoice total.
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use
for sending your credit card information.
Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:

MasterCard/Eurocard q

VISA q

Card number:
Exp. date:

CVV2/CVC2

(3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________
Your signature: ___________________________________________
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The Gummesson Collection, Part 3
at Öresundshuset, Malmö 30 September 2017 at 14.45

Including important items from The Grand Prix d’Honneur
Collection of Finland at Melusina 1963 in Luxembourg

Auction viewing in Hämeenlinna
At Oval Point - keräilytapahtuma, Innopark Center, Vankanlähde 7, Hämeenlinna
Saturday 23 September, 10.00-15.00, all items from The Gummesson Collection, with the exception of
extremely expensive ones. Should you wish for us to bring a particular expensive rarity, please contact us
beforehand. In addition we shall also be bringing all Finnish single items and chosen lots & collections
from the general auction # 218. Other non-bulky lots may be brought upon request.
In connection with our special viewing at the stamp bourse ”Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma” you also have
the possibility to hand in consignments for our future international auctions or just use this opportunity to
meet our team for a friendly chat. We will also bring literature, as the FFE Journals as well as all the Facit
catalogues, for sale. E.g. FACIT Special Classic 2018 which contains a very interesting article about
collecting classic Finland (1856) in Finnish and English, by Esa Kärkäs.
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Years Anniversary

In 2018 it is 50 years since Postiljonen was founded
and of course this will be celebrated!
6FKOHVZLJ+ROVWHLQHDUOLHVWNQRZQXVDJHRIWKH¿UVWLVVXH

Mauritius 1d last printing in
strip of four, ex. Burrus

Papal States ½ b
and 1 b bisected

First Day!

Rare cancellation

Two known!

You are welcome to join as consignor!

First and Early Issues of the World

Very rare strong black shade

One of two known 5.5.5

Facit Special Classic 2018

All Nordic stamps up to 1951 with
varieties and specialties.

NEWS:
• Sweden, Essays, Proofs. REVISED
• Sweden, New shade classifications
for F14A (article). NEW
• Sweden, Shade news for delivery
11 of F2 (article). NEW
• Sweden, Stamp booklets. REVISED
• Norway, 124 stamp pictures REPLACED
• Greenland, Pakkeporto
stamp & cancellations. REVISED
• Greenland, Postal history. NEW
• Greenland, Uses of pakkeporto
stamps (article). NEW
• Danish West Indies, Christian X
1915-1916. REVISED
• Finland, Collecting Classic Finland
(1856), (article). NEW

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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With English text !

Out in mid-September!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se, www.facit.se

Facit Norden 2018

All Nordic stamps from 1951 onwards with varieties, the period before 1951 is
described with issue and denomination, without varieties. Also a complete listing
of booklets from each of the Nordic countries.

NEWS:
• Sweden, Machine-produced booklets
H52-H212. REVISED
• Sweden, Slot-machine
booklets. REVISED
• Sweden, Magasin Copenhagen
FDC cachets. NEW
• Sweden, Forged stamps
2004-2015. REVISED
• Norway, 992 stamp pictures REPLACED
• Danish West Indies, Christian X
1915-1916. REVISED
• Iceland, Last validity date for
stamps. NEW
• Iceland, Sheet-booklets. NEW
• Iceland, Gift & Special folders. NEW

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

With English text!

Out in mid-September!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE- 201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se www.facit.se
15
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Postiljonen Main Commercial Partner
in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch
Postiljonen AB will celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2018 by being Main Commercial
Partner to the national exhibition MALMEX 2018. The supporting of the exhibition is
part of a larger partner agreement which in total includes three large philatelic events
to take place in Postiljonen’s home city of Malmö during the next few years.

The Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Congress of 2018, 6 - 8 April
MALMEX 2018, National Exhibition, 31 August - 2 September
NORDIA 2020, Nordic Exhibition, 4-6 September 2020

Postiljonen has been joined by the internationally recognized auction house SPINK, as
well as the renowned international internet auction portal PHILASEARCH in
supporting all three events. Postiljonen looks very much forward to an exciting
cooperation with these two international leaders in their field, and with the exhibition
managements of the arrangements.
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Extra scans on the web!
We are now one step closer to our goal to include scans of all our lots
at our website.
At our website www.postiljonen.com you will find all certificates of
the single items, lists, complete scans and selections of collections &
lots that are not included in the printed catalogue! New pictures will
be uploaded continuously until the auction!
We believe we have made a good selection of scans and hope there is
something for everyone.
Look for lots marked with µ, they have something extra for you at
our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com

“Postiljonen Horses”
Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and present them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.
An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.
An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addition to any collection in its area.
19

Important Information

Unused Denmark 1851 – 1862 * & **
Through debates in various philatelic press, it has been made clear that due to the hard and insoluble gum used
on early Danish stamps during the years 1851 – 1862 (Facit Nos 1-8), light hinges or traces of hinges can
sometimes be removed by using only water. This might not leave any trace of the hinge and might not in any
way change the consistency or structure of the original gum.
Established experts are unified in the opinion that in many cases it is impossible to determine if a stamp
has previously been hinged or not, when showing no marks of any hinge.
The conclusion we have made regarding our descriptions from now on, for Danish unused stamps Facit Nos
1-8, is as follows:
1. We will no longer use the terms “NH” or “never hinged”.
2. We will still use the signs “*” for hinged stamps with original gum.
3. and “**” for stamps with original gum with no visible trace of hinge(s) and described as such.
We believe that most specialized experts also will use this “modus operandi” for these issues.
At the same time we wish to refer to the Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Expert Advisory Group (Expertrådet).
It has published norms of allowed methods for light cleaning of stamps and covers. These norms have been
adopted also by other Nordic Federations. Reversing of light oxidation, sometimes caused by use of modern
plastic, without leaving any traces is also an allowed method accepted among national and international
experts.

Meet Postiljonen
...in Copenhagen
Frimærke, Brev & Postkort Messe 2017
Scandic Copenhagen, Vester Søgade 6, 1601 København V
11-12 November 2017
Take this opportunity to meet the staff of Postiljonen. We will be happy to
discuss your stamps and answer questions about our auctions. We will of
course also have our latest books for sale in the stand.
will as usual also be represented in
our stand and offer their catalogues for sale.
Welcome!
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€uro

Denmark
Friday 29 September
14.00 hrs
Please see also Lots # 110-128, 222 & 545-610

Postal History

Ex 1

2

P µ 1



Two covers 1855 with contents and 1862 small envelope both from
Algeria sent to Denmark and with double ring c.d.s. “ALGER/ALGERIE” but with different red due notations.

100

P



5 c. green and 25 c. blue (Yvert Nos 53 and 60) on a very beautiful envelope from “ALGER/ALGERIE 27 JANV. 76” to Hindstrup pr Ulbölle pr
Svendborg. Numeral canc. “5005”. Rare and VERY FINE.

100

2

3
P

4

3



P µ 4

SCADTA AIRMAIL. Beautiful and scarce cover 1929 from Denmark to
Colombia with 30 c. Danish Scadta stamp with overprint “D” together
with 4 c. Colombian stamp and green air label.

250



A scarce censored letter from “STOCKHOLM 25.4.45” to Hillerød. On
the reverse German censor label and red cachet “Censurstelle / k /
geprüft” in Sønderborg. Further information is enclosed with the lot.

Bid
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Proof for 2 RBS Ferslew

Lot # 5 µ
Plate I No. 97, type 9 of which ca 12 copies are known on private hands.
Minimal thins as usual for these proofs, otherwise very fresh and with good
margins. F=75.000. Cert. Møller.
FINE & RARE
€uro 1.500

Disjoined Foot of 2

Lot # 6 µ
1Iv1 *
Plate II No 10 in an outstanding unused copy with full original
gum. Only two such flawless copies are believed to exist. Certs
Witt, Paaskesen and Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance: Knud-Erik Reddersen

€uro 7.500
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€uro

P µ 7

8

1I

Very beautiful 2 RBS plate II No. 63 type 3 with a beautiful canc. and
very fine margins. Slightly thin on back. Cert. Møller.

1I

Horizontal pair of 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 21-22
type 5+6 with three wide margins and clear margin
at left. F=65.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

250

1.500

2 RBS Thiele

P µ9

P µ 10

9

1II *

1II *

10

A very fresh and beautiful unused copy 2 RBS
Thiele plate II No. 57 type 1 with full original gum
with hardly visible trace of hinge. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.
A wonderful, fresh unused copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 49 type 9
with full original gum and with very fine - wide margins. Crackled
gum is natural. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

800

600

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
23

€uro

11

12

13

14

P µ 11

1IIv 

Beautiful 2 RBS plate II, No. 60, type 2 with numeral “1”. Foot of “2”
nearly disjoined. F=14.000. Cert. Debo. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 12

1II 

Very beautiful 2 RBS plate I, No. 28 type 6 with large margins all
around. Cert. Møller.

300

P

13

1II 

A beautiful colour fresh 2 RBS Thiele type 8 with upright numeral “1”.
SUPERB.

250

P

14

1IIv1 

Disjoined foot of “2” on 2 RBS Thiele in a fine used copy. F=14.000.
VERY FINE.

300

4

4 RBS Ferslew

P µ 15 2I (*)

P µ 16 2I (*)

24

Unused copy of 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 with unretouched crown plate II No. 18 in dark violet brown
shade. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

1.000

Unused copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 89
with unretouched crown. Only a few such known in
this dark violet brown shade. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

1.000

Ferslew 1 Strip of Three

Lot # 17 µ
2I 
Vertical strip of three 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II Nos 77/87/97 with black mute
canc. A strip of three is the second largest recorded unit of this rare printing.
Only a few such strips are known to exist. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB
€uro 1.000

P µ 18

2I **

An outstanding, fresh copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 88 with full
original gum without any visible trace of hinge. Certs Kaiser and
Paaskesen. SUPERB.

750
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Matched Pair “Dent Variety”
Plate I No. 1

Lot # 19 µ
2I+2IIIAv1 */ (*)
A selected lot with two rare unused stamps (Ferslew without gum)
with same variety in first and third printings Ferslew and Thiele
II (cert. Lasse Nielsen). Ex Peer Lorentzen.
€uro 1.200

“Cracked Plate” in Development

Lot # 20 µ
2I+2IIIA2 */ (*)
A fantastic matched pair in plate I No. 11 with two unused stamps
with same variety in third printing Ferslew (*) and Thiele II
demonstrating the dramatic development of the damage in the cliche at the left above “KONGE”. Certs Lasse Nielsen.
A UNIQUE EXHIBITION COUPLE
€uro 2.000
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€uro

21

22

P

21

2I 

Front of April cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 42 from “SORÖE
24.4 1851” with date in ink. Sent to Aalborg. SUPERB.

150

P

22

2I 

A very beautiful cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II from “STUBBEKJÖBING 1.9.1851” sent to Nykøbing F. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P µ 23

2I 

Four impressions of duplex postmark, mute canc. & date stamp with
“sausage” on cover with special rate 16 RBS to Hamburg franked with
full margin copies of 4 RBS Ferslew strip of three and single stamp.
A rare cover from the Oppenheimer correspondance (most of them
have close margins or are cut into). Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
FINE - VERY FINE.

500

4 RBS Thiele I

P

24

2II *

An extraordinarily fresh and beautiful unused copy 4 RBS Thiele I
plate II No. 55 with full and lightly hinged original gum. Ex. SchmidtAnderssen. EXCELLENT.

400

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
27

€uro

25

26

P µ 25

2II **/ *

Largest recorded unused unit of 4 RBS Thiele I in vertical pair plate
16/26 with full original gum, lower stamp without trace of hinge. Ex.
J. Schmidt-Andersen. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
A SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.
1.500

P

2II 

A fantastic vertical strip of three 4 RBS Thiele I plate I Nos 3/13/23
with perfect strikes of mute canc. SUPERB.

26

250

4 RBS Thiele II

Inverted Watermark

Lot # 27 µ
2IIv6 
4 RBS Thiele I plate II No. 88 in this extremely rare variety. This
copy is certainly the only flawless copy known (2-3 defective
copies also exist). Light numeral canc. “58” Roskilde and with
wide margins. Cert. Møller.
€uro 4.000
28

€uro

• P µ 28
P µ 29

28

29

2IIIa **

A fresh and very beautiful copy 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II
with full original gum without trace of hinge. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

500

2IIIb *

A fresh unused copy 4 RBS Thiele II reddish brown plate I No. 43
with full original gum without trace of hinge, however with some
very small red adhesion dots on back.

400

Largest Recorded Unused Strip

Lot # 30 µ
2IIIb **
Strip of three of 4 RBS Thiele II reddish brown plate II Nos
19/29/39 with full original gum without visible trace of hinge.
This is also the largest unused unit in flawless condition (a defective block of four is also recorded). Cert. Møller.
An fantastic exhibition item
SUPERB
€uro 5.000
29

Mixed Franking Thiele II & Thiele III

Lot # 31 µ
2IIIa+2IVa 
A wonderful and extremely rare re-adressed cover 1854
with Thiele II black brown canc. “46” from “NYBORG
14.6.1854” and posted again with Thiele III yellow
brown canc. “90” from “RÖNNEDE 16.6.1854” to
Copenhagen. Illustrated in “Danmarks Første
Frimærke” fig. 83, p.110. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
J. Schmidt Andersen
Peer Lorentzen, International Grand Prix Madrid 2000

€uro 3.000
30

4 RBS Thiele III

Burelage on the Reverse

Lot # 32 µ
2IVc 
Unique 4 RBS Thiele III greybrown plate III No. 1. A
fantastic wide margin copy with burelage on the reverse,
type Ib as for plate IV (plate III should have type Ia).
ONLY KNOWN 4 RBS OF ANY PRINTING WITH
BURELAGE ON THE REVERSE. Certs Lasse Nielsen
and Møller.
A SENSATIONAL ITEM
Provenance:
Peer Lorentzen, International Grand Prix Madrid 2000

€uro 5.000
31

€uro

P µ 33

• P

34

P µ 35

33
2IVc *

DK2IVc

2IVd *

35

A perfect, fresh copy 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV No. 48 with
full and lightly hinged original gum. Scarce in this quality. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

500

A fantastic cover with 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV no. 91 with
perfect postmarks “67” & antiqua III “SORÖE 9.9.1854” and with very
fine margins, sent to Ringsted. EXCELLENT.

200

Unused 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown plate III No. 99 with full original gum. Rare shade in unused. F=15.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

500

Skilling Issues 1854-57

36
P

38

3 **

Full margin copy 2 skilling blue plate II No. 2. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P µ 37

3 **

Horizontal pair with full sheet margin 2 skilling blue plate I Nos 2122, No. 22 with “Grønlund’s Retouch”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT.

300

An outstanding strike of numeral canc. “1” on 2 skilling dull blue.
Cert. Møller. RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

200

P µ 38
32

37

36

3

€uro

P µ 39 3+4c  Rare 22 skilling franking from the “Heyn correspondence” sent from “KJØBENHAVN 29.8.1855”
to DANZIG franked with 2 skilling blue and horizontal strip of five 4 skilling 2nd printing Plate II
Nos 6-10. Sent via Lübeck and Hamburg. Lightly
cancelled with upright numerals “1”. Cover strengthened inside. Illustrated in “The Classic Stamps of
Denmark”. Ex. K.E. Reddersen. Cert. Paaskesen.
VERY RARE & SUPERB.

P

40

4E

ESSAY 4 RBS made for the 4 skilling 1854-issue, Black negative engraving by Josias Buntzen as minisheet (11 x 13,8 cm) on laid paper.
AFA No. E4Bc and B&N No. 1852B-E(1a)-DP(2b). Ex. Peer Lorentzen.
Cert. Møller. ONLY TWO KNOWN.

3.000

600
33

€uro

P µ 41
P µ 42

41

150

4d+v6 ** 4 skilling 3rd printing in horizontal pair with large “Swiss Retouch”
in left stamp plate II Nos 28-29. Cert. Møller.
A UNIQUE PAIR IN EXCELLENT QUALITY.

800

43
P

P

43

44

P µ 45

34

42

Full sheet margin copy 4 skilling 2nd printing plate I No. 70 with major
cliché flaws. Sign. Roumet and A.Brun. Cert. Grønlund. EXCELLENT.

4c *

4

4h 

4g+7c 

44
Large retouch plate II No. 67 in an uneven block of four 4 skilling 3rd
printing plate II No. 66-68+78 on small piece. DAKA No. 6æ.
VERY FINE.

100

Incoming ship letter from Kiel probably sent via Wismar by “Obotrit”
to Copenhagen and consequently charged an extra 4 skilling noted in
red. Franked with 4 skilling 6th printing with scarce numeral canc.
“190” and with blue c.d.s. “DAMPSKIB POST SPED No. -”. RARE.

100

Mixed franking 1854 & 1858 4 skilling dotted spandrels 6th printing
and 4 skilling 2nd printing wavy lined issue on inland double letter
rate cover fron “MARIBO 29.5.1860” to Copenhagen. These two
stamp issues were printed simultaneously originating from H.H.
Thiele’s 14th stamp production, printed on the same type paper and
in the same shades of colours. Ex. Lorentzen and Tuori. Cert. Møller.
1.000
VERY RARE AND INTERESTING COVER.

€uro

46
47
48
A very fresh 8 sk. without any visible trace of hinge. Ex. Weigel.

P

46

5 **

P

47

5

A perfect strike of Swedish c.d.s. “MALMÖ 5.12.1867” on a beautiful
copy 8 skilling green (dotted). Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

200

P

48

5

Very beautiful 8 sk. with Swedish canc. “MALMÖ 21.7 1866”.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

Bid

P

49

5

A wonderful cover to Sweden with two copies 8 sk. “1”. SUPERB.

100

P µ 50

6

51
Beautiful blue Swedish oval ship canc. “ÅNGB. BREV fr. DANMARK”.
Rare on 16 skilling stamp. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

300

P

6

A horizontal strip of three 16 skilling grey violet with duplex canc.
“34” each stamp is type II (unusual). VERY FINE.

100

51

P µ 52

50

100

6+7III  A very fresh and colour strong cover with 20 skilling franking 16
skilling & 4 skilling 1858 2nd printing sent by boat to NORWAY
from “KIÖBENHAVN KB 16.5 (1860). Distinct numeral cancs “1”.
Extraordinarily fresh colour. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
ONLY A FEW SUCH FRANKINGS RECORDED.
1.000
35

€uro

P µ 53

P µ 54

3+6+7  Rare 38 skilling franking covering the 37 skilling rate sent from
Copenhagen via Hamburg and Paris to Bordeaux with 2 skilling
blue, very colour strong pair 16 skilling grey violet and 4 skilling
wavy lined. Interesting cancellation single canc. “181” and duplex
“182”. The 2 skilling stamp with a nearly invisible small tear at top.
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB.
1.200

6b+8 

Unique cover to USA with 16 sk. violet grey in a strip of three and 8
sk. 1858 in a pair with superb numeral “1”. The envelope somewhat
aged, but the only recorded with this combination. The stamps in
good condition and F=8.200 just as single stamps. Cert. Møller.

750

Skilling Issues 1858-63

P

P
36

55

56

7d 

7g 

55
56
A wonderful cover from Copenhagen to Flensburg canc. with a perfect
impression of duplex canc. “181” & “SJÆLL.POST-SPED:BUREAU
25.3.1861”. On the reverse “SLESV.P.SP.BUR” and arrival mark.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

A wonderful small envelope with 4 skilling 4th printing and with
upright and distinct pmks “177” & “Sorø Jernb:Postexped: 31.5.1862”.
SUPERB.

Bid

€uro

P

57

8*

Largest recorded unused unit of 8 skilling green wavy lined background. Full and lightly hinged original gum. VERY RARE.

600

• P µ 58

8

A fantastic Swedish postmark “LANDSKRONA 3.5.1866” on ship
letter front sent from Copenhagen to Sweden. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

500

Ink cancelled 16 skilling rouletted in very deep shade. Only very few
ink canc. copies are known to exist. Ex. Reddersen. Certs Kaiser and
Paaskesen. SUPERB.

500

P µ 59

10 

Large Oval Type

P

60

11 

SWEDISH RAILWAY canc. on a beautiful piece with three copies 2 sk.
“PKXP N:r 2 23.10 1870”. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100
37

€uro

61
P

62

61

11a 

P µ 62

Rare black Footpost canc. “F P 6.10 1885” on cover with 2 sk. I printing.
ONLY A FEW COVERS KNOWN. Sign. Møller. SUPERB & RARE.

11f 

Rare double rate inland letter with 2 skilling 6th printing in a horizontal
strip of four sent from “VEILE 31.10” to Copenhagen. One stamp with
a tolerable perf. irregularity of little importance. Opinion Møller.
VERY FINE.

150

P

12a **

A fresh and very beautiful copy 3 skilling 1st printing. F=2.800.

100

63

P µ 64

12b+14a Registered letter from “KØBENHAVN 12.5” to London with 3 skilling

2nd printing and 8 skilling 1st printing (two single copies of each).
One line canc. “Anbefalet” in blue and oval “LONDON REGISTERED
14 MY 1869”. Written ledger No. 53”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

65
P

P

38

63

65

66

13 

13 

100

200

66

A wonderful small cover with Taarbæk type star canc. “GUDHJEM”
and antiqua c.d.s. “RØNNE 24.12” sent to Copenhagen. Arrival mark
on the reverse “KIÖBENHAVN 25.12”. Notation “4’” under the
stamp indicating a rural letter and the mail carrier cashed the postage from the sender for later purchase of a postage stamp.
A RARE COVER IN EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY.

200

Shipletter from Aarhus to Copenhagen with antiqua c.d.s.
“DPSK.P.EXP. No.7 9.5” franked with 4 skilling red. Two slightly
shorter perfs otherwise SUPERB.

150

€uro

P µ 67

P µ 68
P µ 69

P µ 70

15bv1 **

An exceptional copy of 16 skilling 2nd printing pos. 10 with full corner margin and with major cliché flaw colourless dot between sceptre and sword. Perfect centering. F=18.000+. Cert. Møller
EXCELLENT.

68
15b 

400

69

Very beautiful parcel letter with 16 sk. II printing. Canc. “4” and at side
“AALBORG 5.7”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

150

11a+12a+ 1st printings of 2+3+16 skilling on a wonderful 21 skilling cover from
15a 
“KIÖBENHAVN KB 1.1(1866) sent to Riga, LATVIA. The 16 skilling
with tear. A back flap is missing. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

300

17 

LINE PERFORATED 3 skilling 4th printing single on printed matter
from “KIÖBENHAVN KB 5.11” (1870 = very early use) sent to
Frederikstad, NORWAY. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FEW SINGLE FRANKINGS KNOWN.

600
39

€uro

• P

71

19 **

A fantastic fresh and well centered copy 16 skilling 4th printing line
perf. F=14.000. SUPERB.

500

Bicoloured Issues

Ex 72
P µ 72

P µ 73

40

27P (*)

Proofs for 48 skilling 1870-issue in red portfolio with golden posthorn containing seven different colours mounted each with three
different oval designs of which one similar to final design printed
on as a small “minisheet”. Each mounted on a page “Le Royaume du
Danemark / 48 Skilling Le Emission de 1870 (avec epreuves). AFA
special = DKK 3.000 each stamp, a total of DKK 63.000. Ex. Stig
Andersen. Only two such portfolios exist.

750

20h+21d+ Scarce 17 skilling franking to Switzerland with 2 skilling 8th printing, 3
23c 
skilling 4th printing and 8 skilling 3rd printing sent from Copenhagen
to Ct.de Vaud. Duplex canc. “181” & “SJÄLL. P.B. 12.6”. Black “Wfr.1”.
Arrival mark “CELIGNY 15 VI 74”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

400

€uro

P

74

25 

A fresh and fine copy 2 skilling grey/ultramarine line perforated.
Lightly cancelled and with very fine perforation. F=30.000. Sign. RG
(Rolf Gummesson).

750

75
76
A wonderful copy 48 skilling brown/lilac in very strong colour and
with perfect perforation. F=15.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

300

P µ 75

27 **

P

27 *

A lightly hinged copy in strong oval colour 48 skilling brown/lilac.
F=6.000. SUPERB.

150

27v1 

A very unusual copy of 48 skilling brown/lilac with INVERTED
FRAME pos. 45 in the sheet and with a perfect clean strike of numeral “45” and in strong oval colour. F=16.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

800

A handwritten reclamation for a reg. letter franked with an 8 øre
bicoloured beautifully canc. “RIBE 2.7” sent to Varde.
VERY RARE POSTAL HISTORY ITEM.

100

76

P µ 77

P

78

31 

41

€uro

P µ 79

40b 

WATERMARK CROWN III 8 øre 121st printing as single franking on
a beautiful envelope with star canc. “SÖNDERSÖ” and c.d.s.
“ODENSE 13.9.02” sent to Copenhagen. This cover is the finest of
only ca five recorded single frankings of which two are very large, this
one is the only one with star canc. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
EXCELLENT.
1.500

Coat of Arms Type
Including destination covers

P

80

P

81

P µ 82

42

511 

54a 

55v 

A fantastic pair 10 øre 5th printing pos. 96-97 both with small figures
canc. “KJØBENHAVN 5.6”. F=16.000. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

300

81
82
Three copies 10 øre coat of arms red perf. 14 on cover from “KJØBENHAVN 25.8” to Banana Point, CONGO RIVER. On the reverse
blue cancs “BOMA” and “BANANA 1 OCTO 1893”. Right stamp
with small perf. imperfection. VERY RARE.

200

Isolated cliché 20 øre 13th printing pos. A68 with small figures as
single franking on envelope from “GRENAA 28.4” to Helsingfors.
Arrival mark “HELSINGFORS 2.5.92”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
RARE & VERY FINE.

200

€uro

83
P

P

P

83

84

85

P

P

86

87

88

85

56+57b  Coat of arms 5 øre green and 1 øre orange in strip of five on postcard
from “KJØBENHAVN VALBY 11.12.04” to Alexandria, EGYPT.
ONLY RECORDED from the period.

100

56+57b  A wonderful postcard with coat of arms 5 øre green and three copies
1 øre orange canc. with star canc. “FARSØ” and c.d.s. “HOBROLØGSTØR 21.2.05” sent to “REYKJAVIK 12.3.05”. A very beautiful
illustrated postcard from Danish author Thit Jensen to the Icelandic
collegue Indridi Einarsson. Very beautiful and interesting item.

100

56+57b+ A very colourful cover with 1 øre, 5 øre and 10 øre coat of arms from
58b 
“KJØBENHAVN KKB 25.2.04” via “REYKJAVIK 11.3.1904” to
“ISAFJÖRDUR 12.3”. Noted “pr. S/S Ceres”. RARE & SUPERB.

100

86
P

84

87
56+62 

57b 

57b 

88

A unique 4 øre wrapper additionally franked with 1 øre coat of arms
and 15/24 øre provisional sent as a quadruple printed matter from
“STRUER 15.4.05” to China. RARE & VERY FINE.

200

Block of four 5 øre coat of arms green wmk. III on cover from “SKIVE 29.9.04” to “ST.THOMAS 21.10.1904” DWI. ONLY KNOWN
WITH THIS FRANKING.

100

3 øre stationery card additionally franked with 5 øre coat of arms perf.
12 3/4 sent from “KJØBENHAVN 21.10.05” to “AKUREYRI 9.11”.
RARE & SUPERB.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
43

€uro

89
P

89

58a 

91

90

10 øre coat of arms red perf. 12 3/4 on postcard from “KJØBENHAVN
IV 1.9.1901” to Canada and re-directed to ADEN, ARABIA. ONLY
RECORDED ITEM from the period to British Aden.

100

P

90

58a 

Pair 10 øre coat of arms red perf. 12 3/4 on cover from “KJØBENHAVN 16.1.01” via “LEITH JA 18 01” to “REYKJAVIK 27.1.1901”.
Noted “via Leith pr. Laura”. RARE.

100

P

91

58a 

5 øre green stationery additionally franked with 10 øre coat of arms
perf. 12 3/4 sent from “KJØBENHAVN KKB 11.7.93” via “LISBOA
CENTRAL” to AZORES. Overpaid by 5 øre but ONLY RECORDED
ITEM from the period to AZORES.

Bid

92
P

P

P

92

93

94

µ 95

58b 

93

Postcard with 10 øre coat of arms perf. 12 3/4 sent from “KJØBENHAVN 7.12.03 to Cape Town, SOUTH AFRICA. Red one line “MISSENT TO NEW YORK” and arrival mark “JA 15 04”.
VERY RARE DESTINATION.

100

Boer war letter from “KØBENHAVN 13.11.01” sent to Cape Town
SOUTH AFRICA with censor label and signature.
VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

100

42a+60a Cover front of reg. letter with 16 øre bicoloured and 20 øre coat of arms

perf. 12 3/4 sent from “KJØBENHAVN 14.7.01” to a prisoner of war on
ST.HELENA. Only two items from the period are recorded.

100

60a 

Later Issues
136a 

“Reclamation d’un montant de remboursement” with 15 øre Chr.X
violet sent from “KJØBENHAVN Ø 11.6.20” to Gjøvik, Norway. A
rare postal history item.

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
44

94

Bid

€uro

P

96

137 

µ 97

138 

96
101
Fiscal use of 20 øre Chr. X blue on a SWEDISH parcel card from “MALMÖ”. RARE POSTAL HISTORY ITEM.

Bid

A complete “Afsenders Erklæring” sent from Copenhagen to
Sønderho franked with two copies 20 øre Chr.X brown of which one
with violet canc. “SØNDERHO POSTKONTOR”. Very rare postal
history item.

Bid

P

98

98
P.227 *

99
100
Proof for 15 øre Ship carmine with unshaded mainsail. Black overprint
“MUSTER”.

Bid

P

99

227 **

Proof for 15 øre Ship carmine in block of four. Unshaded mainsail. Only
100 copies printed.

100

P

100 P.234 **

Proof for 30 øre blue Ship with black overprint “MUSTER” and with
horizontal ink line.

Bid

P

101 (*)

Single impression of the type 2 working die proof of the center cliché for the Christian X issue, in blue colour without ink filled corners. Benfield/Nørdam No. 131/167-WPD(3b). RARE.

200

P µ 102 TI16v ** IMPERF. BLOCK OF 4 of 20 øre green newspaper stamp wmk crosses. Two stamps never hinged, other two very lightly hinged. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE BLOCK.

750
45

€uro

Postal Stationery

103
P

103 

105

Underfranked 10 øre coat of arms red stationery card from “KJØBENHAVN 17.9” via “KORSØR” to St.Croix. Framed
“Utilstrækkelig frankeret” and circular “T”. Charged 5 cents = 2 US
cents. Three DWI date stamps on the reverse. RARE.

100

P

104 

Commercially used 10 øre coat of arms stationery from “MARSTAL” via
“ÆRØESKJØBING” to “LISBOA 19.3.93”. RARE & VERY FINE.

Bid

P

105 

10 øre coat of arms reply card with unused reply sent from “AARHUS 7.3.99” via “NELTEVREDEN 6.4.1899” to “KENDAL 8.4.1899”.
VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

100

106

46

104

107

108

P

106

Original printing cliché for 20 øre Caravel value stamp probably for
printing of stationeries. RARE ITEM.

Bid

P

107 *

15 øre Ship green single stationery card with production No. 140 with
inverted value stamp. Two small scratches on the front. RARE.

Bid

P

108 *

A selection of seven unused 20/15 øre lettercards with different printer’s Nos from No. 49-H to No. 67 with two copies 63-H

Bid

P

109 *

Two unused reply cards 15 øre Ship red both with printer’s No. “93-I”
and with Danish text in both lines. ONLY A FEW COPIES PRINTED.

Bid

€uro

Bornholm
Postal History

P

110 

A wonderful cover sent to Feltmarschal Gustav
Otto Stenbeck (1614-85), Governor over Bornholm
1658-60. EXCELLENT.

111
P

111

P µ 112





P

113



P

114



200

112

A very beautiful undated letter sent to: A Son Excellence
Monsigneur le Comte Gustaff Otto Stenbock, Senateur du
Royaume, grand Mareschal de Swede, et Gouverneur General de les
Provinces Halland, Bleken Schone et Bornholm.

100

Triangular folded letter with inside dating “Rønne, d 3 December
1787. Red seal with initials and crown, red crayon notation “5=” and
a blue cachet: ship in a circle. A very interesting postal matter.

100

113
114
Official letter with red cachet seal “GENERAL POST DIRECTION”
with notation “KT” with printed contents circular about forwarding of
letters to Bornholm via Sweden. Dated Copenhagen 25.9.1813.
VERY BEAUTIFUL.

100

Consular letter dated in Rønne sent via “KØBENHAVN 26 FEB 1841”
(double ring c.d.s. on the reverse) and “HELSINGBORG 27.2.1841” to
Stockholm. Various notations and consular cachet on the reverse.

100
47

€uro

115
P

P

115

116



P µ 117



P

118

P µ 119

P

48



116

Cover written in Swedish dated “CHRISTIANSØ den 9.December
1849” and sent via Svaneke and Helsingør to Wisby. Written town’s
name “Svaneke” and blue c.d.s. “HELSINGØR 14.12.1849”. Framed
“OBETALT FR.DANNEMARK” and with violet notation “18/”.
VERY RARE.

200

Two consular covers sent from Rønne to Stockholm, one with a beautiful 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. “RÖNNE 17.12.1851” with various notations.

Bid

Ex 117

4d 

118

Cover from Rønne to Stockholm with 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. “RÖNNE
10.11.1852” and transit marks “HELSINGØR” and “HELSINGBORG”.
Notation “2” for double rate and in red crayon “24/”. On the reverse
cachet seal from Swedish and Norwegian Consulate on Bornholm. A similar cover without the 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. but with handwritten “Bornholm“
instead. A fine lot.

100

ICEPOST letter from “HASLE 10.2.1857” to Copenhagen franked
with 4 skilling 3rd printing with numeral canc. “103”. Noted “4” in
red crayon fee for overland transportation via Sweden because of
frozen sea. Slightly aged cover with a very fine stamp.

Bid

119
5

120 7g 

120

Single 8 skilling green (dotted) on rare ICEPOST cover from
Copenhagen 4.12.1858 to Rønne. Prepaid with an extra 4 skilling to
pay the overland postage via Sweden. Somewhat aged. Cert. Vagn
Jensen.

100

Icepost letter from “RØNNE 23.1”(1862) with pair 4 skilling 4th printing with numeral “61” sent to Copenhagen. Arrival mark on the
reverse “KØBENHAVN 28.1”. Fully franked with the additional 4
skilling for Swedish overland transportation. RARE & SUPERB.

200

€uro

121
P

121 7h 

P µ 122 7 

Ex 123
P µ 123 80 

P

124 227b 

P µ 125 L.5+9 

P

126 SF20 

122

ICEPOST letter from Copenhagen to Rønne franked with 4 skilling 5th
printing (1862). Noted “4” in red crayon for Swedish overland transportation. The stamp slightly close. RARE.

200

ICEPOST LETTER from “RØNNE 31.1”(1861) to Copenhagen with
full interesting contents. Numeral canc. “61”. Arrival mark on reverse 6.2. Charged “4” skilling because of Swedish overland transportation. Ex. Kurt Hansen. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE.

400

124

125

Lot with two scarce bridge type cancs “HAMMERSHUS” and “HELLIGDOMMEN” both franked with 5 øre green wavy line type and sent to
Malmö.

Bid

ICEPOST LETTER from Rønne sent via “SIMRISHAMN 2.3.40” to
Sønderborg franked with 15 øre ship red. Ship canc. “FRÅN DANMARK” applied in Simrishamn.

100

Two underpaid postcards from Sweden to Bornholm. Danish due
stamps with cancs “RØNNE” and “SANDVIG”.

Bid

Printed matter sent as ship mail franked with 5 penni green canc. in
transit with Swedish canc. “STOCKHOLM 23.6.1886” and ship canc.
“FRÅN FINLAND”. On the reverse a Copenhagen transit mark and
arrival mark grotesque type “RØNNE 25.6.
EXCELLENT QUALITY.

100
49

€uro

P

127 8+9 

P µ 128 

50

A very rare NEAR ZONE LETTER from “YSTAD
3.9.1861” to Rønne franked with 9+12 öre coat of
arms, overpaid with 3 öre. Somewhat aged, but
EXTREMELY RARE.

500

BORNHOLM POSTAL HISTORY. A very comprehensive collection
comprising hundreds of covers and postcards incl. registered covers,
railway cancs, a lot of ship mail, posthorn- and star cancs. The entire
collection can be inspected on our website.
1.000

€uro

Collections

P µ 129 **/ */  A very unusual collection mainly cpl. incl. most
shades and printings from 1851-1904 (square issues,
1864 issues, bicoloured skilling and øre, coat of
arms incl. perf. 14 and 12 3/4 wmk. II and III). Both
2 RBS and 4 RBS in printings and shades, 1864
issue cpl. in both perforations. Also some proofs
e.g. 3 & 4 skilling bicoloured. The determinations of
printings appear to be correct. Some certificates are
enclosed.
µ 130 **/ *

P µ 131 **/ *

2.500

Very fine and clean collection 1854 - 2013 in three albums, very well
filled from Bicoloured øre onwards with most stamps up to ca 1930
either very lightly hinged or never hinged (incl. many better **),
after ca 1930 cpl. ** incl. all minisheets. Good sections of Officials,
Postal Ferry etc. as well as a separate section of Danish West Indies.
Face value alone is over DKK 6.000. Three certs included. Very high
cat. value. Please find pictures of the early part of the collection on
our website.
1.000

Unused collection 1851 - 1988 on Visir stock pages in a binder incl. a
reasonable copy of 2 RBS as well as many medium priced stamps.
Please see sample pictures on our website.

500
51

€uro

P

132 */ 

µ 133 

µ 134 

P µ 135 

A fine old collection with e.g. 13 copies 4 RBS with all printings and
shades, three copies 2 RBS: one Ferslew (slightly close) and two
Thiele (one with repaired margins), two copies 16 skilling rouletted,
1864 and 1870 cpl. Bicoloured øre with e.g. a 100 øre wmk III with
inverted frame. Superb copy 10 øre coat of arms with small figures.
A great number of letter press stamps with popular varieties and 27
øre provisionals wmk. III cpl. Good sections officials, ferry and
newspaper stamps. Primarily very fine used stamps.
1.000
Fine collection of used stamps 1851 - 1961 in an Estett album. Well
filled except the most expensive stamps incl. section of e.g. Faroes
with 2 øre on 5 øre, 1940-41 set cpl., Greenland with several
Pakkeporto, the American issue as well as some Befriet, DWI with
e.g. a 14 cents stamp with small faults etc. Please see sample pictures
on our website.

500

Fine used collection 1851 - 2012 in three albums. The collection is
very well filled apart from the most expensive stamps, cpl. ca 1930 2012 incl. minisheets. Fine sections of Officials, Postal Ferry etc. as
well as Danish West Indies. Please see pictures of the early period
on our website.

400

Well filled used collection 1851 - 1947 in an old album incl. many
medium and better priced stamps. Please see example pictures on our
website.

300

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
52

Lot # 136 µ
1I+II+v / 
Two exhibition pages with 2 RBS. Three copies Ferslew (two with
small faults and one very beautiful copy), a very wide margin copy
unused Thiele and five used ones incl. one type 2 and also a very
fine foot post cover. Seven certs are enclosed. The lot can be
inspected on our website.
€uro 3.000

Lot # 137 µ
/ 
Collection 4 RBS 1851-54 on 14 exhibition leaves incl. 12 covers,
pairs, strips etc. E.g. four copies Ferslew with ink canc, two pairs,
strip of three and strip of four, full margin copy (slightly touched),
Kranhold retouch, blue mute canc and better numeral cancs. Thiele
I with e.g. strip of three and two strips of four (one close and one
with wide margins), margin copy and an interesting foot post
cover. Thiele II with Pemberton on cover, insurrection canc. and a
wide margin strip of three. Thiele III with e.g. a beautiful copy
with mute Keitum canc. wide margin strip of three and a beautiful stamp with insurrection canc. “19”. Also chestnut and nut
brown copies. Nine certs enclosed. The entire lot can be inspected
on our website.
€uro 3.500
53

Lot # 138 µ
3-10 **/ */ / 
Collection 1855-63 on 12 exhibition leaves incl. several interesting items e.g. 2 skilling
blue in */** block of four, full margin copy **, private perf. * and used. Better 8 and 16
skilling dotted background, good sections 8 skilling wavy line and 16 skilling rouletted
incl. in * imperf. Huge section 4 skilling 1854 incl. many different numeral cancs etc. Ten
certs are enclosed. The whole lot can be inspected on our website.
€uro 2.500

Lot # 139 µ
7 */ / 
Collection wavy line 4 skilling 1858 on 11 exhibition leaves with a wealth of interesting
specialities including unique items e.g. a very beautiful unsed block of four, cover to
Finland with seven copies (one 2 skilling stamp missing), several interesting ink cancs
and unique postmarks e.g. private mail carrier’s cachet and GB barred numeral “545”,
several large units incl. a used block of ten (slightly touched), strip of six, two single
stamps with full sheet margins and also a strip of three with full sheet margin. A wonderful lot that must be inspected. 15 certs/opinions are included. See the whole lot on our
website.
€uro 3.500
54

Lot # 140 µ
/ / 
A rather cpl. collection numeral cancellations on 4 skilling 1858 wavy line incl.
some interesting covers from Schleswig-Holstein. E.g. better Nos like numeral
81, 85 on cover front, 102, 132, 136, 142, 149 on cover, 152, 157, 158, 162 (Rømø), 165,
172 on cover and 223. Mostly very fine condition. Seven certificates are enclosed.
The whole lot can be inspected on our website.
€uro 2.000

Lot # 141 µ
7 / 
Collection NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS mounted on 15 exhibition pages
incl. several rare ones from the Kingdom incl. Bornholm and the Duchies
Schleswig-Holstein and Lauenburg. Three covers are included. The entire lot
can be inspected on our website.
A WONDERFUL COLLECTION
€uro 1.000
55

€uro

P µ 142 **/ */
/ 

143 *

µ 144 

56

COAT OF ARMS. The major part of a five frame
exhibition collection including many varieties and
stamps determined by printings, imperfs and wmk.
varieties e.g. five isolated small figures, better stationery items, a lot of interesting postal history
material such as scarce destination covers e.g.
Luxembourg, replycard from England, wrapper to
Columbia, wrapper to Finland, re-sent stationery to
Holland, 15 øre wrapper to Italy and a 5 øre postcard to Greece, several of them are unique. Also a
few very rare overseas destinations. A collection
that must be inspected, the entire collection is
shown on our website.

3.000

UNUSED STATIONERIES, CARAVEL ISSUE. Specialised collection 1926-43 including single postcards, replycards and lettercards in
the values 15 and 20 øre demonstrating a great variation of production Nos of each induvidual card but also varieties etc. according to
Olof Pedersen and Ringström catalogues. A fantastic collection that
must be inspected.
1.000
CARAVEL POSTAL STATIONERY. Lot with 25 mostly better used
items with a variety of different usages such as censor, used reply
cards, express, returned mail etc. as well as some unused varieties.
All on our website.

300

145 **

Cpl. never hinged collection 1980 - 2006 in a Leuchtturm album. Face
value is ca DKK 4.900.

250

146 **

Collection in two new Schaubek albums incl. Greenland and Faroes
and with some modern Åland. Much material with VERY HIGH FACE
VALUE (Denmark 1980-98 alone = Euro 280).

200

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 147 7 

P µ 148 7 

NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS. A small remainder lot with duplicates incl. a few better ones e.g. 162 from RØMØ (curved foot of “2”) but
also a few better but doubtful ones.

Bid

Two exhibition pages with a total of 25 4 skilling 1858 determined by
printings incl. one very beautiful unused copy, mute 5-ring canc. from
Haderslev and some very beautiful copies.

150

• P µ 149 **/ */ /  An unusual accumulation of selected material 1864-1902 with e.g.
very fine section 1864 issue with */** units e.g. three unused 8 skilling blocks of four. A few selected items 1870 and 1875 issues. Also
beautiful coat of arms 5 and 20 øre incl. a used 10 øre with small figures. A few beautiful items of early official stamps. Please inspect the
1.000
lot on our website.
150 **/ */ 

Small carton with a used collection in a stockbook with a number of
medium priced stamps, also a stock of mostly ** stamps arranged in
glassines in a box etc.

200

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
57

€uro

P µ 151 (*)
µ 152

µ 153 **/ *
P µ 154 (*)

155 **

156 **

µ 157 

µ 158

159 

Ex 151

Ex 154

RAILWAY STAMPS. Two proofs, one showing 30 & 40 øre and the
other showing 60 & 90 øre.

Bid

FREIGHT STAMPS. Mixed lot with exhibition leaves with e.g. two FanøEsbjerg Postal Ferry forerunners 1896, Dampskibsselskabet “Ellen”,
Mommark Færge, Hads-Ning Herreders Jernbane, Aalborg-Hobro
freight letter 1936, Stige Badeetablissement, D/S Skjelskør, A/S Vejle
Dampbaade, Nykjöbing J, Smaalandshavet Bandholm, DFDS etc. Three
sheets from Skjelskjör. The entire lot can be inspected on our website.

300

“Nordjyllands Trafikselskab” and “Aalborg Rutebil Station”. Stock
card with some unused stamps and blocks. See the lot on our website.

Bid

PROOFS. Small selection of various proofs and material relating to the
printing preparation of various early 20th century issues. All pictured
on our website.

Bid

FACE VALUE. Large carton containing year sets 1969-2012 (some
duplicates up to 1994), year books 1992-2013, 12 modern prestige
booklets as well as ** and used subscription of stamps and booklets
1980-2002. Total face value ca DKK 20.400.

750

Face value lot with various ** stamps and a few year sets 1970s up to
ca 2000 incl. a few modern year sets. Total face value is over DKK
4.300.

100

Interesting group of 20 covers with various frankings sent to Siam in the period 1886-1904 incl. 11
covers sent at the 30 øre rate from 1886-89. Mixed
quality. All pictured on our website.

1.000

A small remainder lot postal history e.g. with some interesting forms.
Also a 10 øre coat of arms with ink canc. “Avis de paiement” and a
misperforated 15 øre ship with cert. Grønlund. The whole lot can be
inspected on our website.

100

A box with some hundred covers from ca 1970-85 in collectable sizes.
Great variation in frankings and with many interesting postmarks.

Bid

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
58

Slesvig 1920 Exhibition Collection

Lot # 160 µ 
A fantastic postal history exhibition collection on 72 very
beautiful pages demonstrating a great variation of postal
matters, notations, postmarks with a total of 126 interesting covers and cards. Several better mixed frankings and
high values e.g two with 10 Mk, several covers with CISstamps incl. some high values e.g. two covers with 1 mk.
and a very rare cover with mixed franking 2nd Zone & 40
pf. CIS-stamp. Some postal history highlights like “PostZustellurkunde” with correct mixed franking 50 pf. Reich
official stamp and 40 pf. 2nd Zone and unfranked cover
with two line cachet “Portofrei lt. Verfg j Jnt. Comm.” sent
from “RÖDDING” to Hadersleben. The entire collection
can be inspected on our website.
€uro 12.500
59

€uro

Faroe Islands
Postal History

161
P

161

P µ 162 

162
“Lov om skyddsvæsenet paa Færøerne - Kjøbenhavn den 17 Marts
1865”. A very interesting document in perfect condition. ONLY
KNOWN ON PRIVATE HANDS.

200

“Skydsbrev” envelope with belonging receipt for interests from a
bond Færø Amts Sparekasse dated “Thorshavn d. 17 Juli 1882”.

100

163
P

P

P

60

163 13 

164

Single ICELAND 16 aur brown perf. 14 on cover from Iceland canc.
in transit by grotesque c.d.s. “THORSHAVN 31.5” (1898) via “KJØBENHAVN K 3.7.98” to Snaptun pr. “HORSENS 4.6”. VERY RARE.

250

164 DK101  Stationery envelope from Klaksvik to Brønshøi. On the reverse noted
“Indgaaet til Hillerød i lukket Kuvert” and violet cachet “Hillerød
Postkontor”.

Bid

165 195 

Ship letter from Vestmannaeyjum with 20 aur Gullfoss sent to
Sandevaag Faroe Islands canc. in transit with framed “Paquebot”
Hosking No. 287 and date stamped “THORSHAVN 15.3.36”. Sign.
Møller.

Bid

€uro

1919 & 1940 Provisional Issues

166
P

166 1 

P µ 167 1a 
P

168 3 

167

168

Local cover with bisected 4 øre blue canc. “THORSHAVN 17.1.19”.
F=8.000. VERY FINE.

150

Bisected 4 øre blue & 5 øre Christian X green on cover from
“THORSHAVN 13.1.19” to Kirkebø. F=8.000. Cert. Wowern.
EXCELLENT.

150

A beautiful cover with 2/5 øre provisional green sent locally in
“THORSHAVN 22.1.19”.

100

169

170

P

169 7I 

Censored airmail letter from “THORSHAVN 3.4.41” to Vanløse
Denmark via New York and Lisbon with German and British censor
labels. The stamps slightly worn. RARE.

Bid

P

170 4-8 

Very beautiful cover with the complete set Provisionals (5)
“THORSHAVN 17.6 41”.

Bid

171 **

Very fine ** collection in two albums starting with * 2/5 øre provisional of 1919 with cert. Lasse Nielsen (small thin), cpl. ** set of 1940-41
provisonals with cert. Wowern. Then complete 1975 through 2013 incl.
all minisheets.

Collections & Mixed Lots

P

172 

Very clean and beautiful used collection 1919 - 2012 in two albums incl.
both a beautiful 2/5øre provisional of 1919 (cert. Grønlund) as well a
beautiful cpl. set of 1940-41 provisionals (cert. Møller), then cpl. 1975 2012 incl. all minisheets. Also a collection of FDCs in four albums 1982
- 2014.

250

300
61

€uro
173 **

Carton containing a cpl. ** collection 1975 - 2016 in a stockbook, cpl.
collection of booklets in a separate album as well as a cpl. run of year
sets for the same period. Facit cat. value ca 34.000.

200

POSTMARKS. Lot with various single stamps and letter pieces with
without star pmks and bridge type cancs.

Bid

175

Clean collection in a Leuchtturm album starting with a used 1919 provisional (cert. Grønlund) as well as a used set of 1940-41 provisionals,
then complete ** 1975-2006.

200

176 **

Carton containing official year sets 1977 - 2013 as well as some duplicates up to 1995. Also many envelopes with ** duplicates from subscription, mostly in blocks of four as well as minisheets.

150

µ 174 / 

µ 177 DK104  Three pieces 1942 from parcel cards with 6 øre sold and used as 5 øre one
with no star canc. “VIDEREJDE”. Facit +3.000 each.

Ex 178
P µ 178 
µ 179 

µ 180 
P µ 181 

Ex 181

Lot with four interesting covers 1920-46 with GB stamps sent to The
Faroes. Two are with Danish due stamps (one with British censor).

100

Cover lot with some interesting items e.g. two with “Barnahjálpin”
(one with blue British Reg-label) and also eight 1960-64 covers franked
with Finsen stamp and with different bridge type cancs e.g.
“OYRARENGIR pr. THORSHAVN”. Please inspect

200

Lot with 8 covers with 1940 provisionals. Please inspect.

100

Lot with four different types “Avissag” 1920-30 with different official “Formular Nr.”, paper colours and in two different sizes. Each sent
to Kvivik and with bridge type canc. “THORSHAVN”.
SCARCE MATERIAL.

200

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
62

Bid

€uro

Greenland
Please see also Lots # 572 & 596

Parcel Stamps

182

P µ 182 P 1 *

183

184

185

Very beautiful 1 øre perfectly centered. Variety, coloured printing spot
in the upper margin. F=8.500. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

P

183 P1 

Well centered 1 øre with a beautiful crowned single line canc.
F=11.000. SUPERB.

150

P

184 P2I **

Exceptionally beautiful and fresh 5 øre dark red brown of printing I
with margin. F=20.000. EXCELLENT.

300

P µ 185 P2IIB ** Well centered 5 øre II printing imperf. at left, natural gum bend.
Variety in frame above T (Wowern Ci). F=20.000. Cert. Witschi.
SUPERB.

400

P µ 186 P2IID A wonderful 5 øre II printing imperf. at bottom and
**
left. F=20.000+. Cert. Møller for a set.
EXCELLENT.

600

63

€uro

187

188

P µ 187 P2IID **

189

190

Beautiful 5 øre II printing imperf. at top and right. Very small grey line
on back at top. Copy of cert. Møller for a set. VERY FINE.

300

P

188 P2 

Beautiful 5 øre of printing II with crowned three line canc. F=7.500.

150

P

189 P5IB **

Very well centered 2 øre yellow of printing I perf. on three sides.
F=13.000. SUPERB.

200

Very fresh and well centered 2 øre 2nd printing. F=13.000. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

250

P µ 190 P5 II **

Later Issues
191 10-18 ** 1945 AMERICAN ISSUE. 35 very fresh ** sets in
matching large blocks from the bottom of the sheet.
F=105.000.

192
P µ 192 281v 

P µ 193 281v 

193

A beautiful commercial cover with 4,25/0,25 kr. green with inverted
overprint canc. “3952 ILLUSSAT 19.12.1996”. Cert. Møller. Facit
without price used and on cover. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

400

Unaddressed envelope franked with 4,25/0,25 kr. with inverted overprint canc. “3952 ILLUSSAT 06.-01.-1996”. Facit without price for
used copies. Cert. Møller.

300

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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750

€uro
µ 194 **

Collections & Mixed Lots
Very beautiful ** collection in two albums starting
with 17 Pakkeporto stamps mostly ** (Facit No. P1
is without gum) and then 1938 - 2013 cpl. ** incl.
both overprint colours of Danmark Befriet and all
later booklet panes according to the album pages.
Very high cat. value. Please see sample pictures on
our website.

750

Ex 195
P µ 195 

Very clean and beautiful complete used collection 1905 - 2012 incl.
all Pakkeporto stamps, Danmark Befriet overprints in both colours
as well as all later booklet panes according to the album pages. Facit
No. P 3 with small thin. Very high cat. value. Please see sample pictures on our website.

750

Fine collection in a Leuchtturm album starting with Pakkeporto cpl.
used except the two first stamps, then cpl. 1938-2006 ** except the
Danmark Befriet and the Altered colours sets which are used (cto).
Some additional booklets also included.

600

197 **/ 

Stockbook with e.g. American issue with and without opt. ** incl.
some duplicate values, Thule, christmas seals and some modern
booklets.

200

198 **

Official year sets cpl. 1977 - 2013 plus some duplicates up to 1994. Total
face value is ca DKK 6.850.

150

199 **

EUROPA 2006 26,50 kr. Large lot of 5.000 stamps in
complete sheets. FACE VALUE DKK 132.500.

196 **/ 

P µ 200 

1.000

Ex 200
Lot with seven covers e.g. three with better “blue values”.

Bid
65

€uro

Danish West Indies
Please see also Lots # 87 & 103

P

201 

P

202 

201
202
Cover dated “St.Croix 30.1.1811” sent by private ship to New York via
Philadelphia with red “SHIP” and “PHI 4 MR”. 14 1/2 cents due
noted. Illustrated in DWI mail vol. 1 p. 5-41.

100

Scarce cachet “FOREIGN LETTER OFFICE / ST.THOMAS” on 1851
cover by brig “Cordelia” to New York. Blue one line “SHIP”. DAKA
1997 = DKK 2.200.

100

P

203
203 1b 

204
205
206
207
An extraordinary fresh copy 3 cents carmine with yellow gum and with
a perfect strike of mute 5-ring canc.

100

P

204 11a 

A very beautiful copy 12 cents 1st printing with a perfect strike of antiqua canc. “ST.THOMAS 3.4.1878”. F=3.000. SUPERB.

100

P

205 12 *

A fresh and well centered copy 14 cents lilac/green with a light trace
of hinge. F=9.000. SUPERB.

150

P

206 13a *

Perfectly centered 50 c. deep violet. F=4.500. SUPERB.

100

P

207 13b *

Very fresh and beautiful 50 c. dull grey violet. F=4.500+. SUPERB.

100

Ex 208
209
P µ 208 38v1-40v1 St. Thomas Harbour in cpl. set of three blocks of four with inverted
**
watermark, very fresh never hinged with only one hinge in the margin of each block. F=30.400. SCARCE.

400

Postal Stationery
P
66

209 

Rare 6 cents violet stationery canc. “ST.THOMAS -.5.1877”.

Bid

€uro

Private Shipletter Stamps

P

210
210 LG4 

211
212
213
Dos Reales orange yellow with pen canc. Rare as such.

P

211

Medio Real blue grey with black canc. Scarce.

Bid

P

212 LG19 

Medio Real green with black canc. “J” Jesurun.

Bid

P

213 LG27 

1 Centavo black on pink paper. A very beautiful used stamp with
double ring canc. F=3.000. SUPERB.

100

LA GUAIRA / PUERTO CABELLO. Lot with e.g. LG15-18* late printings, pair LG11 and a stock card with eight forgeries. An interesting
lot. Inspect the lot on our website.

Bid

215
Ex 216
10 cents HAPAG in block of four, right stamps imperforated at right.
Slight gum toning, lightly hinged. F=3.600+. VERY FINE.

150

HAPAG. Exhibition page with a block of four imperforated 1938
reprint etc. Also a used original stamp with mute canc. from St.Thomas.
An interesting lot.

100

217 RMS1
*/ 

Royal Mail Steam Packet Company 10 cents rose. A mint and a used
copy, The rare used stamp with oval canc. “JOH. KOCK & Co / Porto
Cabello”. F=4.200.

100

218 */ 

Small collection on four Leuchtturm pages, cpl. excl. No.1, 12 and 14
cents. Incl. due stamps. Fine collection.

219 **

Accumulation of ** sheets and partial sheets in an album. Includes
the following F. Nos. 19 (250), 32-37 (60), 49 (400), 51 (200), 52 (194), 53
(100), 54 (400) & 55 (100). F=202.100.
1.250

LG14 

µ 214

P

215 HP1 *

P

216 HP.N

P

Ex 217
Bid

Collections & Lots

µ 220 

PREPHILATELY. Lot with 16 prephilatelic covers, many on exhibition
pages. The entire lot can be inspected on our website.

150

500
67

€uro

Iceland
15.00 hrs
Please see also Lots # 84, 85, 88, 90, 163, 165, 548 & 562

The Hjalti Jóhannesson Gold Medal Collection

During our March auction this year we started breaking down the exceptional
postal history collection of Icelandic cancellations of Mr. Hjalti Jóhannesson,
which was awarded Gold Medal at Nordia 2009 in Iceland.
We now continue with a selection of better cancellations from his collection
starting in the skilling period up to ca 1910 including many good covers. The
highlight of his collection is the beautiful cover to Copenhagen franked with a
single 8 skilling. This cover has been serving philately well for many decades,
having been part of three Large Gold Medal collections abroad before being
brought back to Iceland by Hjalti.

Postal History

221
• P

221 

P µ 222 DK31 

68

222

Very beautiful official letter from the Bishop of Iceland with full contents, dated 10.11 1873.

150

Ship letter from Denmark to Iceland franked with two Danish 8 øre
stamps (printing XII of 1878) canc. on arrival “REYKJAVÍK 6.6”. The
stamps with imperfections. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. Jóhannesson.
RARE ITEM.

300

€uro

Skilling Issue

P µ 223 1v2 (*)

223

224

225

Beautiful 2 sk. imperf. with very good margins all around. F=5.500.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

100

P

224 1 *

2 skilling blue in a fine copy without faults. F=9.500.

150

P

225 1 

2 skilling blue with partial “REYKJAVÍK 15.9”, slightly off-centre but
without any perf. faults which is scarce. F=19.000. Sign. Dr. Debo.

250

Pair of 2 skilling canc. “BÆR 13.11”. The pair is held together by
hinges. Cert. Wahl. Ex. Jóhannesson. VERY RARE ITEM.

600

P µ 226 1 

227
P µ 227 1 

228

229

230

231

2 skilling in an extremely well perforated example canc. with Danish
numeral “1”. F=19.000+. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE.

300

P

228 2 

Extremely beautiful “AKUREYRI 8.10” on 4 skilling. 7.060 copies of 4
skilling sold at Akureyri. Ex. Jóhannesson.

300

P

229 2 

Beautiful “BÆR 21.2” on 4 skilling. 2.492 copies of 4 skilling sold at
Bær. One short perf. Ex. Jóhannesson.

200

P

230 2 

Very well placed “MIKLAHOLT 18.2” on 4 skilling. Only 740 4 skilling
stamps sold at Miklaholt. One short perf. Ex. Jóhannesson.

200

P

231 2 

Fine copy of 4 skilling with partial Reykjavík canc.. F=9.000. Ex.
Jóhannesson.

100
69

€uro

232
P µ 232 2 
P

233 2 

P µ 234 2 

234

235

4 skilling on small piece canc. “STYKKISHÓLMUR 16.11”. A few
slightly short perfs. Cert. Dr. Debo. Ex. Jóhannesson.

100

4 skilling canc. “VÖLLUR 15.1”. Only 960 copies of 4 skilling sold at
Völlur/Breiðabólstaður. F=9.000. Ex. Jóhannesson.

150

Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on 4 skilling red perf. 14. A very
fine and flawless copy. Cert. Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

P

235 2 

Undefined barred foreign postmark on a fine copy 4 skilling red
perf. 14.

100

P

236 3v1 **

Inverted watermark on 8 skilling in a never hinged strip of four.
Unpriced as never hinged in Facit. RARE MULTIPLE.

300

237
P µ 237 3 
P

238 3 

P µ 239 3 

P

70

233

240 3 

238

239

240

Danish numeral “1” on 8 sk. F=10.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
FINE COPY.

150

Extremely fine “STRANDASÝSLA 10.3” on 8 skilling. Only 100 copies
of 8 skilling sold at Melar. Ex. Jóhannesson.

300

8 skilling on small piece with beautiful “HRAUNGERÐI 13.10”. Only
300 copies of 8 skilling sold at Hraungerði. F=10.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. Ex. Jóhannesson.

250

8 skilling brown with Danish ship canc. “FRA ISLAND”, a rare
postmark on a fine stamp.

200

Cover to Denmark

Lot # 241 µ
3
Very beautiful cover with 8 skilling with superb “REYKJAVIK 4.9”. Sent to Copenhagen with arr. pmk on back,
one slightly round corner perf. Census No. 8 in Facit.
Cert. Møller.
Provenance:
Holger Craaford, Large Gold
Roger Swanson, Large Gold
Roger Schnell, Large Gold
Hjalti Jóhannesson, Gold

€uro 30.000

€uro

242

243

244

P

242 4v2 (*)

16 skilling imperforate proof with sheet watermark at right, on watermarked paper without gum. F=3.500. Sign. Møller.

Bid

P

243 4 

Rare Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on fairly fine 16 skilling yellow perf. 14 with very small imperfections.

400

16 skilling on small piece canc. “DJÚPIVOGUR 20.7”. The stamp with
faults. Cert. Møller. Ex. Jóhannesson.

150

P µ 244 4 

Unique Inverted Watermark

Lot # 245 µ
4v1 
A very fresh and perfectly centered 16 skilling perf. 14 x 13½ with
inverted wmk canc. in Akureyri. A small pinhole. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen.
ONLY USED COPY KNOWN
€uro 2.000
72

€uro

P µ 246 5 *

247

248

P µ 247 5 
P µ 248 5 
P µ 249 6 
P µ 250 6 
P

251 6 

252
P

P

252 7 **

253 7 

P µ 254 7 

P

An extremely fresh and beautiful margin pair of 3 sk. perfectly centered. Especially interesting as it shows the two different types with
“large 3 uppright” at right and at left “large 3 bending”. Small thinning on back. Cert Møller. RARE & INTERESTING

255 7 

249

250

200

251

3 skilling canc. “VESTMANNAEYJAR 21.2” in exceptional appearance, however with small tear. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. Jóhannesson.

200

A well centered 3 sk. “REYKJAVIK 8.11”. F=13.000. Cert. Grønlund.
FINE COPY.

150

4 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with partial “EGILSTAÐIR 25.1”. 2.196 copies of
both perfs of 4 skilling sold at Egilsstaðir. Some small imperfections.
F=19.000. Ex. Crafoord & Jóhannesson.

150

4 skilling perf 12 1/2 canc. “REYKJAVÍK 7.12”. F=19.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. Ex Jóhannesson.

200

4 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with partial Strandasýsla where only 300 copies
were sold of both perforations of the 4 skilling. F=19.000. Ex.
Jóhannesson.

250

253

254

255

Exceptionally well centered and fresh never hinged copy of 16 sk.
perf. 12 1/2. Strong watermark which is common for the issue.
EXCELLENT.

200

Beautiful 16 sk. canc. “REYKJAVÍK 29.1”. F=5.500. Ex. Pálsson.

Bid

An interesting copy of 16 skilling line perf. 12 1/2 with rare antiqua
c.d.s. “BÆR 26.2”. Only 100 copies 16 skilling sold in Bær. Cert. Kaiser.
Ex. Jóhannesson.

Bid

16 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with “BJARNARNES”. Only 31 copies of 16
skilling were sold at Bjarnanes. F=5.500. Ex. Jóhannesson.

Bid
73

€uro

Aurar Issue perforation 14 x 13 1/2

P

256 8d **/ *

3 aur of printing IV in block of 12 with the variety “double 3” at bottom
left. Ten stamps are ** (incl. the variety) but however half of the stamps
affected by gum toning. F=16.100. SCARCE MULTIPLE.

257
P

150

258

257 8v +v  3 aur yellow with a very scarce combination of both the “double 3” variety as well as an inverted watermark. One short perf.

Bid

P µ 258 8bv +3  3 aur 2nd printing with inverted watermark and “236” numeral canc.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. A VERY RARE STAMP. VERY FINE.

200

1

2

2

259
P

P

74

259 8 

260 8 

260

Rare framed “SHIP LETTER GRANTON” Hosking No. 175 on 5 aur
postcard blue additionally franked with two copies 3 aur canc.
“EDINBURGH MY 18 94” sent via “CHRISTIANIA 22.5.1894” to
Kristiania, NORWAY.

400

3 aur yellow as additional franking on 8 aur double postal stationery
card canc. “REYKJAVÍK 15.12.96” sent to Germany. Transit canc.
“EDINBURGH DE 20 96” on back.

100

€uro

P

261 PT.9...17 COLOUR PROOFS of 5 aur ultramarine, 10 aur carmine, 16 aur
(*)
brown, 20 aur pale violet and 40 aur green all values on paper without watermark of varying thickness. Each sign. Møller.
RARE ITEMS.

262

263

300

264

P

262 9 *

Well centered pair of 5 aur blue, lightly hinged. F=13.000. SUPERB.

150

P

263 10c 

Manuscript canc. “Fossá” on 5 aur light green of 1891. Ex.
Jóhannesson. RARE.

100

P

264 10 

Pair 5 aur green perf. 14 with beautiful duplex canc. “131” & “EDINBURGH JY 30”. VERY FINE.

Bid

P µ 265 10b 

Beautiful shipletter 1886 to Germany with 5 aur II printing in strip of
three and a single “REYKJAVIK 31.5” and framed “SHIP LETTER”,
right stamp defective. Cert. Møller.

266

150

267

P

266 12 

Numeral canc. “238” Thorshavn on 10 aur red perf. 14. SCARCE.

P

267 12 

Black crown canc. “HESTEYRI” on 10 aur red perf. 14. F=800. Ex.
Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

Bid
Bid
75

€uro

P

268 12 

Pair 10 aur red perf. 14 with scarce canc. “466” Liverpool. SUPERB.

269
P µ 269 12v2 
P

270

A fantastic imperforate margin pair of 10 aur red “REYKJAVIK 16.5”,
thin at bottom. Cert. APES. RARE & BEAUTIFUL.

400

270 12+15b  Small piece with 10 aur red and 20 aur grey blue perf. 14 canc. “KJØBENHAVN PP 24.5”.

Bid

271

76

100

272

P

271 12 

Domestic cover franked with 10 aur canc. “DALASÝSLA 4.9”. Arrival
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 7.9.96” on back. The cover slightly reduced. Ex.
Jóhannesson. SCARCE CANCELLATION ON COVER.

250

P

272 12 

Domestic cover of the second weight class franked with two copies of
10 aur canc. “VÖLLUR 3.2”. Arrival canc. “REYKJAVÍK 7.2.98” on
back. The cover is folded as well as somewhat worn due to contents.
Ex. Jóhannesson. SCARCE CANCELLATION ON COVER.

200

€uro

P

273
273 12 

274
276
Cover of the second weight class franked with three copies of 10 aur
sent to Denmark, the stamps canc. “ÍSAFJÖRÐUR 1.4”. Arrival canc.
on back. The cover slightly repaired and two stamps with imperfections. Ex. Jóhannesson.

150

P

274 12 

Cover sent to Germany franked with two copies of 10 aur canc.
“REYKJAVÍK 21.3” (type GIc-I). Cert. Møller. Ex. Jóhannesson.

200

P

275 13 

Twice canc. 16 aur brown perf. 14 grotesque c.d.s. “KLAKSVIG” and
Danish “Fra Island” ship postmark. RARE.

Bid

Ship letter from “REYKJAVIK 19.10.94” sent per “Laura” to
Copenhagen with arrival mark “OMK. 2.11.94”. Cert. Møller. RARE &
VERY FINE.

150

P µ 276 13d 

277
P µ 277 13d 

P

278 13 

278
An exceptional cover to Denmark 1899 with pair of 16 sk. IV printing
and rare canc. “SAUDARKROKUR 19.8”. Minor remarks of no
importance. Cert. Møller.

300

Beautiful cover to Denmark correctly franked with 16 aur canc. “AKUREYRI 18.12”. Ex. Jóhannesson.

300

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
77

€uro

P µ 279 13 

16 aur on cover to Denmark canc. “ÍSAFJÖRÐUR 5.7”, endorsed “pr.
Laura”. Transit canc. “K. OMB.2 23.7.91” as well as arrival canc. “SILKEBORG 24.7” on back. The stamp with imperfections.

280
P µ 280 14b 

281

100

282

Fine copy of the 20 aur violet in clean printing which is rare used, canc.
Hjardarholt. F=8.000. Cert. Grønlund.

150

P

281 15a 

Inverted watermark on 20 aur ultramarine of the first printing. RARE.

Bid

P

282 15c 

20 aur 3rd printing perf. 14 with a very well situated grotesque Faroe
pmk. “THORSHAVN”. SUPERB.

Bid

Aurar Issue perforation 12 3/4

Ex 283
P µ 283 21N+ **

P µ 284 22+25 

78

284

BERNE REPRINT. Cpl. set of 18 “Originals” (without overprint) in
very fresh never hinged copies, all from position 6. Only 104 sets
issued. F=30.000. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE SET.

500

Beautiful domestic cover with 4 & 6 aur with bridge canc. “REYKJAVIK 18.9 1900”, 6 aur with a corner bend. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE.

250

€uro

285

286

287

288

P

285 23 

5 aur blue grey perf. 12 1/2 canc. “BJARNARNES 22.6”. F=6.500.
VERY RARE.

200

P

286 25 

Red c.d.s. “LIVERPOOL SHIP JA 19 00” on 6 aur grey perf. 12 3/4. A
beautiful stamp with small fold

Bid

P

287 26 

Black crown canc. “RAFNSEYRI” on 10 aur red perf. 12 3/4. F=2.000.
Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

100

P

288 26 

Black crown canc. “HESTEYRI” on 10 aur red perf. 12 3/4. F=800. Ex.
Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

Bid

289
P

289 26 

290
P µ 290 26 

291

292

Black crown canc. “ÖGUR” on a beautiful pair 10 aur red perf. 12 3/4.
F=800. Ex. Jóhannesson. VERY FINE.

293

Bid

294

Cover sent to the United States via Norway franked with two copies of
10 aur canc. “SEYÐISFJÖRÐUR 9.11”. Transit canc. “BERGEN
19.XI.00” and arrival canc. “MINNESOTA MINN DEC 04 1900”. Cert.
Møller. Ex. Jóhannesson.

250

P

291 28b 

Black crown canc. “REYKJARFJÖRDUR” on pair 20 aur blue perf. 12
3/4. Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

Bid

P

292 28b 

Rare duplex canc. “625” & “FLEETWOOD JY 7 01” on pair 20 aur blue
perf. 12 3/4.

200

Beautiful envelope to Germany with 20 aur dull blue to German
“REYKJAVIK 12.11 1900”. F=6.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

P µ 293 28b 
P

294 28b 

Single 20 aur blue perf. 12 3/4 on ship letter sent via “LEITH MR 28 02”
to “LEIPZIG PLAGWITZ” with rare one line “PAQUEBOT.” (with
dot) Hosking No. 182. The stamp with a defective corner and the envelope is aged.

150
79

€uro

P µ 295 30 **

An extremely fresh and beautiful 40 aur in perf. 12
3/4. F=70.000. Sign. Strandell, certs Grønlund &
Møller. VERY RARE.

296
P µ 296 31 
P µ 297 31v2

P

80

298 31v2 

2.500

297

Late used 50 aur blue/red canc. “REYKJAVIK -.8.1903” (in I GILDI
period). F=6.500 as c.t.o. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

Very fresh 50 aur with light C.T.O. F=6.500. Certs Debo & Grønlund..

100

A very rare and unusual used block of four 50 aur blue/red perf. 12 3/4
with black crown canc. “AKRANES” (c.t.o.). F=26.000 as single
stamps. SUPERB.

400

€uro

Þrir & Í GILDI Provisionals
As a part of this auction we are happy to offer a collection built during many years

by a collector living outside of Scandinavia. It covers a very long period, starting with
the first issue represented by several very special items continuing all the way to semi
modern issues including a beautiful Hopflug Itala cover and many other rare items.
However, the collection is particularly strong in the Provisional Issues of 1897 & 1902.
It is a great pleasure for us to offer such a wide variety in these issues, with rare and
unusual printings, shades, combination blocks, varieties in so many different fashions,
covers, multiples etc. Among these so many rare and even unique items including
items not earlier known or perhaps forgotten about among most collectors and specialists.
Hopefully you will all enjoy a close study of these items, we are convinced that the
specialists will.

Þrir Issue

P µ 299 32 

P µ 300 32 

P µ 301 33 

P µ 302 33 

299
300
First day canc. on 3/5 aur green perf. 14 3/4 “REYKJAVIK 1.11.97”
with a superb centric canc. F=20.000+. An interesting large green dot
in N-margin. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

Fine copy of the small 3 þrir in the rare perf. 14 x
13½ with a light canc. F=20.000. Cert. Grønlund.

301

500

400

302

Very fresh and beautiful 3 þrir in large letters in the
rare perf. 14 x 13½ with a light Reykjavik canc.
F=35.000. Cert. Debo.

750

3/5 aur with large “Þrír” perf. 14 x 13 1/2 canc.
Reykjavík. F=35.000. Cert. Grønlund.

750
81

Combination Block of Four

Lot # 303 µ
32+33C 
A spectacular block of four, the two top stamps with surcharge in small letters and large letters at bottom in perf.
14 x 13½. Each with a superb canc. “HRAUNGERDI
5.11” Extremely rare, Facit just for single stamps
110.000+++. Certs Grønlund & Møller.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 5.000
82

€uro

304
P µ 304 34 **
P µ 305 34 

Small overprint “þrir” on 3/5 aur perf. 12 3/4. F=18.000. VERY FINE.
Opinion Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

500

Very well centered 3/5 aur with small “Þrír”. F=5.000. Cert. APS.

100

306
P µ 306 34v1 
P µ 307 34v2 

308
P µ 308 34 
P µ 309 34v1 

305

307

INVERTED SURCHARGE 3 þrir in small lettering on a piece.
F=9.000. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE & RARE.

250

DOUBLE SURCHARGE 3 þrir small letters with a light canc., one
mssing perf. at top. Cert. Møller. FINE & VERY RARE.

300

309
Very beautiful cover with 3 þrir in small letters “REYKJAVIK 2.11
97”, the second day. Cert. Grønlund. SUPERB.

200

INVERTED SURCHARGE 3 þrir small letters om a very beautiful
cover. Cert. Eldrup. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

500
83

Inverted Surcharge Combination Block

Lot # 310 µ
34+35Cv1 *
A fantastic block of four of 3 þrir. The two top stamps with large
letters and at bottom small letters. Extremely fresh and fine, only
two such blocks are known to exist. Certs Møller & Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE EXHBITION RARITY
€uro 2.500

P µ 311 34+35C An exceptional block of four with 3 þrir. The top

stamps with small letters and at bottom large letters. In the centre a light “REYKJAVIK 8.12 1902”.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & VERY RARE.
84

750

€uro

312
P µ 312 35 
P µ 313 35v1 *
P µ 314 35v2 

313

Beautiful 3 þrir in large letters with light Reykjavik canc. F=6.000.
Cert. Kaiser.

100

Inverted overprint “3” and large “Þrír” on 5 aur, lightly hinged.
F=13.000. Cert. Grønlund.

200

3/5 aur with double “Þrír” overprint properly canc. in Seyðisfjörður.
One missing corner perf. Cert. Grønlund. Unpriced in Facit. SCARCE.

200

315
P µ 315 35 

316
P

316 36 

P µ 317 36 

314

319
Beautiful cover with 3 þrir in large letters “REYKJAVIK 2.11 97”, second
day. F=7.000. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE.

317

318

320

200

321

Well centered small “Þrír” on 5 aur canc. with partial Reykjavík.
F=5.000. Sign. Köhler.

100

Very beautiful and well centered “þrir” surcharge in small letters, light
Reykjavik canc. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE.

100

P

318 36 

Very beautiful piece with Þrir in small letters “REYKJAVIK 11.11 97”.
F=5.000.

100

P

319 36 

Small “Þrír” on 5 aur on printed matter canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.11.97”.
Arrival crown canc. “HAFNARFJÖRÐUR” in violet.

150

P µ 320 37 
P

321 37 

Þrir in large letters lightly canc. F=7.000. Cert. Holcombe. FINE COPY.

100

Large “Þrír” on 5 aur with partial Reykjavík canc. F=7.000. Sign. KPK.

100
85

€uro

P µ 322 36+37


P µ 323 37 

A fantastic margin pair of the “þrir” surcharge,
unusually well centered, the top stamp with small
letters and large letters at bottom “REYKJAVIK
14.11 97”. Cert. Eldrup. SUPERB.

Beautiful cover with “þrir” surcharge in large letters “REYKJAVIK
11.11 97”. Cert. Grønlund.

500

250

Í GILDI Issue

P µ 324 38bv4 *
P µ 325 38b *

86

324

325

Very scarce variety “double three” on 3 aur pale brown orange.
F=15.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

300

Very fresh 3 aur pale brown orange with the zeroes combination
“wide-narrow”. F=12.000. Cert. Møller.

300

€uro

P µ 326 38c *

A very beautiful 3 aur brown orange, thick paper. F=15.000. Cert.
DFF. VERY FINE & RARE.

500

Rare Varieties

Lot # 327 µ
38bv2 *
A fantastic pair of 3 aur pale brown orange from pos. 49 & 50. The
left stamp with “flat back of 3” in the overprint and the right with
the rare “02’-’03”. Zeroes combination D-B. Well centered and
extremely fresh. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 1.500

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
87

Unique 10 Aur Violet-carmine

Lot # 328 µ
38-40+43+45+46 
The 10 aur is recorded in only one used copy from the
VII printing of the basic stamp. On this spectacular philatelic cover is a 10 aur in violet-carmine (I-IV printing =
Facit No. 12a). Not earlier recorded. The cover is bearing
many other rare Í GILDI stamps, 3 aur F No. (39), 5 aur I
printing, red ovpt (45a) with variety, 6 aur IV printing,
red ovpt (46d), 16 aur I printing with variety 02’-’03
(40av2) with one rep. corner perf. and a 50 aur (43) all in
perf. 14 x 13½. Just the stamps at available prices (unused when no used prices) total Facit 172.200. Certs
Grønlund & Møller.
Provenance: Gene Scott, Large Gold
A MAJOR Í GILDI RARITY
88

€uro 8.000

€uro

P µ 329 40c *

330
P µ 330 40d *

P

P

331 40dv1 *

332 40 

P µ 333 40dv4 

P µ 334 42b **

An exceptional block of four 16 aur brown pos. 12/11-12, reinforced in the middle. Zeroes comb. DA/C-D. Very few blocks of four known. Certs
Grønlund & Møller. EXHIBITION RARITY.

331

332

1.500

333

A very beautiful 16 aur greyish brown, well centered. F=13.000+.
Zeroes combination B. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

500

INVERTED OVERPRINT on 16 aur greyish brown. Very fresh and
well centered. F=16.000+. Certs. Grønlund & Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB.

600

A correctly used copy 16 aur brown perf. 14 with bridge type canc.
F=18.000. VERY FINE.

500

INVERTED WATERMARK. Very fresh 16 aur greyish brown with
light canc. F=20.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

500

Very fresh 40 aur lilac. Cert. Grønlund.

Bid
89

€uro

P µ 335 42 etc.  Registered philatelic cover with various Í Gildi stamps incl. 40 aur
perf. 14 x 13 1/2 sent to Germany canc. “REYKJAVÍK 16.6.1903”.
Various transit and arrival canc. on back.

200

336
337
Very fresh 50 aur with the error “02’-’03”, F=4.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

100

Very fresh 50 aur with error “‘03-’03” in pos. 16. F=4.000. Cert. Møller.

100

Beautiful block of six with margin of 100 aur perf. 14 x 13½ lightly
canc. Facit as singles 4.200++. Cert. RPS. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

100

P µ 336 43v2 *

P µ 337 43v3 *

P µ 338 44 

339
P µ 339 45a *

P µ 340 46d 

90

340

Very fresh 5 aur green with red overprint. F=22.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

A rare lightly used copy of 6 aur with red overprint.
Especially interesting with plate flaw “dent in right
frame” in the basic stamp and the overprint from
pos. 29, zeroes comb. B. F=22.000+. Cert. Møller.

600

600

€uro

P µ 341 48 **/ * A very interesting and beautiful block of four of 3
aur perf. 12 3/4 with two stamps **. Pos. 19-20/29-30
with variety in pos. 20 “broken apostrophe” and
“short foot of 2” in an earlier not recorded setting.
Cert. Møller. RARE EXHIBITION ITEM.

342

343

750

345

P

342 48 

Very beautiful 3 øre perf. 12 3/4 with a well placed Reykjavik bridge
canc. F=4.500. Cert. Grønlund.

150

P

343 48v *

Small 3 with inverted overprint in good centering.

100

1

P µ 344 50v1+
62+64

P

345 51 **

INVERTED OVERPRINT on 4 aur on a reg. letter to
Germany with further 6 & 25 aur red overprint.
Correctly franked with 35 aur. Covers with inverted
overprints are very rare. Cert. Møller.
A very fresh 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 never hinged. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

500
150
91

€uro

346
P

346 51 **

P µ 347 51v2 *
P µ 348 51v4+59
**

349

P µ 349 52 *
P µ 350 52 **

348

Very fresh block of four with margin, 5 aur with black ovpt.
F=28.000+. Sign. Matl.

400

Vertical pair 5 øre with black overprint (offset on back) together with
one stamp without overprint. F=4.500. Sign. Bühler & Debo. Cert.
Møller. SCARCE.

100

Beautiful margin pair of 5 aur red overprint at top and black at bottom. F=7.000 for *, no price for never hinged. Certs Grønlund &
Debo. SUPERB & RARE.

400

350

351

352

Beautiful 6 aur perf. 12 3/4. F=6.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

150

A very fresh pair of 6 aur perf. 12 3/4 never hinged. F=26.000+. Cert.
Grønlund (for block of four). SCARCE.

400

P µ 351 52v1 *

INVERTED OVERPRINT on 6 aur. F=7.000. Cert Bloch. SCARCE.

200

P

Used 6 aur with partial Reykjavik canc. F=10.000.

250

A spectacular registered shipletter to Switzerland with 10 aur black
overprint and 6 & 20 aur red overprint “REYKJAVIK 26.11 1903” and
framed “SHIP LETTER TROON”. The envelope is opened at bottom. Cert. Møller.

400

352 52 

P µ 353 53+60+
61 

92

347

€uro

P µ 354 57v1 *
P µ 355 59 *

354
355
Missing watermark. Very beautiful corner block of four of 40 aur. The
lower right stamp without watermark. Cert. Grønlund.
SCARCE ITEM.

Bid

An exceptional pair 5 aur red overprint. The left stamp with “I GILDI”
in “mirror print” upon the normal “I GILDI”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
INTERESTING & SCARCE.

Bid

356

357

358

P

356 59v3 **

Vertical pair of 5 aur, one with overprint and one without. Never
hinged, not priced as such in Facit.

Bid

P

357 60v3 *

Vertical pair of 6 aur with the overprint inverted on the lower stamp
(tête-bêche overprints). Undervalued variety. SCARCE.

Bid

P

358 61v3 **

Variety missing “I” in front “GILDI” 20 aur perf. 12 3/4. Position 5 in
setting I. F=1.500 for *. SCARCE & VERY FINE.

Bid

359
P µ 359 61 
P µ 360 62v *
3

P

361 62v5 *

360

361

Very beautiful cover to Denmark with 20 aur red overprint “REYKJAVIK 2.12 1903”. Correct rate via Scotland. Cert. Møller.

200

Very fresh block of four of 25 aur in pos. 39-40/49-50 with the scarce
variety “02’-’03” in pos. 50. Pos. 40 also with varieties; thick apostrophes and long last I in GILDI Cert. Møller.

150

WITHOUT WATERMARK. Very fresh corner block of 4 with lower
right stamp missing wmk. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE.

Bid
93

€uro

P µ 362 49N/
BERNE REPRINTS. Cpl. set of 18 different with Í Gildi overprints,
Tj 25N ** never hinged. F=14.000.

250

Christian IX

363
364
Scarce canc. “BARRY B.O. GLAM JY 9 06” on 3 aur Christian IX

Bid

Ship postcard with Christian IX issues 3 & 4 Aur sent from Reykjavik
via “EDINBURGH JY 21 06” to “KJØBENHAVN Ø 23.7.06”. Noted
“via Leith”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

365
366
365 64+111  Rare violet cachet “NORDJYLLAND / 19.Nov.1913” a D.F.D.S. steamship built in Sunderland 1884. RARE.

Bid

P

366 65 

• P

367 65 

P

363 63 

P

364 63+64 

Black posthorn canc. “BRJÁMSLÆKUR” on pair 5 aur Christian IX.
Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

367

P

94

368 65 

Bid

368

REYKIR crown canc. as transit canc. on domestic postcard franked
with 5 aur. The card is sent by ship from “SEYDISFJÖRDUR 26.7”
(1907) to “REYKJAVIK 29.7.1907” and then forwarded on land via
“HRAUNGERDI 30.7” and “REYKIR”. VERY RARE.

200

Spectacular postcard with a single 5 aur sent from Reykjavík to
Stöðvarfjörður on the East coast. The card has been cancelled at every
postal station on it’s route, seven different cancellations in total, all on the
front. The stamp with one missing corner perf. Ex. Jóhannesson.
FANTASTIC POSTAL HISTORY DOCUMENTATION.

Bid

€uro

369

370

371

P

369 65+66 

One line canc. “Christianshavn” on 5 aur pair and 6 aur Christian IX.
SCARCE.

100

P

370 67 

Numeral canc. “113” Höfn on 10 aur Christian IX red as well as with
part of numeral “110” as a transit canc. A scarce and under valued
pmk. F=800. Ex. Jóhannesson. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

371 67 

Rare canc. “HORSENS 10.10.06” on 10 aur Christian IX.

Bid

372

373

P

372 67 

Barred canc. “316” Stromness on 10 aur Christian IX.

Bid

P

373 67 

Violet canc. “KJØBENHAVNS PENGEPOSTKONTOR 11 MAJ 1904”
on strip of four 10 aur Christian IX red. RARE.

100

374
P

374 67 

P µ 375 67 

375

Unique ship postcard sent to “CHRISTIANSSUND N 26.VII.07”
canc. on arrival and additionally with machine canc. “KRISTIANSSUND N”. Interesting illustration from Siglufjordur, harbour with ships. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

500

Cover sent to Canada franked with two copies of 10 aur canc.
“DÝRAFJÖRÐUR 1.9”. Transit canc. “EDINBURGH SP 13 03”, then
“GRUND MAN SP 29 03” from where it was forwarded to “BALDUR
MAN SP 29 03” (same day) probably without luck as it was then returned to “GRUND MAN OC 3 03” where it was probably held until claimed. Ex. Jóhannesson. INTERESTING ITEM.

100
95

€uro

Two Kings Issues

376

379

P

376 76 

Pair 1 eyr Two Kings green/red perf. 12 with violet one line cachet
“Islands Falk”. RARE.

Bid

P

377 77 

Ordinary c.d.s. “BOSTON DE 8 07” on 3 aur Two Kings.

Bid

378

P µ 378 78+80+
85 

380

381

Registered COD cover sent to Sweden canc. “REYKJAVÍK 22.IX.10”.
Multiple transit and arrival canc. on back. Such early COD usages are
scarce.

100

P

379 79 

5 aur Two Kings green with canc. “METHILL NO 28 07”.

Bid

P

380 79 

Single 5 aur Two Kings green perf. 12 3/4 on ship postcard from
Gullfoss via “EDINBURGH SP 26 08” to Leon, Spain. Black “PAQUEBOT” and violet “Prentad mal”. SUPERB.

Bid

Rare ship postcard with 5 aur two kings green sent via “BERGEN
12.11.08” to Copenhagen with unique red “Paquebot” Hosking No.
319.

100

P

381 79 

382

96

377

383

384

P

382 79 

Ship postcard from Seydisfjordur 1908 via “AALESUND 22.1.08” with
seven lined machine pmk. sent to Copenhagen.

Bid

P

383 81 

Scarce canc. “LONGHOPE ORKNEY MY 8.11” on 10 aur Two Kings.

Bid

P

384 81 

10 aur Two Kings red with very rare c.d.s. “MIDDLESBOROUGH SHIP
LETTER 6 AP 15”.

100

€uro

385

386

P µ 385 81 

387

Cover franked with 10 aur canc. with numeral “43” Stödvarfjördur,
transit canc. “42” (Reydarfjördur) as well as “ FÁSKRÚDSFJÖRDUR
26.2 1912” on back. The cover opened on three sides.

Bid

P

386 81 

Beautiful little cover with 10 aur canc. numeral “43” Stödvarfjördur,
transit canc. “DJÚPIVOGUR 7.II.17”. The cover very slightly reduced
at bottom.

100

P

387 81 

Postcard from Vestmannaeyjar via “EDINBURGH 24 AP 14” with violet “PAQUEBOT” sent to St.Pierre-en Port, France.

Bid

388

389

P

388 82 

Black posthorn canc. “FAGURHÓLMSMÝRI” with missing “O” on
block of four 15 aur Two Kings red/green. Late use. F=800. Ex.
Jóhannesson. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

389 84 

Beautiful domestic parcel letter franked with three copies of 20 aur
canc. “DÝRAFJÖRÐUR 9.12”. Arrival canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.12.1907”
on back. Ex. Jóhannesson.

200

Provisional Overprints

P µ 390 99v1 *

DOUBLE SURCHARGE 20 on 25 aur Christian IX in a very fresh
copy. Without price in Facit. AFA DKK 10.000. Cert. DEBO.
VERY RARE.

200

97

€uro

P

391 102 **

392
P

98

392 103 **

Provisional 50 aur/5 kr. brown/grey in block of four with distinct setoff on the reverse. F=6.800 as normal single stamps.

394

100

395

10 kr on 2 kr with some unusual partial doubling of the surcharge.

Bid

P µ 393 103+
Fantastic Ahrenberg flight cover altogether franked
121...  with 27,10 kr canc. “REYKJAVÍK 9.VI.29”. Flown to
Greenland and then onwards by ship to New York.
All proper handstamps, transit and arrival canc. on
back. RARE COVER, ONLY 65 FLOWN.

1.000

P

394 107 **

10 kr on 5 kr provisional overprint in a very fresh never hinged copy.
F=9.500.

100

P

395 107+
Invoice from Scotland with 30,55 kr in stamps applied to pay import
170-71  duties incl. three copies 10/5 kr surcharge, canc. “Tollur” and “REYKJAVIK 18.VI.30” on the front. SCARCE.

Bid

€uro

Silhouette Issues

396

397

398

P

396 79...111  A colourful shipletter sent via “EDINBURGH MR 21 12” to “HELSINGØR 23.3.12” with black one line “PAQUEBOT”. SUPERB.

P

397 114 

Black crown canc. “STAKKAHLID” on pair 5 aur Frederik VII green.
F=1.500. Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

100

P

398 116 

Single 20 aur silhouette blue on ship letter from Akureyri canc. in transit “KJØBENHAVN B (Banegaard) and with straight line “FRA
ISLAND” type I.

100

399

Bid

400

P µ 399 108+109+ Registered cover sent to Germany canc. “REYKJAVÍK 1.1.13” with an
113 
interesting letter seal on back “KAISERLICH DEUTSCHES KONSULAT FÜR ISLAND”.

Bid

Very beautiful insured letter 1916 with a single 25 aur Sigurdsson.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

P µ 400 113 

401
P

401 121v *

P µ 402 121 
• P

403 

402

403

2 krónur surcharge on 25 aur with set-off of overprint on back. Scarce
on this stamp.

Bid

INVERTED WATERMARK. 2 kr. on 25 aur with inverted wmk lightly
canc. 1927. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

Bid

Unfranked domestic postcard canc. “REYKJAVIK 21.IV.21” as well as
with circular “T” postage due handstamp.

Bid
99

€uro

Christian X

404
P

405

404 (*)

406

Proof for one of each of the ten frame and center clichés used for the
10 kr value, with surrounding black ink.
ONLY THREE SUCH PAIRS KNOWN.

100

P

405 (*)

Working die proof of the center cliché with ink filled corners.
ONLY TWO COPIES KNOWN.

250

P

406 (*)

Working die proof of the center cliché with a sharper impression
than the above as well as cleaned up corners.
ONLY TWO COPIES KNOWN.

250

407
P

P

P

100

407 (*)

408 (*)

409 (*)

408

409

Essay for the frame of the 7 aur value dated “30/1 33”. A frame for a
10 KR stamp has been pasted onto a piece of cardboard and “7 AUR”
then pasted onto the frame, however the “AUR” seems to have fallen off leaving only the “7”. UNIQUE ITEM.

200

Die proof of the frames of the 5 aur and 8 aur values of the 1920 issue
in a vertical strip of three (2 x 5 aur & 1 x 8 aur).
ONLY TWO SUCH PIECES KNOWN.

200

Essay piece used in the design of the 1931 issue of
Christian X which shows the complete picture for
which the oval center design came from. Printed on
cardboard. UNIQUE ITEM.

300

€uro

410
P

410 (*)

400

124 

Black crown canc. “GRIMSEY” on 1 eyr Christian X. Possibly c.t.o.
F=4.000. Opinion Daebel. Ex. Jóhannesson. RARE.

Bid

412 128 

Horizontal strip of four 5 aur Christian X olive green on rare ship letter from Siglufjordur via “HAUGESUND 28.XI.27” with violet framed “Paquebot” Hosking No. 319. Sent to “OSLO 30.XI.27”.
EXCELLENT.

300

P µ 411

P

411

Two strips of ten showing twice each of the ten center clichés used
for the King Cristian X issue of 1931, in black colour.
ONLY TWO SUCH PIECES KNOWN.

413

414

P

413 132 

Block of six and a single stamp 10 aur Christian X green on shipletter
from Reykjavik via “EDINBURGH 11 FE 29” to Skive. One line
“PAQUEBOT”. Top right stamp slightly worn.

Bid

P

414 133+160


Postcard sent with the first flight from “VESTMANNAEYJAR 9.VI.28”
to Reykjavik. Such first flights are very rarely seen other than those
from K. A. Hansen.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
101

€uro

P

P

415 135 

416
416 135 

P µ 417 142+
143... 

Rare ship letter from Reykjavik via Aalborg to Copenhagen with
very rare ship pmk. “pr. Skib fra jsland” a forerunner for Hosking
No. 287. Canc. with bridge type “AALBORG 15.6.23” in transit and
arrival mark “KJØBENHAVN B 16.6.23”. EXCELLENT.

500

417
418
Pair 20 aur Christian X brown on shipletter from Reykjavik via “EDINBURGH 23 MY 24” sent to “KØBENHAVN K 26.5.24” with violet
“PAQUEBOT”. SUPERB.

Bid

Wonderful money letter from Landsbanki Íslands in Akureyri to
Copenhagen. The cover is franked with e.g. two copies of 2 kr.
which is very rare on cover, the stamps canc. “AKUREYRI
23.XI.23”. Two beautiful wax seals on back.

400

P

418 144 

Foreign invoice from 1928 with three copies of 5 kr stamps attached
and canc. “Tollur” to pay for the import duties.

Bid

P

419
420
421
422
419 151+
35 aur franking on ship letter from Reykjavik via “GRIMSBY LINCS 30
194-95  1 35” to Copenhagen. One line “PAQUEBOT” Hosking No. 34.

Bid

P µ 420 154 **

40 aur Christian X lilac new engraving in a perfect copy. F=9.000+.
Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

250

P

421 154 **

40 aur in a fresh well centered copy. F=9.000. SUPERB.

200

P

422 156 **

Very well centered and fresh never hinged copy of 2 kr. F=9.000.
EXCELLENT.

200

102

€uro

423

425

426

P

423 157 **

Well centered and fresh 10 kr. F=9.500. SUPERB.

150

P

424 158 

“Inspektionsskibet Islands Falk” in small letters on cover with pair
10/5 aur provisional green sent to Copenhagen canc. on arrival
“KJØBENHAVN 17.8.22” and re-addressed to “RØDEKRO 25.8.22”.
VERY RARE.

250

P

425 159 **

Very fresh never hinged EIN KRÓNA surcharge on 40 aur. F=4.800.

Bid

P

426 159v1 **

Beautiful very fresh never hinged EIN KRÓNA overprint on 40 aur
with the “bulge on E” variety in the overprint. F=6.000. SUPERB.

100

Later Issues

P

427 160+188 Interesting airmail card sent to Stockholm, Sweden from “REYKJA
VÍK 14.5.30” via “BERLIN 21.5.30” where it has been forwarded to
“MALMÖ 21.5.30” by airmail.

Bid

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
103

€uro

428

429

P

428 161v **

Damaged tail of overprint in pair with undamaged overprint (AFA
No. 124x). Both stamps very fresh never hinged.

Bid

P

429 161v **

Damaged left wing in overprint in pair with undamaged overprint
with margin (AFA No. 124y). Both stamps never hinged.

Bid

430
P

431

430 160-61  Airmail card sent to Germany franked with airmail overprint stamps
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 1.III.34”. Berlin airmail transit canc. on front.

Bid

Registered cover sent from Iceland via Germany to Argentina by
Zeppelin. The stamps canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.VIII.32”. All proper handstamps, transit and arrival markings in place.

200

P µ 431 142+
161... 

432
P µ 432 162v **

433

DOUBLE “Zeppelin 1931” overprint on 30 aur, never hinged. Not
priced as never hinged in Facit. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE.

400

P µ 433 162-64 ** Cpl. set Zeppelin 1931 in matching corner margin blocks of four with
printing number. F=9.200+.

150

104

€uro

434
P µ 434 162+
164 
P µ 435 162+
164 

P

436 166 **

435

436

Registered cover franked with 30 aur and 2 kr. sent with Zeppelin to
Italy, the stamps canc. “REYKJAVÍK 30.VI.31”. Friedrichshafen transit
as well as two Genova arrival canc. on back. SCARCE DESTINATION.

100

Registered Zeppelin cover franked with 30 aur and 2 kr. sent to Spain
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 30.VI.31”. Stuttgart and Friedrichshafen transit
canc. on back as well as Barcelona arrival canc.
UNUSUAL DESTINATION.

100

Very fresh never hinged copy of 5 kr. Hópflug Ítala. F=13.000.

300

P µ 437 165-67 Hópflug Ítala 1933 in a very fresh never hinged set
**
with margin numbers. F=42.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Ex 438

Ex 439

P µ 438 165-67 HOPFLUG ITALA in a very fresh never hinged set.
**
5 kr. with light natural gum bend. 10 kr. in perfect
centering, EXCELLENT. All sign. DFU.
P µ 439 165-67 *

1.000

Hópflug Ítala in cpl. set (3) with undefined signatures. F=17.000.

800
300

105

€uro

Ex 440

P

440 165-67 Hópflug Ítala in a cpl. well centered set on piece

canc. “REYKJAVÍK 9.VII 33”. F=43.000.

1.000

Hópflug Cover

Lot # 441 µ
133+165-67 
Hópflug Ítala 1933 set on a beautiful registered cover sent to
Austria. 10 kr. stamp with overprint error: without accent. The
stamps canc. “REYKJAVÍK 7.VII.33”. The proper New York transit
and Vienna arrival canc. on back. Cert. BPA.
€uro 2.500
106

€uro

442

443

444

P

442 169 (*)

Imperforated proof of 10 aur landscape blue/brown with part of sheet
margin on paper without watermark.

Bid

P

443 170 

Shipletter from Vestmanneyjar via “EDINBURGH 19 JA 31” to
Copenhagen with one line “PAQUEBOT”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

444 170 

Shipletter from Reykjavik via “STAVANGER 25.IX.31” to Copenhagen
with rare cancs “Paquebot” Hosking No. 319 franked with single 20 aur
Landscape.

100

445

446

447

P

445 170 

Single 20 aur landscape red on ship letter to Copenhagen via “HAMBURG 29.11.23” with slogan “DEUTSCHLANDS GRÖSSTER
HAFEN”.

Bid

P

446 170 

Single 20 aur landscape red on cover to Denmark canc. “GLASGOW
14 DE 31” and scarce two line “PAQUEBOT / POSTED AT SEA”
Hosking No. 2063 used in 1931 only.

100

Ship letter to Denmark franked with 25 aur canc. with CANADIAN
duplex canc. bars & “QUEBECK AP 22 28” and with blue due mark
“POSTAGE DUE / MAILED ON HIGH SEAS” Hosking No. 1045
but the due amount does not seem to be charged. VERY RARE.

300

P

447 104+
170 

448
P µ 448 174v **
1

Ex 449

Ex 450

Parliament 5 aur green/blue with variety: white sunrays and waves.
F=2.000. Cert. Grønlund. EXCELLENT.

P µ 449 173-187 ** 1930 Parliament Millenary in a fresh never hinged set of 16. F=6.500.

P µ 450 173-88  Parliament millenary in a beautiful used cpl. set of 16. F=7.500.

Bid
100
100
107

€uro

451

451 (*)

452

1937 Christian X Silver Jubilee Issue essay in the
finished design except with a value of 50 aur which
was never issued. ONLY KNOWN COPY.

250

P

452 195 

Scarce numeral canc. “269” Eyjolfsstadir on 20 aur Gullfoss red.
F=1.500. Ex. Jóhannesson. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

453
453 195 

454
455
Shipletter sent via “OSLO 2.X.34” to Copenhagen with violet framed
“Paquebot” Hosking No. 318 franked with 20 aur Gullfoss.

100

P

454 195 

Ship letter from Reykjavik via “HULL YORKS / POSTED AT SEA / 31
DEC 1937” Hosking No. 48 with the characteristic “Q” in the text, sent
to Copenhagen. Noted “pr S/S Godafoss”.

Bid

P

455 195 

Double franked Sunday letter ship letter from Reykjavik to Copenhagen
franked with 20 aur Gullfoss and Danish 10 øre wavy lines type in
RARE TYPE IA (F-No. 110a = 1.200 on cover) both with machine canc.
“KØBENHAVN K 5 Decb 1935”.

150

Ex 456
457
458
P µ 456 194-99 ** Gullfoss in a very fresh cpl. never hinged set (6).

459
Bid

P

457 203 

Rare numeral canc. “287” Skard on 50+25 aur Charity. Possibly c.t.o.
F=3.000. Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

Bid

P

458 213 

Numeral canc. “277” Hvitanes on 5 aur Jochumsson. F=1.500. Ex.
Jóhannesson. VERY FINE.

Bid

Double overprint 5/35 aur provisional with light trace of hinge. F=2.200.
Cert. Grønlund.

Bid

P µ 459 216v1 *
108

€uro

P

P

460
461
460 227v1 ** Imperforated margin copy of 15 aur Geysir violet. Hinged in margin only.
F=7.000. SUPERB.

461 227v1
**

Imperf. corner margin block of six of 15 aur.
F=42.000. UNUSUAL MULTIPLE.

P µ 462 228E * Essays for the Geysir issue, two perf. stamps in different colours and smaller than the issued format as
well as a group of seven imperf. stamps in different
colours in a larger format than those issued. All on
gummed paper. Ex. Lars Ingemann.
POSSIBLY UNIQUE.

P

P

463 228 

464 248 

463
464
Single franking 20 aur Geysir on rare ship letter from Eskifirdi via
“AARHUS 1.8.39” to Copenhagen with rare framed “Paquebot”
Hosking No. 287 used in Aarhus. EXCELLENT.
Double censored letter with 25 aur fish red on ship letter via “FLEETWOOD 15.4.40” to Copenhagen. British and German censor labels,
very unusual.

100

750

750

100

100
109

€uro

465
P

P

465 267 

467

Undercover “OAT” airmail letter with 1 kr. Sturluson sent from “REYKJAVIK 27.II.42” to “LISBOA 8.4.42”. British censor label.

100

466 268-73 ** 1944 JON SIGURDSSON. Cpl. set of six in very fresh ** cpl. sheets
of 50, folded in the middle with some separation. F=42.500.

400

467 285 

468

Single 60 aur Hekla on ship letter from Reykjavik to Copenhagen canc.
with framed “Paquebot” Hosking 287 and red framed D.F.D.S / KJØBENHAVN / SKIBSBREV”.

469

100

470

P

468 287 

A perfect impression of numeral “268” Núpur. F=2.000. Ex.
Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

100

P

469 288 

Numeral canc. “300” Skeggjastadir on 10+10 aur Charity. F=2.000. Ex.
Jóhannesson. RARE & SUPERB.

100

P

470 326v **

Hekla 5/35 aur with variety:”surcharge outside of 35” in a margin
block of four. F=8.000+. SCARCE.

200

P

471 P.510-14
(*)

1973 COLOUR PROOFS of the Stamp Jubilee issue cpl. (5) imperforate
without centre print. Mounted on thick grey cardboard. RARE.

200

110

6

The Rare First Official Stamp

Lot # 472 µ
Tj 1 
A very beautiful copy of 4 sk. in perf. 14 x 13½, With an almost full
and beautiful Reykjavik canc. and rough perforation as always.
Extremely rare in used condition without any faults. F=80.000.
Cert. Günter Wahl.
VERY FINE
€uro 2.500

473
P µ 473 Tj 2 
P

474 Tj 2 

474

Pair of 8 skilling with beautiful “KIRKJUBÆJARKLAUST. 8.11”. Only
490 copies of 8 skilling officials sold at Prestsbakki. The perforation
slightly trimmed at top. Certs Dr. Debo & Møller. Ex. Jóhannesson.

300

Small piece with two 8 skilling stamps canc. “ÍSAFJÖRÐUR 20.4”.
Only 786 copies of 8 skilling officials sold in Ísafjörður. One stamp
with cut perforations on one side and some toning. Ex. Jóhannesson.

200

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
111

€uro

P

475
475 Tj 3 *

476
477
4 skilling without watermark. VERY UNUSUAL.

478
100

P

476 Tj 3 **

Very fresh, never hinged pair of 4 skilling. F=7.500.

100

P

477 Tj 3 

4 skilling with well centered “BÆR 4.6”. Only 589 copies of the 4 skilling official stamps sold at Bær. Ex. Jóhannesson.

100

P

478 Tj 3 

Antiqua c.d.s. “SEYDISFJÖRDUR 4.3” on 4 skilling green line perf. 12
1/2. Only 1.050 copies sold in Seydisfjördur. Ex. Jóhannesson.

Bid

479

P µ 479 Tj 3 

480

481

Rare antiqua c.d.s. “VÖLLUR 14.11” on 4 skilling green line perf. 12
1/2. Only 1.012 copies 4 skilling sold at Völlur/Breidabolstadur. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. Ex. Jóhannesson. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

480 Tj 3 

4 skilling canc. “GRENJAÐARSTAÐUR”. Only 724 copies of the 4 skilling official stamps sold at Grenjaðarstaður. Ex. Jóhannesson.

100

P

481 Tj 3v1 (*) Imperf. pair of 4 skilling proof with inverted watermark. Undervalued
variety. SCARCE.

Bid

482
483
484
482 Tj 3v1 (*) Margin copy of imperf. 4 skilling proof with both inverted watermark as
well as a broken upper frameline at right. SCARCE.

Bid

1

Never hinged vertical pair of 4 skilling with both inverted watermark as
well as a broken upper frameline at right on the upper stamp. F=7.500+.
Opinion Møller. SCARCE COMBINATION.

100

484 Tj 5 

Black crown canc. “GRÝTUBAKKI” on pair 5 aur brown official
stamp. F=800. Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

Bid

P

P µ 483 Tj 3v **
P
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P µ 485 Tj 6a 

A very beautiful cover front with 10 aur 1st printing (ultramarine)
with antiqua c.d.s. “EGILSTADIR 27.1” sent to Reykjavik. A very
rare item with a flawless stamp. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex.
1.500
Jóhannesson. EXTREMELY RARE ITEM.

486

487

P

486 Tj 15 **

P

487 Tj 16v1 **/ *5 aur brown perf. 14 with inverted overprint in block of four. One
stamp is **. F=3.000 for * single stamps. VERY FINE.

488

3 aur yellow orange, never hinged margin copy. F=5.500.

489

Bid
Bid

490

P

488 Tj 16v *

5 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with overprint variety “02’-’03”. F=3.500.

150

P

489 Tj 16v4 *

5 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with overprint variety “‘03-’03”. F=3.500.

150

A very fresh copy 10 aur blue never hinged. F=8.000. Cert. Grønlund.
VERY FINE.

200

3

P µ 490 Tj 17 **

113

€uro

P µ 491 Tj
18av1


The very rare I printing of 16 aur carmine on thin
paper with inverted overprint. Facit has no price for
this shade and with inverted wmk it is not even listed. Light Reykjavik canc. and small tear at right.
Certs Eldrup & Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE.

492

493

494

500

495

P

492 Tj 19v ** Corner margin copy of 20 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with overprint variety
“02’-’03”. F=4.000.

150

P

493 Tj 19v3 *

150

P

494 Tj 21av1 * INVERTED OVERPRINT on 3 aur in the rare brownish orange shade,
well centered, slight toning. F=4.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen

Bid

P

495 Tj 24v6 *

150

2

496

20 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with overprint variety “‘03-’03”. F=4.000.

10 aur with overprint variety “02’-’03”. F=3.500.

497

498

499

P

496 Tj 24v *

10 aur with overprint variety “‘03-’03”. F=3.500.

150

P

497 Tj 26 

Dark blue crown canc. “K TSTRÖND” with missing “O” on pair 3 aur
Christian IX official. Ex. Jóhannesson. SCARCE & SUPERB.

Bid

P

498 Tj 45 

Numeral canc. “226” Ófeigsfjördur on 10 aur Christian X dark
blue/grey. F=2.000. Ex. Jóhannesson. SUPERB.

100

P

499 Tj 54 

Inverted watermark on 5 kr. Frederik VIII. F=3.000. SCARCE.

Bid

114
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500

501

502

Mixed franking of regular and official stamps on an official money
P µ 500 217+
Tj 58...  letter sent from “BÚÐARDALUR 4.XII.41”. SCARCE.
P µ 501 TJ 61 *
P

502 Tj 69 **

INVERTED OVERPRINT on imperforated margin copy 7 aur green
Parliament 1000 years. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE & VERY FINE.

100

50 aur brown with overprint shifted upwards. SCARCE.

Bid

503
P

503 Tj 74 **

P µ 504 Tj 74v
**/ *

P µ 506 Tj 59-74


504

10 aur official airmail in pair with set-off of overprint on back.

Bid

Pair of 10 aur airmail officials of which one is without overprint. One
stamp is hinged. Unpriced in Facit. Sign. Kessler & Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. RARE.

250

Ex 505
P µ 505 Tj 59-74
**

200

Ex 506

1930 Parliament Millenary Officials in a cpl. very fresh never hinged
set (16). F=19.000.

300

1930 Parliament Millenary officials in a beautiful used cpl. set of 16.
F=19.000.

300

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Postal Stationery

P

507
507 EB1P 

508
509
Proof for the first postal stationery card of 1879 showing only the border in grey colour. Small regular punch hole, presumably made by the
printers.

Bid

P

508 EB1 

5 aur single card with beautiful “HRAUNGERDI 15.2”. Reykjavik
transit as well as Akureyri arrival canc. on back. One broken corner.
Ex. Jóhannesson.

100

P

509 EB2 

A beautiful 8 aur single postcard with exceptional antiqua c.d.s. “VESTMANNAEYJAR 13.5” sent to Denmark with arrival mark on the front.
Ex. Jóhannesson. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

510
510 

511
512
Beautiful 10 aur single stationery card sent to Hungary from “PATREKSFJÖRDUR 4.7.1908” via “ISAFJÖRDUR 5.7”. Arrival mark “POZSONY JUL 1908”. Ex. Jóhannesson. RARE DESTINATION.

Bid

P

511

10 aur inquiry card sent to Denmark via the United Kingdom canc.
“REYKJAVÍK 28.11”. transit canc. with Edinburgh and Granton chamfered ship letter handstamps as well as “K OMB. 1 8.12.91” on arrival
in Copenhagen. Ex. Jóhannesson.

150

P

512 

Christian IX 8 aur stationery lilac as ship postcard from Akureyri to
Copenhagen with violet one line “S/S PERWIE” owned by Steamship
Company “Thore”. Canc. “FRA ISLAND” type I and on arrival “KJØBENHAVN K 30.11.04” (with four stars).

100

DB3b 

Collections

P µ 513 

116

Very well filled used collection 1873 - 1958 in an album starting with
some skilling stamps (mostly with imperfections), some good aur
stamps, two different “prír” (one with small thin), all 5 kr kings and
10 kr overprints with postal canc. (except 10/5 kr with tollur), 1930
cpl. as well as 1930 airmails, section officials etc. Please see sample
pictures on our website.

750

€uro

P

P

514 **/ */ 

515 

516 / 
µ 517 / 

µ 518 

P µ 519

Well filled collection 1873 - 2003 in a Leuchtturm album incl. some
better ** sets e.g. 1930 parliament, 1930 airmails, Gullfoss, some better Chr X values etc. Nearly cpl. ** from 1944 up to 2003.

500

Very fine collection of used stamps 1876 - 1962 in an Estett album.
No skilling stamps but a nice looking 20 aur pale violet (small thin
in the wmk), all 5 kr. kings, all 10 kr. overprints, all three 1930 sets
cpl. incl. the officials etc.

500

Collection Geysir issue 1938-47 on 28 nicely arranged exhibition pages
including blocks, postmarks and interesting letters. The entire lot can
be inspected on our website.

200

Collection SHIP MAIL, COPENHAGEN OMK with advertising
postmarks incl. single stamps and a minimum one cover on each of
the 25 nicely mounted exhibition pages with analysis. Scarce material.
The entire collection can be inspected on our website.

800

SHIPMAIL. Five exhibition pages with various items transitting
EDINBURGH incl. four covers and three letter cuts.

Bid

NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS. Collection of over
200 different in an album with some extra strikes as
well. Overall quite nice strikes with many medium
priced cancellations. Ex. Jóhannesson.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

1.500

117

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

P µ 520 

µ 521

P µ 522 
µ 523
524 / 
µ 525 
µ 526 
•
•

µ 527A 
527B / 

528 **

118

Small lot consisting of eighteen Aur issue stamps with selected cancellations incl. several Miklibær etc. Ex. Jóhannesson. All pictured
on our website.

300

Binder with a quantity of Antiqua & Lapidar cancellations on a large variety of different issues incl. some covers and postcards. Ex.
Jóhannesson. All pictured on our website.

400

CROWN CANCELLATIONS. Duplicate lot on six
A4 stock pages with many beautiful canc. Ex.
Jóhannesson. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

1.500

Lot with five Í Gildi forgeries, of which three have ‘03-’03.

Bid

Small mixed lot with e.g. some better FDCs from the 1940s, a fine used
1937 Christian X minisheet, a folder with various longer format covers
incl. some interesting ones etc. Please inspect.

100

Lot with ca 65 covers in short collector friendly format ca 1930s-80s of
which many have small town canc., many registered some parcel
cards and scarcer frankings etc.

100

Small mixed lot with e.g. an invoice with 36 stamps canc. “Tollur” (some
seem to have fallen off), some incomplete covers/documents etc.

Bid

Interesting lot with a reg. cover to England with Double Kings
10+15+20+20 aur and some old FDCs. Please inspect.

Bid

REVENUES. Interesting lot with almost 20 documents, mostly life insurance with revenue stamps ca 1900 - 1960, mostly early. Further some pieces with revenue stamps, Greidslumerki stamps and a few documents.
Also Tollur canc. on almost 50 copies 10/5 kr. Facit # 107. Please inspect.

100

FACE VALUE, Europa CEPT 2006, 3.000 minisheets.
Facit 240.000. Face value ISK 900.000 (ca Euro 6.400).

2.000

€uro

Norway
Please see also Lots # 545-610

P

529 3v 

Exceptional 3 sk, lilac grey perfectly centered and with light but clear
grid canc. perfectly placed. EXCELLENT COPY.

530
P

530 3-4 

P µ 531 10 

µ 532 

Bid

531
Very beautiful cover to England with 3 and 4 x 8 sk. Oscar I. Each
stamp with a superb “PORSGRUND 12.10 1860”. Part of one back flap
missing. Transit and arr. pmks on front.

200

24 skill single on cover canc. “AALESUND 8.9 1866” sent to “ALTONA 18.9 1866” with arrival canc. on back. Black oval “ALTONA
SCHIFFSBRIEF” on front. Some light toning on the cover. F=16.000.
Cert. Aune.

400

Collections & Mixed Lots
Very well filled used collection 1855 - 1961 in an Estett album with
e.g. all skilling stamps incl. some extra shades, good posthorn incl.
12 øre unshaded, both returned letter stamps etc. The quality seems
to be very good throughout. Please see pictures on our website.

300

Used collection 1856 - 1989 in a Stender album, very well filled from ca
1909 onwards. Please see sample pictures on our website.

200

534 

Collection 1855-1945 on album pages, some unused, but mostly used.
Most skilling stamps incl. Nos 1-5. Not very many stamps missing.
Please inspect.

100

535 **/ *

Album containing a collection of unused blocks of 4 ca 1909 - 1951.
Most blocks either with 2 or 3 stamps **. Also a few larger blocks.

150

A stock card with some remainders e.g. No. 1 with ink canc. “Biri”
defective and a 12 øre dull green and two DWI stamps. The lot can be
inspected on our website.

Bid

V-OVERPRINT 1941 with watermark, 8 different values in full sheets
of 100. F=27.700.

Bid

µ 533

µ 536 
537 269-75+
278 **

119

€uro

Ex 538

P

538 279-97 V-OVERPRINT 1941. Complete set without water**
mark and without 10 øre white V in full sheets of
100. F=94.000.

1.000

Mixed Scandinavian Lots
539 */ 

Old collection in a 1931 Wennberg album incl. various medium priced
stamps and sets from e.g. Iceland.

200

540 */ 

Collection in an old Facit album with e.g. a decently filled section of
Sweden.

Bid

541 */ / 

Remainder lot with e.g. small collection Denmark *, cover with 2 RBS
Thiele (close cut), cover with 4 RBS chestnutbrown. Three old album
pages with Iceland incl. some better high values. Sweden 17 öre Lion
grey with cert. Fulpius (1949). A fine lot.

200

Mixed remainder lot with various reprints, private steamship, railway,
locals. Mostly related to Denmark. The entire lot can be inspected on
our website.

Bid

Large carton containing a large number of stockbooks and stockcards
with various duplicates mostly from Sweden but also from other
Scandinavian countries. Mostly cheaper material but some medium
priced stamps have been noted. Also included are various literature
titles on Swedish stamps up to around 1950, some in German.

Bid

Group of three covers, one Icelandic FDC from 1958 sent to Australia
with a scarce use of an official post office seal on back, registered 1931
cover from Finland to Australia, censored 1940 cover from Finland to
Australia.

Bid

µ 542
543

µ 544 

•

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Interrupted mail of Scandinavia
Gold Medal Collection of Hallvard Slettebø

We are very happy to have been entrusted the major part of this exceptional postal
history collection of interrupted mail sent within, to or from Denmark, Norway and
Sweden. Numerous interesting items receiving special treatment by the post as they
were damaged and/or delayed due to aircraft accidents, maritime misery, train
trouble, car crashes, fires, theft and a multitude of other postal service problems.
Hallvard Slettebø started this collection in 2001 and exhibited it for the first time
locally in 2007. Exhibition highlights were Gold medal (93p) with special prize at
the FEPA exhibition IBRA '09, and Gold (91p) at the FIP show Philataipei 2016.
The items are offered here by sections as they were exhibited and on our website you
can study the original exhibition pages with the complete description of each item. In
each section there are a number of interesting covers offered in one lot as selections/collections, all items still on their exhibition pages. The starting prices are very
modest and we recommend careful inspections of those lots.
The main areas are obviously Denmark, Sweden and Norway, but as you will find
there are also items relating to numerous other countries of the world.
We hope you will enjoy studying it all, not least from the historical point of view with
a lot of very interesting stories.
The main sections are:
1. Aircraft Accidents
2. Maritime Disasters
3. Incidents on Land

lot # 545-579
lot # 580-597
lot # 598-610

Due to the nature of this collecting area, most of the items are damaged due to their
adventures and troublesome journeys. These damages can obviously not be used as
any reason for reclamation.
The rarity statements are based on the exhibitor's recordings if no other source is
given.
Main sources for information:
• Henri L. Nierinck: "Courrier Recuperee – Recovered Mail"
• Norman Hoggarth & Robin Gwynn: "Maritime Disaster Mail" (H&G)
• Robin Gwynn & Norman Hoggarth: "Railway Disaster Mail" (G&H)
• John Thiesen: "Nordic Air Crash Mail" www.crashmail.dk
• Svensk olyckspost (Swedish Wreck & Crash Mail) www.olyckspost.se
The three first ones will be available at the viewing in Malmö and as for the last two
we refer to the websites.
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Aircraft Accidents
16.30 hrs

545
P µ 545 U.K. & Sweden

P µ 546 U.K. & Sweden

P µ 547 Sweden

547

546
1907 (14 Oct), Daily Graphic balloon Mammoth from London
to Tösse, Sweden. Several thousand postcards were carried,
and following the hard landing the contents of the mailsacks
were dispersed over a large area. Postcard to London postmarked Mellerud.

150

1907 (14 Oct), Daily Graphic balloon Mammoth from London
to Tösse, Sweden. As above but unfranked postcard to London
postmarked Tösse, postage due markings.

150

548
1912 (22 Sep), special flights were organized for Barnens Dag
in aid of sick and handicapped children. Due to engine
troubles the plane crashed in the Värtan bay. Postal card to
Stockholm, the special Barnens Dag stamp lost due to immersion in water, and a stamp from another item is affixed.

100

P µ 548 Sweden,
1929 (9 Jun), Stockholm to New York flight by Ahrenberg in
Iceland & U.S.A. “Sverige”, forced down into the ocean off Iceland, special cancellation. 65 covers were carried.

549
550
1932 (23 Aug), Thor Solberg’s interrupted flight from the USA
P µ 549 U.S.A.,
Newfoundland & to Norway, forced to land at Paradise Bay, Newfoundland.
Norway
Postcard with stamp soaked off due to landing in water.
Signed by the pilot.

P µ 550 U.S.A.,
1932 (23 Aug), Thor Solberg’s interrupted flight from the USA
Newfoundland & to Norway, forced to land at Paradise Bay, Newfoundland.
Norway
Postcard with US franking. Signed by the pilot.
122

100

250

250

€uro

P µ 551 Norway

551

P µ 552 Norway

553
P µ 553 Norway

P µ 554 Sweden & U.K.

P µ 555 U.K.,
Denmark &
Norway

552
1936 (16 Jun), DNL’s Junker JU66 “Havörn”, in the route
Bergen to Trondheim flew into the Lihesten mountain in
Sognefjorden. The crew of four and three passengers were all
killed in what was the first fatal aviation accident in Norway.
Cover from Bergen to Kristiansund with dark blue cachet
“Gjenfunnet post fra “Havörn” (N-360616b, 69mm width) and
forwarded to addressee.

300

1936 (16 Jun), DNL’s Junker JU66 “Havörn”, in the route
Bergen to Trondheim flew into the Lihesten mountain in
Sognefjorden. The crew of four and three passengers were
all killed in what was the first fatal aviation accident in
Norway. Cover from Bergen to Honningsvåg with violet
cachet “Gjenfunnet post fra “Havörn” (67mm, different from
N-360616b) and returned to sender, with manuscript annotation “Brevet tilbakelevert adressaten” plus cachet “Bergens
postkontor” (N-360616a).

300

554
555
1936 (16 Jun), DNL’s Junker JU66 “Havörn”, in the route
Bergen to Trondheim flew into the Lihesten mountain in
Sognefjorden. The crew of four and three passengers were all
killed in what was the first fatal aviation accident in Norway.
Cover from Bergen addressed to Harstad and return to
Bergen, flown by “Havørn”.

200

1936 (15 Sep), British Airways G-AYED De Havilland
crashed on night take-off from Croydon on its route to
Hannover. Cover from Birmingham to Gothenburg, Sweden
with Swedish slip “Denna försändelse har blivit skadad vid
olycksfall/ med postförande flygplan.”. Mail from this accident is not recorded by Nierinck.

500

1939 (15 Aug), British Airways G-AESY in the London-Copenhagen route, crashed in Danish waters near Vordingborg. The
pilot could swim ashore, but the three passengers drowned.
Letter London-Oslo, with Norwegian ambulance envelope
and excuse slip “Sendingen er skadd ved at British Airways
rutefly London -/ Kjøbenhavn forulykket 15/8 d.å. og styrtet
i sjøen ved Falster i Dan-/ mark./ Oslo postkontor / BUDAVDELINGEN 17/8. 1939.” N-390815d.

100
123
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556
P µ 556 Germany,
Denmark &
Norway

557
1940 (1 Apr), the German-planned first flight Berlin-Copenhagen-Stavanger was denied landing permission by Norwegian authorities, and the flight ended in Copenhagen. Cover
from Berlin addressed to Stavanger, with special cachet and
special air mail label for the flight.

100

1941 (7 Nov), Finnish Aero OYs JU52 “Sampo in the Helsinki
to
Sweden & U.S.A. Stockholm route crashed near Åbo”. Tri-lingual cachet
Finnish-Swedish-French Lähetys vahingoittunut lento-onnettomuudessa / “Försändelsen skadats under flygolycka /
L’envoi endommage par inident d’aviation”. Censored cover
from Finland to USA. N-411107a.

100

P µ 557 Finland,

558
P µ 558 East Karelia,
Finland &
Sweden

P µ 559 U.K. & Sweden

P µ 560 Norway,
Sweden, U.K. &
Argentina

559
560
1941 (7 Nov), Finnish Aero OYs JU52 “Sampo in the Helsinki to
Stockholm route crashed near Åbo”. Tri-lingual cachet
Finnish-Swedish-French Lähetys vahingoittunut lento-onnettomuudessa / “Försändelsen skadats under flygolycka /
L’envoi endommage par inident d’aviation”. Censored
express cover from East Karelia to Sweden, N-411107a.

100

1943 (17 Aug), a BOAC plane from Leuchars, Scotland to
Bromma, Sweden crashed into a mountain some 60km from
Leuchars after loss of orientation. The crew died, and the
wreck was found three weeks later. Cover from UK to
Sweden with boxed cachet “Damaged by sea water”. Mail
from this accident is not recorded by Nierinck.

500

1944 (29 Aug), Norwegian route between Sweden and
Leuchars, Scotland, crashed at Kinnekulle. Cover from
Stockholm addressed to Argentina, returned to sender in
ambulance envelope with slip “Åter till avsändaren/
Försändelsen har skadats under be-/ fordran med ett flygplan, som natten/ till den 29 augusti 1944 förolyckats/ på
svenskt område./ POSTKONTORET STOCKHOLM 1
AVG.UTR.” N-440829a,f.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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561

562

P µ 561 Denmark,
France & U.S.A.

P µ 562 Iceland &
Denmark

P µ 563 Turkey,
Greece,
Switzerland
& Sweden

P µ 564 Norway

564

563

1946 (3 Sep), Air France DC-3 flight Copenhagen-Paris,
crashed near Holtug, Denmark. Badly burnt postcard from
Denmark to U.S.A., with service envelope “Heri en under
Postbesørgelsen beskadiget Forsendelse” N-460903b and slip
“Endommagee à l’accident d’avion de/ Holtug (Danemark) le
3.Septembre 1946./ Bureau de poste Copenhague Omk.”. The
slip in French is not recorded by Nierinck.

100

1947 (13 Mar), Icelandic Grumman Goose crashed at take-off
from Buðardalur. Cover from Iceland to Denmark with
Icelandic label “Póstur sem bjargaðist úr/ flugvélinni, er
fórst á/ Hvammsfirði.”. Mail from this accident is not recorded by Nierinck.

500

1947 (26 Oct), Swedish ABA DC-4 “Sunnan”,
in the route Turkey-Sweden, crashed into a
mountain on landing in Athens, all 44 on
board died. Soiled cover from Turkey to
Switzerland. The only recorded mail item
from this accident, and not recorded by
Nierinck.

750

565
1948 (2 Oct), DNL’s air service to Northern Norway, the Short
Sandringham S-25 “Bukken Bruse” crashed and sank on landing at Hommelvik near Trondheim. 19 people died and 26
were rescued. Cover from Drammen to Trondheim with black
line-cachet “Post fra “Bukken Bruse”“. This cachet is not recorded by Nierinck.

200

P µ 565 Norway,
1948 (21 Dec), a Czech DC-3 crashed in Greece in the route
Czechoslovakia, Prague-Rome-Athens-Israel. Greek partisans were awaiting
Greece & Israel an air drop of weapons and had lit flares. The pilot mistook
the flares for a landing strip. Cover from Bergen, Norway to
Tel-Aviv with Czech label N-481221a.

400
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566

P µ 566 Spain,
Denmark &
Sweden
P µ 567 Denmark &
Norway

568

P µ 568 Brazil,
Netherlands,
Germany &
Denmark

P µ 569 Italy,
Netherlands,
Germany &
Denmark

P µ 570 Philippines,
Italy, U.K. &
Sweden

126

567
1949 (8 Feb), SAS in the route Madrid-Copenhagen, crashed in
the sea near Sweden. Cover from Spain to Denmark, with
ambulance envelope and slip “Beskadiget ved “Torlak
Vikings”/ flyveuheld den 8’februar 1949./ OMKARTERINGSPOSTKONTORET/ KØBENHAVN V”, N-490208a

200

1950 (15 May), DNL’s air service to Northern Norway, the
Short Sandringham S-25 “Bamse Brakar” during take-off from
Harstad. All on board were rescued. Postcard from Denmark
to Kirkenes, manuscript “Flyhavariet “Bamse Brakar” i
Harstad 15/5-1950” and green cachet “Kirkenes postkontor”.
N-500515a.

100

569

570

1952 (22 Mar), KLM’s DC-6 “Konigin Juliana” in the route
Johannesburg-Amsterdam, crashed in woods near Frankfurt.
Only two survivors. Cover from Brazil to Denmark, with service cover “Heri en under postbesørgelsen beskadiget forsendelse”, and excuse slip “Beskadiget ved flyveuheldet/ ved
Frankfurt (Main) den 22.marts/ 1952./ OMKARTERINGSKONTORET:/ KØBENHAVN V.”. This slip is not recorded by
Nierinck.

100

1952 (22 Mar), KLM’s DC-6 “Konigin Juliana” in the route
Johannesburg-Amsterdam, crashed in woods near Frankfurt.
Only two survivors. Cover from Italy to Denmark, with service cover “Heri en under postbesørgelsen beskadiget forsendelse” and excuse slip “Beskadiget ved flyveuheldet ved/
Frankfurt (Main) den 22.marts/ 1952./ OMKARTERINGSKONTORET:/ KØBENHAVN V.” (differs from N-520322f).
This slip is not recorded by Nierinck.

100

1954 (14 Jan), Philippine Airlines DC-6 in the route ManilaLondon, both right side engines caught fire and it exploded
20 m above the ground when trying to land in a field in Italy.
All 16 on board were killed. Cover from the Philippines to
Sweden, with servive envelope and Swedish excuse slip
“Bifogade försändelse har skadats/ vid flygolycka i Rom,
Italien, den 14.1./ 1954./ Postdirektionen, Malmö/ den 28
januari 1954.”. Also cachet “Corrispondenza recuperate in
seguito/ incidente aero del/ 14 GEN 1954” N-540114a . The
Swedish slip is not recorded by Nierinck.

100
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571

P µ 571 Soviet Union,
Latvia,
Lithuania &
Denmark

P µ 572 Denmark &
Greenland

P µ 573 Denmark,
Norway,
Sweden &
U.S.A.

574
P µ 574 Thailand,
Denmark,
Norway, Italy
& Sweden

P µ 575 Canada, U.S.A.
& Norway

572

573

1957 (15 Aug), a Soviet Ilyushin aircraft came from Moscow
and Riga to Copenhagen, and crashed into a chimney at the
Ørsted power plant. Postcard from Kaunas, Lithuania to
Denmark, with service envelope and excuse slip
“Medfølgende forsendelse hidrører/ fra den post, der befordredes med den/ russiske flyvemaskine, der forulykkede/ ved
København den 15.d.m./ OMKARTERINGSPOSTKONTORET, den/ 17 AUG. 1957”. This slip is not recorded by Nierinck
(differs from N-570815a).

100

1965 (8 Nov), Danish Air Force Douglas D-54C ditched in
Kattegat on its way to Greenland. Cover from Denmark to
Scoresbysund in eastern Greenland, with ambulance envelope
and excuse slip from Greenland Post: “./. Vedlagte brevforsendelse (r) har været befordret med/ fly, der er havareret den
8.november 1965./ GRØNLANDS POSTVÆSEN”. Mail from
this accident is not recorded by Nierinck.

300

1969 (13 Jan), SAS DC-8 “Sverre Viking” in the route Copenhagen-Los Angeles had a forced landing in Santa Monica
Bay near LA. Newspaper wrapper with remnants of Dutch
newspaper, from the Netherlands to U.S.A, with explanatory
slip from the Los Angeles Post Office. Mail from this accident is not recorded by the American Air Mail Catalog, and no
recovered mail cachets or slips are recorded by Nierinck.

400

575
1970 (19 Apr), SAS DC-8 “Anund Viking”, in the route TokyoManila-Bangkok-Rome-Sweden, caught fire shortly after takeoff from Fiumicino (Rome). Postcard from Thailand to
Sweden, with Swedish excuse slip “Bifogade försändelse har
tyvärr skadats, då ett SAS-plan/ den 19 april 1970 brann upp
på flygplatsen i Rom./ Postens Reklamationskontor”, N700419a.

250

1970 (5 Jul), Air Canada DC-8 from Montreal to Los Angeles
crashed near Toronto. Cover from Oslo to Canada with cachet
“SALVAGED FROM/ AIR CRASH JULY 5”. N-700705b.

100
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€uro

P µ 576 Norway

P µ 577 Norway

578
P µ 578 Denmark,
Germany,
Kenya &
South Africa
µ 579

576

577
1973 (30 Jan), in the route Oslo-Alta, SAS DC-9 “Reidar
Viking” crashed at Oslo airport. The plane slid off the runway
and into the sea, no fatalities. Registered cover Oslo-Tromsø,
on reverse manuscript “brevet var med under flyhavariet”
and Tromsø postmark. Not recorded by Nierinck.

250

1973 (30 Jan), in the route Oslo-Alta, SAS DC-9 “Reidar Viking”
crashed at Oslo airport. The plane slid off the runway and into the
sea, no fatalities. Window envelope from Oslo, with red cachet
“Skadd ved “Reidar Viking”s flyhavari 30.1.73”. N-730130a.

200

580
1974 (20 Nov), the first serious accident with a Jumbo Jet,
Lufthansa Boeing 747 in the route Frankfurt-South Africa,
crashed in Nairobi. Cover from Denmark to South Africa with
cachet “RETRIEVED FROM AIR CRASH ON 20/ NOVEMBER 1974 AT NAIROBI./ HERWIN VAN LUGRAMP OP 20/
NOVEMBER 1974 TE NAIROBI.”. N-741120a.

100

A fantastic collection of 25 covers all mounted individually
on a page and nicely described for exhibiting. Representing
Airmail crash covers from different times and various
countries also outside of these three Scandinavian countries.
Many scarce items incl. two not registered by Nierinck. All
can be viewed on our website. Please inspect!

500

Maritime Disasters
P µ 580 Jamaica,
U.S.A. &
Norway

128

1890 (18 Jan), mail was transported by mule cart from Kingston, Jamaica to Port Maria for delivery to the Norwegian SS
“Bergenseren”. The mule cart was washed away in the river,
the mules drowned, the mailman survived and the mail got
soaked. Cover from Kingston to New York, with label “’This
Postal Packet was contained in the Mail Bag from Kingston
for New York via Port Maria, Jamaica, for dispatch per S.S.
‘Bergenseren,’ which mail bag was washed away in the
Haughton River, near Annotto Bay, on the night of Tuesday
the 18th instant, and which was subsequently recovered.
Fred Sullivan, Postmaster for Jamaica. General Post Office
21st Feb., 1890.”. H&G: about ten covers recorded.

400

€uro

581
P µ 581 Sweden,
Germany &
U.S.A.

P µ 582 Denmark &
France

583

P µ 583 Denmark,
U.S.A.,
Panama & Peru
P µ 584 Sweden,
Norway & U.K.

P µ 585 U.K.,
Sweden &
Finland

582

1895 (30 Jan), German SS “Elbe” in the route Bremen-Southhampton-New York sank in the North Sea after collision with
SS “Crathie”. Cover from Sweden to Minnesota, with boxed
red cachet “FREI! MARKE ABGEFALLEN/ PAID! STAMP
LOST.” and violet cachet “Geborgen aus der/Postdalung des
untergegangenen/ Dampfers “Elbe”./ Postamt 1 Bremen”.

250

1903 (7 Jul), French SS “Liban” in route from France to Corsica
sank in the Mediterranian after a collision. Registered letter
Denmark-Corsica, re-sealed with French label and French offical postal wax seals, also blue cachet “NAUFRAGE du
LIBAN”.

250

584

585

1908 (26 Nov), Panamanian SS “Finance” was run into and
sank off Sandy Hook. Copenhagen viewcard to Lima, Peru,
stamp lost, and with explanatory slip attached in New York.
H&G type 2.

300

1915 (17 Aug), Norwegian SS “Haakon VII” in the route
Bergen-Newcastle was intercepted by a German submarine
and some letter mails were seized. Cover from Sweden to
Leeds, U.K., British censorship and on reverse violet cachet
“Forsinket ved opbringelse av &#8216;Haakon 7s’ post.”
(Delayed due to interception of ‘Haakon 7’ mails.). H&G rarity A, and probably the only recorded item from this incident.

300

1916 (14 Feb), fire in the mail room aboard Swedish SS
“Newton” in Sunderland. Cover from London to Vyborg,
Finland, with boxed cachet in French “Avarie par incendie/ a
bord du paquebot /”Newton” a Sunderland/ le 14 fevrier
1916” (H&G type 2), Finnish censorship. The cachet in French
is very unusual as most of the recovered mail was for Sweden
and received the cachet in Swedish.

200

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

586
P µ 586 U.K.,
Sweden &
Denmark

587

1916 (23 Nov), the Swedish SS “Arthur” was captured by a
German submarine, torpedoed and sunk in Kattegat.
Registered postal service cover from London to
Copenhagen, with Arthur Type 1 label in Danish “KJØBENHAVNS/ OVERPOSTM»STEREMBEDE Den 30. Novbr.
1916./ Beskadiget af Søvand./ Forsendelsen har været
befordret med/ Dampskibet “Arthur”, der paa Rejse fra
Leith/ til Göteborg den 23. ds. er blevet sænket af/ et tysk
Krigsskib.”. H&G rarity A (fewer than ten recorded).

500

P µ 587 U.S.A. & Sweden 1917 (13 Mar), British SS “Norwegian” in Atlantic service was
destroyed by an explosion. Cover from U.S.A. to Stockholm,
with cachet in purple “Skadat av vatten under/ Transporten
mellan New/ York och England.”. The only recorded cover from
“Norwegian” with this cachet.

200

588
P µ 588 Norway

P µ 589 Norway,
Sweden &
Finland

589
1928 (20 Feb), SS “Norge” in the Kystruten Oslo-Bergen coastal route, ran aground and sank near Haugesund. Ten lives
were lost. Cover from Haugesund to Oslo, with cachet
“Brevet er beskadiget og forsinket/ ved d.s. “Norge”s forlis
den 20. feb. 1928/ Haugesunds postkontor.”. Mail from this
accident is not recorded by Hoggarth & Gwynn.

250

1929 (8 Sep), Swedish SS “Heimdall” ran aground and sank
between Sweden and Finland. Cover from Oslo to Helsingfors, on reverse label “Bifogade försändelse/ har skadats av
vatten vid/ ångfartyget “Heimdalls”/ förlisning den 8 sept. 1929/
i Stockholms skärgård./ Postdirektionen i/ Stockholms Distrikt.”.

100

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
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€uro

590

P µ 590 Norway

P µ 591 Norway,
Newfoundland,
Canada & U.K.
P µ 592 Norway

P µ 593 Turkey,
Poland &
Sweden

591

592

1929 (6 Oct), SS “Haakon VII” in the
Hurtigruten
coastal
express
between
Kirkenes and Bergen, ran aground in heavy
rain and storm shortly after leaving Florø. 17
lives were lost, the ship ended up at 90° list
with the stern below water. Postcard from
Skogns Stasjon to Stavanger with cachet in
violet “Berget post/ fra D/S “Håkon VII” “
used at Stavanger post office. This cachet is
not recorded by Hoggarth & Gwynn, and the
only recorded copy.

500

1942 (3 Feb), a fire broke out in the hold of Norwegian SS
“Mosfruit” shortly after she left St. John’s , Newfoundland for
U.K. Cover from Montreal, Canada to a trooper in Canadian
Army overseas, stamp lost, with cachet “SALVAGED FROM
THE SEA”.

150

1943 (26 Feb), Norwegian coastal steamer “Bodø” in the
Trondheim-Narvik-Tromsø service, ran aground and sank.
Cover from Oslo to Hammerfest, with label “Beskadiget ved
D/S “Bodø”s forlis” (Damaged due to the loss of SS Bodø).
This label is not recorded by Hoggarth & Gwynn and the only
recorded copy.

400

593

594

1946 (25 Mar), incident on board Swedish MV “Arabritt” in
route between Poland and Sweden. Cover from Turkey to
Sweden, on reverse label “Försändelsen har skadats under /
befordran med m/s Arabritt från / Gdansk till Norrköping.”
(From mails damaged during conveyance by M/S Arabritt
from Gdansk to Norrköping).

P µ 594 Finland,
1950 (6 Apr), Finnish steamer “Bore 1” grounded off Åland.
Åland & Sweden Wrapper from Finland to Sweden, stamp lost, with cachet
“Skadad vid / s/s Bore 1 grundstötning” (Damaged in the
grounding of SS”Bore 1”). H&G type 1.

100

100
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€uro

595

596

598

P µ 595 Pakistan,
1967-1975, the Yellow Fleet was the name given to a group of
Egypt & Norway fifteen ships trapped in the Suez Canal from 1967 to 1975 as a
result of the Six-Day War. The German ship SS “Nordwind”
was one of these. Cover from Pakistan to Norway, with label
“Denne sendingen ble sendt med/ S/S “Northwind” fra
Pakistan/ i 1967. På grunn av krigen i/ Midt-Østen dette året
ble skipet/ innestengt i Suez-kanalen og/ posten er først kommet til Oslo/ i dag, 2.7.1975./ Oslo postdistrikt, Brevavdelingen”. The Norwegian label is not recorded by Hoggarth & Gwynn.

100

1972 (Oct), storm during the voyage Greenland-Denmark.
Parcel despatch card from Godthåb, Greenland to Copenhagen. Slip affixed: “Pakken har været befordret med skib, der
har været udsat for storm under sejlads fra Grønland” (the
parcel was despatched by sea and subject to storm during the
voyage from Greenland... Please check if the contents are damaged...) Mail from this incident is not recorded by Hoggarth & Gwynn.

100

Extensive collection of 22 items from “Maritime Disasters”
1899-1942, large part WW II. All mounted and described for
exhibition on 20 pages. Great variety and many scarce ones.
All available on our website. Please inspect!

400

P µ 596 Greenland &
Denmark

µ 597

Incidents on Land
P µ 598 Denmark,
Germany,
Netherlands &
U.K.

Railway
Two items from 1906 (30 Dec), train collision at Ottersberg,
Germany, when the Hamburg-Cologne express collided with
a Hamburg-Bremen freight train. One postcard from Copenhagen, Denmark to Apeldoorn, the Netherlands, with faint
green boxed cachet “Beschädigt/ beim Eisenbahnunglück/
bei Ottersberg (Hanvr.)”, G&H type 5. Further a cover from
Copenhagen to London, with blue cachet “Beschädigt beim/
Eisenbahnunglück/ bei Ottersberg Hann”. G&H type 3.

P µ 599 U.S.A., France & 1910 (28 Jul), fire in railway package wagon at Pont St.
Denmark
Maxence station on the Paris-Jeumont rail route, American
mail for Germany and Scandinavia was involved. Cover from
U.S.A. to Denmark, official seals from the Danish Post and on
reverse manuscript “Beskadiget under Be-/fordringen ved en
Brand i/ Frankrig” + line cachet “Kjøbenhavns Brevpostkontor”. G&H type 12.
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100

100

€uro

600
601
P µ 600 U.S.A., France & 1910 (28 Jul), fire in railway package wagon at Pont St.
Sweden
Maxence station on the Paris-Jeumont rail route, American
mail for Germany and Scandinavia was involved. Postcard
from U.S.A. to Sweden, with Swedish label “Försändelsen,
som nu hit öf-/ versändts från Franska Post-/ förvaltningen,
tillhör Ame-/ rikapost, som den 29 Juli 1910/ varit utsatt för
eldsolycka/ under postbefordran å linjen/ Paris-Jeumont.
Stockholm/ den (manuscript “5/1”) 1911./ Kungl.
Generalpoststyrelsens Reklamationskontor.”. G&H type 12.

P µ 601 U.S.A., France & 1910 (28 Jul), fire in railway package wagon at Pont St.
Denmark
Maxence station on the Paris-Jeumont rail route, American
mail for Germany and Scandinavia was involved. Cover from
U.S.A. to Denmark, with Danish label “Nærværende
Forsendelse er bleven beskadiget ved et Jernbaneuheld i
Frankrig den 29. Juli 1910. Kjøbenhavns Brevpostkontor.“.
G&H type 11.

P µ 602 U.S.A. &
Norway
µ 603 Sweden,
Denmark,
Norway etc.

100

100

1920 (Sep), fire in U.S. railway mail car. Severely burnt cover
from Norway to San Francisco with cachet “Received in bad
condition at/ SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. “. The only recorded item
by G&H.

100

Five interesting railway accident covers 1921-2012, each nicely
mounted and described for exhibiting. All can be viewed on
our website.

200

Theft/Stolen Mail

P µ 604 U.S.A. &
Norway

1905 (Jul-Sep), Cover from New York to Bergen with boxed
cachet “Brevet er forsinket / ved underslag / af en postfunktionær.” (Delayed due to embezzlement by a postal official).
The only recorded cover from this theft.

100
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€uro

P µ 605 Denmark &
Norway

Three items,1947 (Sept). Mail delay due to theft. Cover from
Copenhagen sent locally, with excuse label “Forsinket af et
bedragerisk Ekstra-/postbud./ NØRREBRO POSTKONTOR.” and excuse letter stating that the deceptive postman is
arrested. The only recorded cover from this theft. Further another
Danish cover from 1988 also unique from this that as well as a
Norwegian excuse letter from 2012 about a missing letter.

150

War Related

P µ 606 Norway

606

P µ 607 Norway & U.K.

µ 608

µ 609

µ 610

134

607
1940 (Apr), the German occupation also caused problems for
the transport and treatment of mail. Cover from Måløy to Oslo
with cachet “Funnet blandt post som er kom-/ met tilrette
etter krigshendingene.” (Found among mail that has turned
up after the acts of war.).

100

1941 (27 Dec), a raid by allied forces on the Lofoten islands,
British forces seized some mail which was detained until 1945.
Cover from Narvik 24.12.41 to Grimstad, with cachet “Holdt
tilbake av allierte styrker i 1941” (the Reine raid). (Held by allied forces in 1941).

150

Very interesting collection of 15 war related items 1916-44
from WW I & II on 14 exhibition pages nicely described. All
available on our website. Please inspect.

200

Other Postal Problems
Very interesting selection of 11 items 1929-74 from various
countries and which have been interrupted of various reasons,
E.g. a letter from Iran to Denmark 1965 that was rescued from
a dramatic fire where the van was totally destroyed by fire. All
available on our website.

200

Damaged in Letter Box or in Handling
Interesting collection of 8 items damaged in letter box 1937-95
and 36 damaged in handling 1948-2011. More than half of
them mounted for exhibition and those can be viewed on our
website.

Bid

€uro

Non-Scandinavian Countries
Saturday 30 September
10.00 hrs

Albania

µ 611 6-7 /  DOUBLE EAGLE provisionals 1913. An exceptional lot consisting of Michel Nos 6x, 6y & 7, 32 copies
20 pa. and 48 copies 1 pia., a few other values as
well. Mostly on pieces, many signed. Michel more
than 20.000 for cheapest shades. All available on
our website. Please inspect!

1.000

Argentina
Please see also Lots # 431 & 560

P

612 P

µ 613 , (*)

P µ 614 1 **

CORRIENTES. PROOF in black of double sheet of 20 stamps without value. Two folds in the middle, not touching any stamps and two
thin spots. RARE & ATTRACTIVE

250

CORRIENTES. Interesting little collection with two sheets incl. têtebêche positions (reprints?) and eight covers. Please inspect.

300

Ex 614
TIERRA DEL FUEGO. Fireland 10 c. red local stamp 1891 in full sheet
of 100 stamps. Mi=6.000 for *. Very fresh and fine.

250
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€uro
µ 615 **/ */ 

•

Austria
Very fine specialized collection 1850 - 1993 organized by different
perfs, paper type or printing on self-made album pages in two thick
albums. The collection includes well filled sections of postage due,
feld post, Lombardy & Venetia, Austrian Levant and Bosnia
Herzegovina incl. different perfs. Please see sample pictures on our
website.

400

616 **

Collection in three volumes 1945-2004 appears cpl.

200

617 */ 

Collection in old Schaubek album 1850-1933 incl. Lombardy-Venetia,
foreign post offices, postage due, military stamps etc. A fine old collection.

100

Baltic States
Central Lithuania
618

CENTRAL LITHUANIA 1920-22. Good collection on album pages,
complete excl. Mi. 4-13. All stamps collected both unused and fine
used, as well as both perf. and imperf. Good quality. Please inspect.

100

Belgium

P

619 341 P
µ 620 / 

621 **

DIE PROOF in black of 10+40 fr. Cardinal Mercier 1931 with notation
“3e Etat”. RARE.

150

King Leopold I 1849-1865. Specialized collection on five album
pages incl. 4 copies # 1 and 5 copies plus a pair of # 2, with shades
and beautiful canc. Also many nice copies and two covers of the later
issues. Good quality. Please inspect.

400

Beautiful and clean ** collection in a Leuchtturm album, seemingly
cpl. 1980 - 2002.

100

Brazil
Please see also Lot # 568

P

622
622 1 

623
624
Very dark print of 30 reis with very large margins. Mi=800+.

625
200

P

623 1 

Beautiful 30 reis in dark print with light c.d.s. Mi=800.

150

P

624 1 

Beautiful 30 reis with very good margins all around. Mi=800.

200

P
136

625 1 

Beautiful 30 reis with black c.d.s. and brownish figure canc.

150

€uro

626

627

628

P

626 1 

Red c.d.s. on 30 reis with full margins all around.

150

P

627 1 

Very fresh copy 30 reis in worn impression with light and clear c.d.s.
Mi=800.

150

P

628 1 

Very fresh 30 reis on thin white paper with light canc.

150

µ 629 1 

630

BULL’S EYES. Interesting lot of 30 copies 30 reis
with small faults, mostly nice looking. Interesting
for study. Mi=24.000.

631

750

632

P

630 3 

Beautiful 90 reis with shield canc. Mi=2.700.

400

P

631 3 

Very strong black print of 90 reis with margins all around. Mi=2.700.

300

P

632 3 

Worn printing of 90 reis canc. with ink line.

200

Ex 633

P µ 633 3 
µ 634 

BULL’S EYES. Interesting lot of 9 copies 90 reis
with small faults. All nice looking, one with red
canc. Mi=24.300.
Used collection 1843 - 1960s incl. many medium priced stamps as well
as some expensive ones. Includes e.g. the first set of three, however
with faults. Pictures of the early part are available on our website.

1.000

200
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€uro
µ 635 */ 

µ 636 / 

Bulgaria
Well filled old collection 1879 - 1935 mostly used in an album incl.
many better stamps. All pictured on our website.

150

Chile
COLUMBUS first issues. Specialized collection on five album pages
incl. shades, canc. and varieties on single stamps, two strips of three,
four covers of which two with bisects. Good quality for these issues.
Please inspect.

300

China
Please see also Lots # 86, 951 & 952

P µ 637 

637

P µ 638 
P µ 639 (*)

638
Ex 639
Cover sent by Sven Hedin to his sister in Sweden in 1933.

100

Cover sent from Sweden to Sven Hedin in Peking, the stamp canc.
“STOCKHOLM 27.4.33”. Transit and arrival canc. on back (picture
available on our website). The stamp with minor imperfections.

Bid

Four different Fengtian province opium destruction certificates (revenues) from 1928, in grey, red, brown and green colours, the latter two
on brown paper.

Bid

China People’s Republic

Ex 640
P µ 640 744-59 ** 1963 Huangshan Landscapes issue cpl. never hinged very fresh quality (16). Mi=2.000.
µ 641 / (*)

µ 642 **/ */
/(*)

Interesting pre-printed album for issues from 1949 - 1959 “compiled by
the China Philatelic Company”. The album contains various unused
and used stamps from the period mounted by hinge incl. e.g. the 1958
minisheet (Mi. Bl. 5) without gum as issued. Some stamps are reprints
and have been valued as such. Mi=2.578. All pictured on our website.

500

Collection on stock pages in one album containing stamps from different Chinese areas as well as some Hong Kong ca 1875 - 1990. All pictured on our website.

100

643-652 No Lots
138

400

€uro

Czechoslovakia
Please see also Lot # 565
Very clean nearly cpl. collection ** 1918 - 1992 in four albums, only a
few * stamps noted in the beginning. Also a ** section of Slovakia 199399.

653 **

250

Ecuador

P

654 2 

Beautiful cover front with six copies 1 real green with excellent canc.
“RIOBAMBA 16 DEC 65”. Almost full margins on all, one with plate
error “UN RE.AL”. SCARCE.

200

France
Numbers according to Yvert & Tellier
Please see also Lots # 561, 582, 599, 600 & 601

P µ 655 1a *

656

A very fresh and beautiful 10 c. sepia brown (bistrebrun) 1849. €=3.250+. Cert. von der Weid. SUPERB.

600

657
658
Very beautiful 15 c. Ceres with good - very good margins. €=1.000.

150

P

656 2 

P

657 6 

Beautiful 1 fr. Ceres with very good margins all around on a small
piece. €=950.

200

P

658 18 

Beautiful 1 fr. Empire with good - very good margins all around.
€=3.250.

400
139

P µ 659 34 etc.  The never issued 10/10 c. dull brown on cover from “GARE-DE-NARBONNE 19 OCT 94” sent to Switzerland. Small corner bend of little
importance. Cert. J.-F. Brun. VERY RARE ON COVER.

300

Bordeaux 20 c. Type I Report 2

Lot # 660 µ
44B *
An extremely fresh copy of the very rare 20 c. blue in type I with
very light hinge mark. One of the most rare stamps of this issue.
Yvert 28.000. Copy of cert. Roumet.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 5.000
140

€uro

P µ 661 119+137


Censored cover from Constantinople to Paris with date stamp “TRESORT ET POSTES 506 - 28.7.19” and the stamps canc. with framed
“ARMEES ALLIEES EN ORIENT - POSTE AERIENNE”. Cert. Behr.

Ex 662

663

Ex 664

P µ 662 148-55 / War victims 1917 cpl. (8) in a fine set. €=3.100.
P

663 E **

Essay for vignettes “Aide Aux Intellectuelles” Paris 1943 in block in
black print. Scarce.

P µ 664 P5+7+8  Postage Due imperforate, 25 c. black, 40 c. blue and 60 c. brown yellow.
€=2.360. VERY FINE.
µ 665 

Bid

300
300
250

Collections & Lots
Extremely well filled used collection 1849 to ca 2000 in two Davo
albums. The collection is nearly cpl. incl. a good section of airmail
stamps. Very high cat. value. Example pictures on our website.
1.000

Ex 666
• P µ 666 **/ */ 

Clean collection 1849 - 1989 on self-made pages in three albums. The
collection is very well filled from ca 1870s onwards and includes
many medium priced stamps as well as some expensive ones (the
pictured 5 Fr. possibly with improved perforation). Most stamps are
used up to ca 1930 with much ** after that. Also includes back of the
book sections incl. general issues for the colonies. Please see sample
pictures on our website.

400

667 **/ 

Collection in an album, quite well filled from the 1870s onwards to
1977. The early part mostly used and very well filled ** from ca 1940.

150

668 

Accumulation of covers and postal stationery in two thick albums
mostly 1870s to 1930s. One of the albums holds postal stationery
with very good variety, mostly used. The other album holds mostly
covers with better usages incl. postage due etc.

750
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€uro

French Colonies
Numbers according to Yvert & Tellier
Please see also Lots # 1 & 2

P

669 3 

670

ALGERIA. 15 c. black Timbre-Taxe on cover from “AIN-TEMOUCHEN/ALGERIE 20 MARS 63” to “ORAN/ALGERIE”. A rare and
very beautiful cover.

671

100

672

P

670 

ALGERIA. 1867 10 c. Napoleon III brown on a beautiful cover from
“AIN-BEIDA/ALGERIE 15 SEPT 67” to Constantine. Numeral canc.
“4116”. SUPERB.

100

P

671 60 

ALGERIA. A very beautiful 1875 cover with 25 c. blue from “BOUFFARICK/ALGERIE” to Alger. Numeral canc. “5005”. SUPERB.

100

P

672 90 

ALGERIA. 1880 cover with 15 c. Sage blue from “AMEUR-EL-AIN 21
SEPT” to Maine-et-Loire. RARE & SUPERB.

100

µ 673 **/ */
/ 

•

674 */ 

675 **

MADAGASCAR. Very interesting old collection
1889 - 1946 in a thick album including many covers
and cards. The entire collection is pictured on our
website.

3.000

Collection of mostly various French colonies and
areas in Africa from the late 1800s up to ca 1960 on
self-made pages in 6 thick albums incl. many
medium priced stamps and sets. Also includes
some non-French countries in Africa.

750

Thick album with all different ** cpl. sets from various French areas
from the 1960s-80s most of which have good thematic appeal.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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100

€uro

German States
Baden

P µ 676 

Ex 676
Almost complete collection on two album pages incl. beautiful 18 &
30 kr. 1862, both sign. Carl H. Lange. Mostly good quality. High cat.
value. Please inspect.

500

Bavaria

P µ 677 26Y 

µ 678

The rare wide watermark on 12 Kreuzer lilac wmk. 1Y correctly used
canc. “MÜNCHEN I”. Mi=6.000. Sign. Thier & Friedl. Cert. Brettl.
VERY FINE.
1.000
Old collection 1849-1920 on Behrens album pages, almost complete
(only 3 stamps missing). Many issues collected both used and unused, a total of around 500 stamps. Mainly good quality. High cat.
value.

500

Lübeck
P

679 DK7d 

A beautiful small piece with 4 skilling 3rd printing plate IV No. 72
with large plate flaw. Upright numeral “3” and antiqua c.d.s. “KDOPA
LÜBECK 10.6.1861”.

Bid
143

€uro

Oldenburg

µ 680

Collection on a Behrens album page, only Mi. No. 5 missing. E.g. Mi.
Nos 1 * and used 7, 10-14 etc. Some signed, somewhat mixed quality.

400

Wurttemberg

µ 681

Old collection 1851-1923 on Behrens album pages,
complete excl. Mi. No. 211. Incl. all the good early
high values like Mi. Nos 1, 5, 10, 15, 24, 29 and 34
though many small faults in the early part. Also a
nice looking 70 kr. 1873 on a piece. Very high cat.
value. All available on our website. Please inspect.

1.000

Schleswig-Holstein Issues
Unique Essay for First Issue

Lot # 682 µ
1E*
Essay of 1 sch. in black on white gummed paper. The entire stamp with yellow
green bureaulage covering also the embossed centre. Same size as the issued
stamps. A small thin on back of no importance. Essay No. 11d in Krötzsch
Handbuch 1897 (ill. on page II). Cert. Møller.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 1.500

P µ 683 1a 
144

Small piece with 1 schilling blue lightly canc. with barred numeral
“40” and a weak pen canc. Mi=6.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

750

One of Two Known “9”

Lot # 684 µ
1a 
An exceptional copy 1 sch. blue with the extremely rare “insurrection”
numeral “9” ELMSHORN. Clear and well placed on a stamp with good
to large margins all around. Sign. Pfenninger & cert. Møller.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance: Carl Aage Møller
€uro 5.000

Unique Insurrection Canc. “25”

Lot # 685 µ
1a 
A very clear strike of “25” NEUSTADT on 1 schilling blue on small piece
mostly with very fine margins. There is a small damage in the center piece
otherwise a very attractive stamp. A very important piece due to the extremely
rare canc. Certs Jakubek and Møller.
FINE & RARE ITEM
Provenance: Christian Andersen
€uro 2.000

145

Dark Rose Red Shade on Cover

Lot # 686 µ
2b 
A very beautiful cover with full contents with 2 sch. in the scarcer
dark shade with a well placed numeral “19”. Very good colour and
full margins all around. Interesting printing flaw: white spot at
top right. Mi=32.000. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB & RARE

€uro 7.500

687
P µ 687 4 
P µ 688 11 

146

688
An exceptional strike of the very rare numeral “213” NORDSTRAND
on 1 1/4 sch. green. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

500

A scarce cover with 2 schilling ultramarine from “GRAM 19.10.65”
via “KOLDING” and “HADERSLEBEN” to “ROESKILDE”. Noted
“betalt”. Cert. W. Engel. SUPERB.

400

€uro

P µ 689 14 

Rare Prussian type one ring cds “MÖGELTONDERN 6.11 66” on cover with
1 1/4 sch. lilac sent to Ballum. Sign. Ferchenbauer & cert. Møller. SUPERB.

300

The Danish Period

P µ 690 

P

691 

A UNIQUE cover with written framed pmk. “L.P. No.5” sent from
Blankenese via Hamburg to Potsdam. Framed “Aus Dänemark”.
Notation of fees “4/13”. Cert. Møller.

500

691
692
The very rare numeral “192” duplex canc. and transit canc. on the back
of a superb stampless cover from Fredericia to Husum.

150

P µ 692 DK2Iv2  Scarce early cover from “ECKERNFÖRDE 7.8.51” to Copenhagen with
4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 11 with variety CRACKED PLATE. Early cover
with mute canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

P µ 693 DK2
IIa 

A wonderful small size cover with contents and
with BLUE CANCS numeral “127” & 1 1/2 ring
c.d.s. “OLDENBURG 18.8.1853” sent to Copenhagen. Only recorded cover with Thiele I and blue
numeral canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

100

1.500
147

€uro

P

694
695
694 DK2IIIAv4 “Kranhold Retouch” on 4 RBS Thiele II plate II No. 5 with numeral

“113” ALTONA. F=3.600. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

695 DK2IIIa


Bid

P µ 696 DK2
IIIa 

P µ 697 DK2IIIa


• P µ 698 DK2IIIa

148

Scarce numeral canc. “141” Crempe on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown.
F=4.000. SUPERB.

A perfect strike of the UNIQUE CANC. insurrection canc. “40” Holstein Railway on 4 RBS Thiele II.
Only copy recorded on 4 RBS. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

2.000

Rare written town’s name “Preetz d 21/11” (1854) used only November
1854 - January 1855 and numeral canc. “131” on small piece with 4 RBS
Thiele II. Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW SUCH KNOWN.

200

A scarce and very beautiful small size cover with good numeral “130”
& antiqua c.d.s. “PLÖN 29.5.1855” with 4 RBS sent to Cassendorf.
Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

200

€uro

P µ 699 DK2IIIa Very rare numeral canc. “157” KALTENKIRCHEN (F=5.000 as single

stamp) on registered letter sent to Bordesholm pr. Kiel. Framed “L.P.
No. 4”. Registration fee noted by red crayon “8”. Cert. JKE.
Signatures Jakubek and Møller. EXTREMELY RARE.

P µ 700 DK2
IIIa 

P

701 DK2IIIa


Most rare numeral “160” (F=9.000 as single stamp
alone) & octagular pmk. “L.P. SCHÖNWALDE” on
a fresh and beautiful cover sent to Kiel inside dated
“Schönwalde d. 22.Juni 1854”. Sign. Carl Lange and
cert. Møller. Ex. Christian Andersen.
EXTREMELY RARE.

Prephilatelic type one ring pmk. used in emergency “ALTONA 26.11.1853”
on cover with 4 RBS Thiele III. This postmark was used sporadically
1853-54. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE.

600

1.000

250
149

€uro

702

703

P µ 702 DK2IIIa A fresh and very beautiful cover with “insurrection canc. 19” and

double ring c.d.s. “KIELER BAHNHOF 24.9” sent to Heiligenhafen.
Ex. Chr. Andersen and Peer Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
FINE COPY.
P

703 DK2IIIa Cover from Schleswig to Bergedorf with 4 RBS Thiele II black

brown. Numeral canc. “66” and 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. “SCHLESWIG 18.2
1854”. Noted “3” in red crayon delivery fee in Bergedorf and with
rare double ring pmk. “St.P.A. BAHNHOFS-EXPED / HAMBURG
19.2.1854” extraordinarily rare on cover with 4 RBS. On the reverse
blue “KDOPA HAMBURG 18.2” and red “BERGEDORF 19.2”.
A VERY INTERESTING COVER.

704

705

400

500

706

P µ 704 DK2IIIb A beautiful cover with 4 RBS Thiele II reddish brown sent from

Hanerau to Tellingstedt with scarce numeral “156” and framed “L.P.
No.2”. Transit mark “ITZEHOE”. Cert. Møller.
A RARE & SUPERB COVER.

400

P µ 705 DK2IVa


Scarce numeral canc. “155” Bordesholm on 4 RBS yellow brown plate
IV No.92. F=1.800+. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

Bid

P µ 706 DK2IVa Very rare numeral canc. “159” Schenefeld on small piece with 4 RBS

Thiele III yellow brown with framed “L.P. No.3”. This number is
unpriced in Facit. Cert. Møller. FINE, SLIGHTLY AGED.

300

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
150

€uro

707

708

P µ 707 DK2IVd Exceptional impression of “insurrection canc.” No. 19 Kieler

Bahnhof on 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown plate IV No. 65. Cert.
Kaiser. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.
P µ 708 DK2IVe


Scarce numeral “145” & 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. “SCHWARTAU 25.8.1854” on
a beautiful cover to Bargtheheide with 4 RBS Thiele III nut brown plate
IV No. 90. Cert. Møller. RARE & SUPERB.

709

710 DK4d  A HUGE MARGIN copy 4 skilling 3rd printing on an extraordinarily beautiful cover with blue antique III c.d.s. “GLÜCKSTADT
5.8.1856” and upright numeral “116”. Ex. J. Schmidt-Andersen.
EXCELLENT.

711

250

710

P µ 709 DK2IVc Very rare written town’s name “Bahnhof Pinneberg IIIZ 24/4” and

very rare numeral canc. “168” on cover with slightly close 4 RBS
Thiele III grey brown. Cert. Møller. Probably UNIQUE.
P

600

712

713

500

200

714

P

711

DK7a 

Rare numeral “183” Tönning Bahnhof on 4 skilling 1st printing. Slightly
close at top right. FINE COPY.

150

P

712 DK7a 

A wonderful impression of scarce numeral canc. “195” Bahnhof Büttel.
SUPERB.

100

Rare numeral canc. “162” with curved foot of “2” RÖM on 4 skilling
brown. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 713 DK7 
P

714 DK7 

A beautiful pair 4 skilling brun with centric situated numeral cancs
“23” Haderslev. Right stamp slightly close.

Bid
151

€uro

715
P

715 DK7 

P µ 716 DK7 

717

P µ 718 DK7b 
719 DK7d 

720
P µ 720 DK7e 
P

A very beautiful pair of 4 skilling brown with scarce numeral “143”
Lundin. SUPERB.

Bid

Rare numeral canc. “152” Schwarzenbeck on 4 skilling brown. Cert.
Møller.

Bid

718

P µ 717 DK7a 

P

716

721 DK7e 

P µ 722 DK7e 

719

Scarce rural cover from Hanerau with 4 skilling 1st printing canc. with
numeral “156” and framed “L.P. No.2” sent to Albersdorf. Cert. Vagn
Jensen. SUPERB.

200

A fine cover with 4 skilling 2nd printing sent from “NORTORF
25.8.1860” with numeral “126” to Itzehoe. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

Bid

Scarce numeral “172” and c.d.s. “TRITTAU 9.8.1860” on a beautiful
cover with 4 skilling 3rd printing sent via Hamburg to Kiel. SUPERB.

100

721

722

A very beautiful small size envelope with 4 skilling 3rd printing sent
from “OLDESLOE 29.7” to Eutin. On the reverse “BORDESHOLM
21.7.1861”. SUPERB.

Bid

Scarce numeral “182” & c.d.s. “ARNÆS 22.11” with posthorn on cover
with 4 skilling 3rd printing sent to Flensburg. The stamp is slightly
close.

100

Privately rouletted 4 skilling 3rd printing on a very beautiful cover from
“OLDENBURG 18.4.1861” to Carlshütte. Cert. Kaiser.
RARE & SUPERB.

150

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
152

€uro

723
724
P µ 723 DK7ev7  Very beautiful cover with 4 sk. 3rd printing with private roulette 9½
from “OLDENBURG 26.4 1861” to Rendsburg. F=6.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB & RARE.
P

724 DK7h 

P µ 725 9 

150

Inland triple rate cover front with three single copies 4 skilling 5th
printing wmk II sent from “LUNDEN 7.3.1863” to Itzehoe. Perfect
upright numeral cancs “143”. Transit mark “HEIDE 7.3” in blue on the
reverse.

100

A very beautiful cover fron with 4 skilling brown rouletted and with
Esrom type canc. “SKJBK” (Skjärbäk”). Cert. Nielsen. SUPERB.

400

German Reich
Please see also Lots # 556, 568, 569, 578 & 598

P µ 726 Bl. 3 **
µ 727 */ 

728 

Extremely fine never hinged Ostropa minisheet with full original
gum without any separation in the perforation. Unpriced as such in
Michel. RARE IN SUCH HIGH QUALITY.

400

A very interesting mixed lot various states on old album pages e.g.
with better Brunswick and Hannover. Also stock cards with
Schleswig-Holstein and two good 5 mark German Reich. Please
inspect the whole lot on our website

200

Stockbook with mostly used duplicates incl. some better sets and also
some better Zeppelin stamps.

200
153

€uro

German Colonies & Post Offices Abroad

729
P

729 23 II 

P µ 730 19 
P µ 731 7-19 

P µ 732 6 I 

733
P µ 733 2 I 
P µ 734 13-25 
P µ 735 7-19 
P µ 736 7-19 

730

Ex 731

TURKEY. A very beautiful 25 piaster on 5 m. 1903 in ovpt type II
“CONSTANTINOPEL 2.9 03”. Mi=700+. Sign. Schmidt. SUPERB.

150

NEW GUINEA. A very beautiful 5 m. 1901 nicely canc. “HERBERTSHÖHE 30.9 03”. Mi=600. Cert. Jäschke-Lantelme.

100

KAROLINEN 1900 cpl. set (13) lightly canc. 1, 2 & 3 m. signed Bothe, 5
m. sign. Köhler. Mi=1.000.

150

MARIANEN. An exceptional copy of the rare 50 pf. diagonal overprint “SAIPAN 15.12 00”. Cert. Jäschke-Lantelme. Mi=3.000+.
SUPERB.

600

Ex 734

Ex 735

Ex 736

MARSHALL ISLANDS the Jaluit issue 5 pf. 1897 lightly canc. Mi=550.
Cert. Jäschke-Lantelme.

100

Marshall Islands 1901 cpl. set lightly canc. 1, 2 & 3 m. sign Bothe and 5
m. with unknown sign. Mi=1.200.

200

SAMOA 1900 cpl. set (13), 3 & 5 mk sign. Jäschke. Mi=1.000.

100

TOGO 1900 cpl. set (13) incl. SUPERB 5 m. with cert. Bothe. 1 & 2 m.
sign. Jäschke and 3 m. sign. Kurt Maier Berlin. Mi=1.000+.

200

Saar
737 **

154

Very fine ** collection 1947 - 1959 on Leuchtturm pages incl. officials, one inexpensive stamp is missing (Mi. No. 385) and minisheet
No. 1 with slight gum bend mentioned for accuracy. Mi=3.035.

250

€uro

Ex 738
P

738 */ 

SAARLAND. Very clean double collection 1947 - 1959 in an album,
cpl. both used as well as very lightly hinged incl. officials (no minisheets). Mi=4.260 for the used part alone. Also a stockbook with various
duplicates (unvalued).

400

German Occupations Bizone

µ 739 3+4+5+7 American & British Zone. “ACHENER BOGEN “ First Day canc. 19.3

1945 on a sheet with 4 copies each of 5, 6, 8 and 12 pf. Mi=2.200. From
the Rossevelt Collection. Sign. Harmer.

200

Berlin
740 **

Complete very fresh ** collection 1948 - 1990 in a Leuchtturm album.
The two first overprint sets 1948-49 sign. Schlegel and the 1949
Buildings set with cert. Schlegel. Mi=6.500.

500

German Federal Republic
741 **

Very fresh cpl. ** collection 1949 - 2013 in three Leuchtturm albums.
Mi=6.500.

600

742 **

Collection in album 1949-90 incl. cpl. set of Posthorn sign. Schlegel.
Mi=ca.6.500.

600

German Democratic Republic
743 **

Very fine and fresh ** collection 1949 - 1990 in four Leuchtturm albums.
Cpl. apart from 7 inexpensive sets from the 1960s & 70s. Mi=4.000.

300

744 **

Beautiful collection 1949 - 1990 cpl. in three Leuchtturm albums mostly **
but very often with used additional copies as well. Very high cat. value.

300

745 **/ 

Large box with a very comprehensive double collection in seven new
Leuchtturm album: a cpl. used collection (four albums) with many
stamps with beautiful centric cancs. Unmounted collection in three
volumes. Mi=ca.10.000.

600

Mixed German Collections & Lots
746 **/ */  Very fine collection in four Leuchtturm albums. The
first album well filled with German States, the
second album very well filled with German Reich
1872 - 1945, the third album with German Colonies,
Danzig, Memel, various WWI occupations etc., the
fourth album well filled with various WWII occupations, Saar, Saarland as well as American and British
Zone. Very high cat. value. Please inspect.

750
155

€uro
747 **/ */ 

Two Leuchtturm albums, one containing a well filled collection of the
Federal Republic 1949-81 and the other one a similarly well filled collection of Berlin 1948-90. Many good sets and stamps included, very
high cat. value.

748 **/ */  Large carton from an estate with e.g. a collection of
German Reich incl. many better ** sets and
minisheets (e.g. a fine Ostropa minisheet without
gum), various good ** stamps and sets from Allied
Occupations, some ** WWII occupations, some
German States, double collection ** and used
Federal Republic in three fine albums, various
duplicates in stockbooks etc. PLEASE INSPECT.

300

500

749 **/ */ 

Large carton containing 11 large albums with well filled collections of
Federal Republic, Berlin and Democratic Republic up to 1990. Many
better stamps and minisheets included, often with both used and unused copies of each. Also a collection of German Reich 1872-1945 considerably less well filled.

300

750 **/ */ 

Quite well filled mixed used and unused collection in two Lindner T
albums, somewhat mixed quality.

200

751 */ 

Album with home made album pages containing a collection of various German areas ca 1872-1960.

100

752 

Mixed lot on stockcards, mostly Danzig but also various colonies etc.
Please inspect.

200

Great Britain
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons
Please see also Lots #545-610

P

753 34+39 
µ 754 

•

Very beautiful 1 d. envelope with 1 & 2 d. stamps to Corsica “LONDON MY 4 57”.

Bid

Beautiful used collection 1840 - 1989 on self-made pages in two
albums. The collection includes many medium and better priced stamps in the early part and even includes a specialized section of early
1900s definitives. Please see pictures of the early part on our website.

400

British Commonwealth
Please see also Lots # 549, 550, 575, 578, 580, 591 & 595

P
156

755 1 

QUEENSLAND. A beautiful pair 1 d. carmine rose with a clear numeral 15. Left stamp large margins with a vert. crease and right stamp cut
at top right. SG as singles £ 1.600.

200

€uro
756 

757 */ / 

AUSTRALIA. Very well filled used collection 1913 - 1995 in a Davo
album incl. some officials and postage due. Most Kangaroos up to 5
shilling present. A stockbook containing mint and used Australian and
New Zealand stamps is also included, incl. a couple of pages with
Australian states.

150

AUSTRALIA. Accumulation in a box containing a collection with some
classic issues and six stockbooks with duplicates and a bundle of covers.

200

758

759

P

758 18 

COLONY OF CANADA. Very beautiful 3 pence red 1852 on medium
paper, excellent target canc. SUPERB.

100

P

759 18 

COLONY OF CANADA. Beautiful 3 pence red 1852 on medium
paper, part of light numeral canc.

Bid

CANADA. Well filled used collection 1859 - 1977 in a DAVO album
incl. sections of airmails, officials etc. Michel cat. value ca € 4.000.
Please see sample pictures on our website.

400

CYPRUS. Very clean ** collection 1960 - 2001 in a Leuchtturm album
incl. the expensive 1995 minisheet overprinted Europhilex. Only the
1963 Boyscout minisheet and four cheap stamps from 2001 are missing.

200

EGYPT. Small lot with privately prepared stamps used onboard the
M/S Djakarta which was stuck in the Suez Canal due to the 6 Day War
from 1967 to 1975.

Bid

µ 760 
761 **
µ 762 

P

763 3 **

THE SUEZ CANAL COMPANY. An exceptional margin block of 10,
which in the middle carries the full sheet watermark “LA+-F” (La
Croix Fréres). This watermark appears irregularly and only once in a
sheet of 120 stamps, but only in a small number of the sheets.
Extremely fresh and with large margins all around.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE.
1.000
157

€uro
µ 764

SUEZ CANAL COMPANY. The Saatjian private
reprints or forgeries of the full set of 4 stamps made
from the original 40 c. stone, also used for transfers
and printing stones for the other values. The sheets
of 120 stamps each are folded vertically in the
middle, where the 1 c, is split. Provenance Julius
Steindler (Robson Lowe sale 1972). All scanned on
our web incl. a few pages of information.
SCARCE & INTERESTING.

Ex 765
P µ 765 60-69 *
P

766 19 

P µ 767 23 

P

768 25 

769

766

767

750

768

FALKLAND ISLANDS. King George V 1912-20 cpl. (11), all with very
small trace of first hinge. SG £ 1.000.

200

INDIA. Beautiful 4 annas in 2nd printing with dot canc. SG £ 700.
VERY FINE.

150

INDIA. Beautiful 4 annas in 4th printing in pos. 8 with superb canc. “C
III” PONDICHERRY. Full margins all around, small but clear at top.
Cert. Heddergott.

150

INDIA. An exceptional 4 annas in 5th printing with excellent “65”.
SG £ 900+. SUPERB.

200

770

P

769 31 

INDIA. Exceptional pair of 2 a. green “C 109”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

770 31 

INDIA. Very beautiful strip of three of 2 a. green lightly canc. Right
stamp slightly cut into the outer frame line at top, otherwise very good
margins.

Bid

Postal Stationery “SPECIMEN”. Interesting collection of ca 125 different from the 1980s and 1990s, all with specimen overprints. Large
part aerogrammes, also registered letters, reply cards etc. Many
scarce ones. Please inspect.

250

IRELAND. Very clean collection ** 1979 - 2002 in a Leuchtturm album,
cpl. apart from a couple of booklet varieties. Much beautiful topical
content.

150

•

µ 771 

772 **

158

€uro
µ 773 **/ */
/ 

774 **
µ 775 **

SEYCHELLES. Very clean and interesting collection of unused and used stamps 1890s-1940s in an
album often including extra shades and covers. The
entire collection is pictured on our website.

750

Three clean cpl. ** collections, each in a Leuchtturm album. Malta
1979-2002, Jersey 1943-2001 incl. occupation and regional stamps as
well as Gibraltar 1979-2002.

250

An exceptional lot on Visir pages, mostly George VI, but some George
V and some early sets Q E II. More or less all never hinged. All different and many complete sets incl. e.g. Bermuda SG 101-16. Please
inspect.

250

Greece
µ 776 

Please see also Lots # 563 & 565

Extremely well filled collection 1861 - 2002 in three
Schaubek albums and a stockbook. Also some less
well filled sections of Lemnos, Samos, Crete and
Turkish Occupation. Total Michel cat. value for
stamps without faults is over € 17.000. Please see
example pictures on our website.

1.000

777 **/ */  Large and exciting collection from an estate consisting of an unused part 1861-2012 in three
Leuchtturm albums (very well filled from 1896),
used part 1861-2012 in three Leuchtturm albums
with many better stamps (nearly cpl. from ca 1940),
very fine album with Crete incl. much foreign post
offices, albums with good sections of Italian occupied Aegean Islands, Thrace, Corfu etc. year books
2000-2010, various modern year sets and other
material from subscription etc.
CLOSE INSPECTION RECOMMENDED.

1.000

778 **

Very clean ** cpl. collection 1970 - 2002 in a Leuchtturm album.

150

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
159

€uro

Israel
Please see also Lot # 565

Ex 779
P

779 **/ / 

780 **

781 **/ 

µ 782 2-3 

Carton from an estate containing a somewhat disorganized ** collection mostly with full tabs from 1948 in a couple of albums incl. many
good stamps and sets such as the first set up to 50 m. ** with tabs (50
m. on grey paper), 1952 Coat of Arms ** with tab etc., a collection of
used stamps in an album. The collection also includes FDCs which
are mostly still contained in a large quantity of subscription envelopes from the Israeli post as well as the continuation of the ** collection which should have two ** copies of each stamp with tabs as well
as one used in the envelopes.

250

Very fresh nearly cpl. ** collection 1948 - 1993 in three Leuchtturm
albums (missing the first set). Most stamps have full tabs but some
expensive sets have incomplete tabs so please inspect. High cat. value.

200

Small carton containing a ** collection 1952-1972 where most stamps
have full tabs, some corner blocks of four and minisheets. Also ca 230
FDCs 1948-72 etc.

100

The Italian State Sicily
Two beautiful covers, one with 1 & 2 gr. (sign. A. Diena) and the other
with a beautiful pair of 2 gr. Mi=345 just as single stamps.

150

Italian Kingdom
Please see also Lots # 434, 569, 570 & 574
Occupation in Kefalonoa, Ithaka, Korfu, Paxos and Zante, small collection on 3 pages with very high cat. value. may possibly incl. some
forgeries. Please inspect.

µ 783

µ 784 **/ */ 

Italian Colonies
RHODES & AEGEAN ISLANDS. Collection on Visir pages, the unused mostly **. Also some blocks of four. High cat. value. Please inspect.

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
160

100

200

South Korea
Large Stock Minisheets

Lot # 785 µ
**
An enormous holding minisheets in large quantities 1959 - 1962.
E.g. 34 copies of the March Revolution 1959, further large quantities Railway 1959, Red Cross 1959, Korean Post 1959, Chinese New
Year 1959 & 1960, UPU 1960, Olympic Games 1960 etc. Generally
in very good quality. List available. Michel ca 515.000.
€uro 25.000

Luxembourg
786 **

µ 787 

µ 788 / 

Nearly cpl. ** collection 1970 - 2002 in a Leuchtturm album. Missing
only ca 20 stamps in the most recent part.

100

Mexico
Early Ocho Reales, five copies incl. one forgery. Please inspect.

MAXIMILIAN, Coat of Arms & Hidalgo 1856 1872. An exceptional specialized collection on nine
album pages incl. shades, beautiful canc., varieties,
multiples and many covers. Large variation of cancellations. Collector’s notes on most pages “bought
through Greg Todd” and one good cover “bought
from Corinphila” etc. Please inspect.

Bid

1.000
161

Monaco

Complete Sheet with Gutter

Lot # 789
5 **
A fantastic sheet of 15 c, from the first issue. A total of 50 stamps
incl. 5 gutter pairs. Very fresh and beautiful with almost 40 stamps
**. Yvert just as normal stamps with hinges 25.000+++.
SUPERB & VERY RARE
€uro 4.000
790 **

Four stockbooks with ** material in single stamps and units, also some
used stamps are included. Please inspect.

150

Netherlands
µ 791 1-3 

P

792 66 

P µ 793 81-92 
162

Please see also Lots # 568, 569 & 598
FIRST ISSUE. Nice lot of 11 copies + the set in pairs incl. shades etc. All
with full margins and without faults.

150

Ex 793
792
Very beautiful 10 gulden 1905 “AMSTERDAM 7 DEC 05”. Mi=700+.
SUPERB.

150

Centenary of Independence cpl. (12) very fine used set. The lowest
value, 2½ c. with brown spots. Mi=1.000.

200

€uro

P µ 794 */ 

795 **

Ex 794
Very well filled mostly used old time collection in an album 1852 up
to early 1940s. Starts with first issue in different shades, then most
high values present all the way throughout as well as a good back of
the book section. Very high cat. value. All pictured on our website.

400

Clean ** collection in a Leuchtturm album, seemingly cpl. 1977 - 1999.

100

Peru
µ 796 / 

Please see also Lot # 583
Classic specialized collection on 5 album pages. incl. shades, various
canc. also superb ones incl. an excellent ½ orange 1858 with blue
“CUZCO” and 5 covers. Mostly used and all before 1900, larger part
before 1870. Please inspect

300

Poland
Please see also Lot # 593

797

A very extensive collection in four thick albums
1918 - 1992 incl. a lot of early local issues, back of
the book, foreign offices, provisionals, Airmail
1921, good sets and minisheets from the 1930s
onwards, war issues, exile Goverment etc. Later
part mostly **. Please inspect.

750

Portugal

P

798 1 

P µ 799 3 

798
Ex 799
Very beautiful 5 reis 1853 with exceptional margins and nice numeral “56” BRAGA. Mi=1.200. Cert. Atheneu. VERY FINE.
NUMERALS on 25 reis 1853. Beautiful selection with 9 different cancellations in good condition; 1 Lisbon superb, 42 Setubal RR., 52 Porto
black and blue, 56 Braga, 61 Guimaraes, 77 Coimbra superb, 87
Figueira da Foz & 165 Elvas RR.

300

Bid
163

€uro

800

801

P

800 3 

Beautiful piece with 50 reis with very good margins. Mi=1.300. Cert.
Holcombe. VERY FINE.

200

P

801 4 

Beautiful 100 reis Maria II 1853 with very good margins all around
with numeral “52” PORTO. Mi=2.600.

400

802

803

P

802 15-16 

Very beautiful cover to Italy 1865 with Luis I imperf. 50 & 100 reis. One
side flap missing, but all dating and pmks complete. VERY FINE.

100

P

803 29 

Beautiful cover to Spain with Luis I 50 r. canc. “1”. Cert Atheneu.
VERY FINE.

Bid

804 **/ */ 

Accumulation in a box e.g. with some thick stockbooks with
Portuguese colonies, minisheets year books etc. Please inspect.

100

805 **/ 

Large carton from an estate containing a mostly ** collection of
Portugal and colonies in several albums ca 1940-1980s, a couple of
albums with ** sets in blocks of four from the various colonies. Also
used stamps mostly from Angola in quantities in bundles, stockbooks
etc. Please inspect.

Portuguese Colonies

300

Romania

P µ 806 2 

164

BULL’S HEAD. A very beautiful copy 54 p. with three very large
margins and clear at left. A small piece of the original letter paper
completing the superb canc. “GALATZ 4.9”. Some small faults.
Mi=5.500. Certs BPA 1939 & Holcombe 1987.

500

€uro

Imperial Russia
Please see also Lots # 571, 944 & 945

807

808

809

810

811

P

807 

Beautiful 10 kopek with very rare experimental (type 2) canc. dotted
“1” of St. Petersburg. Margins all around.

500

P

808 1 

An exceptional 10 kopek with beautiful canc. “BERDITCHEN” and
very good margins all around. SUPERB.

300

P

809 1 

Very beautiful 10 kopek with framed canc. LIPOVETZ, Ukraine. Cert.
Mikulski. VERY FINE & SCARCE,

200

P

810 1 

Very beautiful 10 kopek with straight line “MITAVA”. VERY FINE SUPERB.

300

P

811

Beautiful 10 kopek with well placed “6” ODESSA. Good to large margins. The stamp has been taken of a piece from a cover and this piece
is enclosed.

250

1

812

P µ 812 1 

A wonderful copy 10 kopek with sheet margin at
bottom on a piece. Clear and well placed square
dotted “240” POLANGEN, Lithuania. Certs Giulio
Bolaffi & Alberto Diena. SUPERB & SCARCE.

600

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
165

€uro

813

814

815

816

P

813 1 

Beautiful little piece with 10 kopek with framed TAUROGGEN, clear
to large margins all around.

250

P

814 1 

An exceptional 10 kopek with excellent canc. “9” TAUROGGEN
with good to large margins all around. Sign. Mikulski. SUPERB.

300

P

815 1 

Beautiful copy with part of large oval canc. from TULA, good to very
large margins.

300

A fantastic piece with 10 kopek with very good margins and a full
circle canc. “WINDAU MART 18 1858. Cert. Eisold.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

500

P µ 816 1 

817

818

819

P

817 1 

Very fresh 10 kopek with hardly visible traces of postmark.

200

P

818 1

Beautiful 10 kopek with very good margins and ink cross.

150

Very interesting 10 kopek with the watermark strongly displaced to
the left. Very good margins all around, weak genuine canc. Opinion
Hovest.

300

Very beautiful cover to Finland with 10 kopek perf. 14½ x 15. Possibly
experimental canc. “1”, type 2. At side beautiful red date canc. “ST
PETERSBURG 1858 7 MAY”. SUPERB.

100

P µ 819 1 var 

P

166

820 2 

€uro

P µ 821 3 

Ex 822

Exceptional cover with 20 kopek in the scarce perf.
14½ x 15. Beautiful and clear numeral “16”
KAZAN, on the back Kazan cds 15 Aug. 1858 and
Moscow arr. pmk. The envelope with a few light
brown spots. This stamp is extremely rare on cover.
Mi=8.000. Cert. Hellman. VERY FINE.

823

2.000

824

P µ 822 5-7 

A beautiful used set 10 - 30 kopek 1858 perf. 12½. VERY FINE.

100

P

823 39y *

Well centered and very fresh 7 rubel 1884. Mi=950+. SUPERB.

200

P

824 49x 

FIELD POST. Very beautiful cover from the Russian army manouvers
near St Petersburg 7.8 1900 with rare violet boxed FIELD POST AT
MANOUVER, Field Post Office 2, Southern Corps. Sent to Finland
with 7 kop. dark blue with a small perf. fault in top margin. SCARCE.

150

P

825 72IAa S ** SPECIMEN perforated “OBRASETS” on a beautiful margin strip of
five of 20 kopek 1911. SCARCE.

100
167

€uro

826

827

829

P

826 77Bxb ** Beautiful 1 ruble with the GROUNDWORK IN GREEN and UPSIDE
DOWN. RARE.

P

827 77Bxb *

DOUBLE PRINT of frame on 1 ruble with the GROUNDWORK GREEN. RARE.

µ 828 99-106S * SPECIMEN overprint on the two War Charity sets 1914 & 1915 cpl. (8).
Very small hinge traces, one value with a crease.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.
P

829 19+22 

Cover sent to Constantinople franked with 3 & 10 kopek canc. “ODESSA
22 DEC 1875”.

100
100

Bid
Bid

Collections

µ 830

µ 831 */ 

Specialized collection 1910 (Mi. Nos 77-80 perf. C & D) incl. various
1 ruble proofs, many displaced centers, double prints of frames and
background. Very interesting, please inspect. All available on our
website.

300

Collection 1857 - 1917 in an album. Starting from No. 1 and ending
with four OBRAZETS overprints from 1915

200

Zemstvo

832

833

P

832 

BUGULMA. Attractive cover addressed to Bugulma with 2 kopek
blue (Schmidt No. 3) with oval blue rural pmk 30. DEC. 83.

200

P

833 

GRIAZOVETS. Beautiful local cover with 4 kopek black/grey
brown 1899 (Schmidt No. 105) on a local cover “GRIAZOVETS 28.8
08” readdressed to St. Petersburg. “DOPLATIT” 14 Kop.” (postage
due) which has been added on back and, canc. “ST PETERSBURG
10.9 08”. A rare Zemstvo cover in combination with postage due!

300

168

€uro

834

835

P

834 (*)

SHATSK 1889 3 kopek red (Schmidt No. 19) in a beautiful block of
four with the variety 18-89 in the top left stamp. SCARCE.

200

P

835 

VESSIEGONSK. An exceptional newspaper wrapper with ½ kopek black
(Schmidt No. 12) with sheet margin. On back Zemstvo cds 2. AUG. 1887
and the stamps tied by canc. “UNPAID”. Ex. Fabergé. SUPERB.

100

µ 836
µ 837
µ 838
839
µ 840
µ 841
842 */ 

Russian Areas
ARMENIA 1919-23. Collection with ca 110 stamps, including several
better ones. Please inspect.

100

BATUM 1919-20. Good collection of 57 stamps, very high cat. value.

100

TRANSCAUCASIA 1918-22. Collection of ca 250 stamps including
also local and private issues. Interesting!

100

UKRAINE 1918. Large collection/accumulation of more than 600
stamps on large stock pages with different local overprints incl. also
Western Ukraine. Please inspect.

100

RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR. General Wrangel Army, collection of ca 190
items. Very interesting, please inspect.

100

RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR. Collection of ca 330 stamps incl. North West
Army Mi. 23-35 and 26B. Please inspect.

100

Local issues, occupations etc. Stockbook with a wealth of mixed older
material. A very interesting lot with opportunities for the specialist. Be
aware of imperfections and possible forgeries. Please inspect.

Bid

Soviet Union

843

844

P

843 170a **

Provisional 1922 250+250 r. blue in block of 10 with the surcharge
strongly displaced to the left. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

Bid

P

844 185A+B **RSFSR 1922 Day of Philately 1 kopek perforate in perfect centering
and imperforate with sheet margin at right. Mi=900+. SUPERB.

200
169

€uro

P

P

845 278S **/ * SPECIMEN. Perforation “OBRASETZ” on 8 penni 1925 in a strip of
five. Also a horizonal double perforation line through all the stamps.
SCARCE.

100

846 400Bxb ** Zeppelin 1931 50 kopek dark blue “ASPIDKA”. VERY FINE.

300

Ex 847

Ex 848

849

P µ 847 422-23A+ Stamp Exhibitions in Moscow 1932 and in Leningrad 1933 cpl. (4).
427-28 ** VERY FINE.

100

P µ 848 453-55 *

Balloon flight 1933 cpl. (3). VERY FINE.

100

P

Tokyo Olympics 1964 in minisheet. VERY FINE.

100

849 Bl.33 **

µ 850

851 **/ */ 

170

Soviet Union Collections
Extensive collection 1918-60 in six Lindner hingeless albums. Incl. many good unused stamps and
sets from the 1930s and onwards also many **.
Somewhat mixed condition. Please inspect.
Example pictures on our website.
A very comprehensive and nearly cpl. collection 1950-2014 in six large Schaubek album and a stockbook with modern booklets and
minisheets. Until 1991 mainly used then **. A fine lot that must be
inspected.

2.000

500

€uro
µ 852

Specialized collection 1918 (Michel Numbers 127-37). Very interesting and with high cat. value. All available on our website.

300

Collection ** seemingly cpl. Soviet Union 1961 - 1991 and then
Russia 1992 - 2015 in five thick Leuchtturm albums. Also a lot of
modern ** Russian minisheets and booklets etc. from a subscription
as well as a lot of used Soviet year sets on cards.

400

854 **/ *

An extensive almost complete collection 1960-1993 incl. the Tokyo
minisheets 1964 in 6 beautiful Lighthouse/Filabo albums + an album
with many “kleinbogen” and sheets. Very high cat. value.

200

855 **

Collection of ca 3.500 different stamps 1961-91 never hinged, on large
stock pages. Please inspect.

100

856 **/ *

Nice accumulation in a stock album 1923-55 ca 900 unused stamps
incl. many **. Also better stamps and sets, e.g. Mi. Nos Z 1-4, 1203-11
(2), 1540-43 (3) etc. Please inspect.

200

SOUVENIR SHEETS. Collection of 35 different in a stockbook incl.
Mi. Nos Bl. 1-13. Mostly unused, but a few in fine used condition.
Some gum faults. High cat. value.

300

Remainder lot mith many duplicates in a big stockbook and some
stock cards, mostly cheaper ones.

Bid

853 **/ 

857 **/ *

858

Mixed Russia Collections & Lots

Ex 859
P

859 */ 

A very comprehensive collection in old Schaubek album 1857-1949 incl.
two fine copies No.1, very fine section classic issues incl. 5-7 and 9-11,
later with a range of better sets from the 1930s and 1940s e.g. Mi. Nos
427-28 and 699-708* etc, also several better minisheets from the period. 1.500

860 

Collection 1858 - 1955 in two stockbooks. More than 1.800 used stamps
incl. Mi. Nos 2, 12-17, 130-37, 186-89, Z 1-4, 397-411, 453-66, 480-98, 81420 etc, High value.

300

861 

Collection 1858 - 1953 of more than 1.400 fine used stamps in a stockbook incl. Mi. Nos Z 1-4 (*), 494-98 etc. Please inspect.

200

862 **/ *

Very fresh and fine collection 1889 - 1955 in a thick stockbook. Ca
1.700 different stamps incl. many never hinged. Containing many
good singles and sets, e.g. Mi. Nos Z 1-4, 374B, 397, 399-401, 422-23,
825-26, 829-41, 1275-85, 1494-1506, 1511-14 etc. Please inspect.

500
171

€uro
µ 863 **/ */ 

864 

Collection starting with Russia 1858 and the onwards to The Soviet
Union up to 1991 on stock sheets in albums, unused stamps in two
albums and used in another two albums incl. some Tannu Tuva,
Armenia etc. Please see sample pictures on our website.

250

Album containing ca 100 covers and cards 1893 - 1950s with many
from e.g. the WWI era incl. censored etc. Also a second album with
more recent Soviet covers as well as many from the various former
Soviet republics, altogether ca 180 items in the 2 albums.

150

Spain
µ 865 **/ */ 

Please see also Lots # 435, 566 & 1127
Collection 1850 - 1985 in five beautiful Filabo albums mixed used
and unused early period but the modern period is nearly cpl. **.
Please see our website for example pictures.

500

Ex 866
• P µ 866 **/ */ 

Collection 1850 - 1984 in three fine Leuchtturm albums. The collection is reasonably well filled up to the 1920s and very well filled
from ca 1930 onwards, however mostly without the most expensive
stamps of each set. Well filled section of Barcelona obligatory surcharge stamps and minisheets.

400

Switzerland
Please see also Lot # 563

867
P µ 867 3 

868
869
Geneva small eagle 5 c. on a beautiful piece. Small but full margins all
around, which is unusual for this stamp with very close setting. Small
scrape in lower frame line at right of little importance. Z. CHF 2.100.
Cert. Rellstab.

150

Beautiful piece with 6 rp. Zürich, type III. Strong colour and full
margins, wide on three sides. Cert. Rellstab.

300

869 13II+15II Beautiful COD cover franked with 5 & 15 Rp sent from Courtelary in
1857.

100

PROOFS. Standing Helvetia 1882 25 and 40 c. in 12 different colour
proofs.

Bid

P µ 868 2S 
P

µ 870 67+69P
172

€uro

Ex 871
P µ 871 108-16
**/ *

Ex 872

873

Helvetia with sword 1908 cpl. (9). 3 fr. with rest of one hinge,
others **.

100

P µ 872 129-31 ** Landscape 1914, 3, 5 and 10 fr. Mi. Nos 121-23 € 2.500.
VERY FRESH & FINE.

400

P

150

873 Bl 1 **

NABA minisheet 1934. Mi. € 900. VERY FINE.

Ex 874
P µ 874 A 1-2 
P µ 875 I. 1-8
876 **

877 **

Ex 875

Airmail provisionals 1919 cpl. (2) lightly canc. Mi. Nos 145 & 152 = €
1.560.

150

Industrial War Science 1918 the first set in the two different overprint
types (16). Mi. € 1.100. VERY FINE.

150

Collection ** in three Leuchtturm albums more or less cpl. 1945 1991 and then from 1999 - 2013. Also a stock in two stockbooks 1982
- 2002 mostly with 1 single and one block of four of each, both ** as
well as used (not cpl).

400

Nearly cpl ** collection 1981 - 2002 in a Leuchtturm album, missing
only a few inexpensive stamps.

100

Turkey
Please see also Lots # 563 & 593
878 P15Bb ** Postage Due 1869 25 ghr in large blocks of 10 -19. A total of 72 stamps
in good quality. Mi. as * single stamps 3.240+++.
879 35 **

1876 25 pi in never hinged large blocks of 35 (4) and 25 (2). A total of
190 stamps. Mi. for * single stamps 5.700+++. Good quality.

200
300

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
173

Turkish
Cancellations & Postal History
Lot # 880 µ
/ / 
A fantastic collection in ca 25 albums, most of it nicely mounted and described. Representing many areas of the widespread Ottoman Empire including pre-philately and interesting destinations. Mostly from classics through WW II and
somewhat after incl. a large number of interesting covers.
Extensive sections Turkish canc. in Greece and its islands,
Albania, Holyland, Beirut, Damascus, Aleppo, Anatolia,
Local Post of Constantinople etc. As well duplicates, remainders and not least study material and specialized literature,
around 30 handbooks and spec. catalogues, largely about
cancellations. An exceptional opportunity for someone who
wants to study and continue a collection of this fascinating
area. Many pictures (but not all) on our website.
Inspection necessary!

€uro 3.000
United Nations
881 **

Collection in Lindner album 1951-97 appearing cpl. incl. two copies
minisheets 1 and 11 etc. better sets etc. Also cpl. UNTEA 1962 set and
UN Vienna 1979-94.

Bid

882 **/ 

NEW YORK. Collection 1951 - 1977 in three albums, mostly with a **
block of four as well as a FDC of each set, incl. e.g. the first minisheet
on FDC. Also some other UN in an additional album.

Bid

NEW YORK. Small lot of better items, minisheet 1 in type I as well as
type II (both never hinged), minisheet 1 in type I on FDC. Also Mi. Nos
1-15 on 3 registered FDCs sent to Sweden. Mi=685.

Bid

µ 883 **/ 
174

€uro

P µ 884 
885 **/ 
µ 886 **
µ 887 **

Ex 884
GENEVA. 11 different exhibition cards, so-called blue cards (blaue karten) from 1974, all with special cancellations (Mi. Nos 1, 3-12). Mi=2.800.

200

Subscription collection of all offices 1960s-80s in 6 albums mostly with a
** block of four and a single as well as a used block of four of each stamp.

Bid

OFFICES. Lot incl. European Office both sets of 1950 cpl. * (20) with
cert. Zumstein, WHO with the first two sets ** missing only the inexpensive 20 c. plus some others from ILO and IRO.

Bid

UNTEA. 1962-63 sets cpl. in all overprint types (Mi. Nos 1I-19I, 1II19II, 1III-9III, 1IV, 5IV), the type III-IV stamps sign. Zumstein. Mi=570.

Bid

USA
Numbers according to Scott
Please see also Lots # 545-610

Ex 888
891
P µ 888 232..37 ** Columbus 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,8 and 10 cents never hinged. Sc. $ 1.107.

889

150

P

889 234 **

890
Columbus 5 c. in a fresh block of four. Sc. $ 660+.

100

P

890 235 **

Columbus 6 c. in a very fresh margin block of four Sc. $ 660+.

100

P

891 241 

Columbus $ 1 with a nice New York canc. Sc. $ 650.

100

P

892 243-45  Columbus trio of $3, $4 and $5 in fine - very fine quality. The $3 with
a minor paper wrinkle on back. Scott $3.350.

500
175

€uro

893

894

895

P

893 292 

1898 $2 “cattle in storm” in a very fine used copy with straight edge at
right. Scott $700. SCARCE STAMP.

150

P

894 310-11 *

50 cents & $1 of the 1902-03 issue hinged. Scott $1.025.

200

P

895 312-13  Fine copies of $2 & $5 of the 1902-03 regular issue, used with registration cancellations. Scott $975.

100

896
P

P

897

Ex 898

896 505 **/ * 5 cents rose error perf. 11 on unwatermarked paper in pair as the
middle part of a block of 12. The middle block of 6 is never hinged
(incl. both errors), others lightly hinged. Scott $2.000.

300

897 523 *

Fresh copy of $2 Franklin of 1918. Scott $525.

100

Zeppelin 1930 cpl (3). $ 1.30 on a beautiful piece and in almost perfect
centering. Sc. $ 1.140.

250

P µ 898 C13-15
/ 

Collections

Ex 899
P

176

899 **/ */ 

Well filled collection 1847-1976 in a Minkus album. Somewhat mixed
condition, but many good stamps incl. most values Columbus, $ 3
(*), Mississippi 1898 complete somewhat mixed and many later high
values. Early section mostly used, from 1901 all */**. Also some Visir
pages with minisheets etc from the 1990s. Please inspect.

500

µ 900 **/ */ 

•

€uro
Collection 1850s - 1985 in two albums incl. back of the book section.
The collection is quite well filled with up to medium priced stamps.
Please see pictures of the early part on our website.

200

901 **/ 

Three large cartons from an estate containing a large number of folders
with various modern subscription collections, many containing cacheted FDCs. Some folders containing coin covers and banknote covers.

250

902 **/ 

MARSHALL ISLANDS. Beautiful collection of WWII commemorative
issues from 1989-95, ** sets in a stockbook as well as illustrated FDCs
in two albums.

100

Vatican

P

903 20 P

DIE PROOF in black of 1,25 l. the Holy Year 1933, with notation for
change of the “2”. SCARCE.

100

Europe Collections & Lots
904 */ 

Thick Schaubek Europa album with last additions from 1943. The
album contains a large number of different stamps although seemingly not many expensive ones, best filled are various areas and
Scandinavia apart from Sweden etc.

300

A set of three Schaubek albums for European stamps up to 1943 in
unusually good quality with only a few sparsely filled sections of stamps.
Ideal for someone looking for albums for this popular period.

Bid

Small carton from an estate containing six stockbooks with e.g. a
very good collection German Reich and occupations 1920s to 1945
with numerous expensive ** sets, a collection of Berlin, some more
recent Switzerland and Austria from a subscription etc. Some **
stamps may be regummed, close inspection recommended.

400

907 **/ */ / Interesting mixed lot from an old estate containing mostly minisheets

from various European countries from the 1930s incl. better German
ones as well as German propaganda covers and cards etc.

150

905

906 **/ 

908 **/ */ 

Large carton containing various duplicate material neatly arranged in
19 mostly thick stockbooks and albums. Early to modern material
from Denmark, Sweden, Iceland, Finland and various German areas
incl. some better as well as some face value. Must be inspected.

300

909 **/ 

Large carton from an estate containing mostly Åland with a ** collection in an album as well as gutter pairs in stockbooks, year sets up to
2013, box with FDCs etc. Also a subscription collection of ** European
minisheets in two albums.

Bid

910 

Carton with hundreds of old covers mainly sent to Sweden in the
period 1910-1940s, a large part is from Norway and Denmark. Mixed
quality.

100
177

€uro

All World
Collections
911 */ 

Fine all world collection up to 1920 in a relatively
well filled thick Schaubek album. The collection
includes quite a number of medium priced stamps
and is in good overall quality, containing the occasional stamp with faults. Extremely high cat. value.

3.000

Ex 912
P

912 */ / 

A comprehensive collection ALL WORLD INCL. COLONIES well
organised in a thick stockbook that contains a very fine section
French Colonies with e.g. a classic cover from Algeria to Switzerland
and a Germania reply card returned from “AFFREVILLE 1908
ALGER”, French Post in China and Indochina. Also Memel and
good sections Portuguese Colonies as well as some British Colonies
e.g. Hong Kong incl. some covers. Also a stockbook with e.g. Canal
Zone, Egypt, interesting sections Persia, Australia and South Africa
incl. Cape of Good Hope. Interesting volume with Indian States.
Old collection with some Prussia, Danzig and German Occupations.
Finally a cassette with e.g. German, Italian Colonies, Russian and
Austrian Levant. Several interesting covers. A collection that must
be inspected.
1.000

913 **/ *

Large unused all world collection in 12 mostly very
thick albums containing stamps, sets and some
minisheets from a very large variety of different
countries. Mostly 1940s up to the mid 1970s but also
some going back to the 1930s. Most of the material
seems to be in cpl. sets, some of the earlier material
is lightly hinged while most of the more modern
material is never hinged. Also two additional
stockbooks with mostly various unused material.

914 **

915 */ 

178

1.000

Lot with very clean ** collections from mostly European countries in
8 fine Leuchtturm albums. The collections seem to be cpl. or only
missing a couple of inexpensive stamps at the most. Acores &
Madeira 1980-2000, Berlin 1960-90, French as well as Spanish
Andorra 1979-2002, Liechtenstein 1981-2002, Yugoslavia 1970-91, San
Marino 1984-2002, Turkish Cyprus 1978-2002, United Nations 195197 (incl. 1955 minisheet).

700

Interesting collection of US possessions up to 1932 in a Schaubek
album with some quite well filled sections and many medium priced
stamps. Incl. are e.g. Cuba, the Philippines, Canal Zone, Danish West
Indies, Hawaii, Guam and even some Panama.

250

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 916

STEAM SHIP COMPANIES etc. Lot with some very mixed material
e.g. from Austria, Venezuela, West Indies, Christmas Island, Middle
East, South America (Tierra del Fuego) and St. Lucia. Please inspect
the whole lot on our website.

200

917 **/ *

Stockcard with four misprints/imperfs from Ethiopia and French
Equatorial Africa (imperfs with value omitted).

Bid

918 **

Two cartons from an estate mostly containing **
collections and duplicate lots in albums and on
stock cards. Mostly European material.

919 **/ 

SPACE THEMATIC. Large box with 16 stockbooks with space issues.
Mostly ** sets but also some used. Please inspect.

300

920 

Carton from an estate containing an estimated 200-300 old covers and
cards mostly ca 1900 up to 1940s incl. interesting ones such as censored, postage due etc. from a wide variety of countries. Must be insected.

Bid

921 **

Carton containing a quantity of year sets and presentation folders
from various countries.

150

922 **

Four albums with ** cpl. sets and minisheets, mostly 1960s-1990 incl. a
collection of Czechoslovakia as well as a stock of the same often with
4-7 copies of each set or minisheet, a collection of Poland and some
mixed foreign sets.

200

923 **/ */ 

Old stock album with a variety of stamps from many different countries incl. better ones, also a small stockbook with e.g. some better **
British Commonwealth from the late 1940s to early 1950s.

200

924 **

Large lot from an estate in five cartons containing
multiple modern ** subscription collections partly
put into a number of Leuchtturm albums but also a
large quantity of sets and minisheets still in the
subscription envelopes etc. A variety of good
countries e.g. USA, Great Britain, Ireland, Russia,
New Zealand, China etc. Also some other collections such as used Hungary in three Leuchtturm
albums and a ** collection of Sweden 1950s-70s.

925 **/ */ /  Carton containing various old collections in albums and on loose
pages, some covers etc.
•

600

926

1.000
200

Large carton with 18 mostly thick stockbooks with duplicates from a
large collection from various countries from early to modern.
Countries included are: Various African countries, France, Spain, USA,
Great Britain and Austria. Please inspect.

Bid

927 **/ */ / Carton from an estate with a number of stockbooks containing mostly

German and Austrian material (incl. much **) but also used Swedish
duplicates 1858-1940s, some modern Swedish parcel cards etc.

200

928

Box with some duplicate books, commercial covers etc. Mostly USA
but also e.g. Canal Zone & Philippines. A very interesting lot.

Bid

179

€uro
929 **/ */ / Carton from an estate containing e.g. Swedish year sets and booklets

from the 1970s, some recent booklets, various ** foreign thematic sets
in an album etc. Please inspect.

930 **/ */  Old stockbook containing mostly stamps from
Central and Eastern Europe ca 1900-1920. Included
are e.g. a used Finnish 10 mark from 1901 in
black/rose believed to be a perforation proof,
some expensive 1918 overprint stamps from Siam
etc.
931 **/ */ 

Bid

500

Carton from an old estate containing a quantity of foreign stamps in
glassines with many interesting areas noted up to ca 1945. Worth
mentioning is Finland with large quantities of early definitives with
possible cancellation interest. Please inspect.

Bid

932

Carton containing various albums incl. some classic stamps from
Greece and France, a standard collection of Sweden, various duplicates as well as a small stack of Swedish booklets.

Bid

933

Small carton with remainders from estate incl. some “school boy collections” and an album with some Russian stamps and sets from the
1930s and 1940s.

Bid

934 

Carton containing three albums with various mostly older covers incl.
plenty from the 1800s. Most items are from France, Denmark and
Great Britain but many odd countries noted and a large part is sent to
Sweden.

Bid

Omfattande sortiment postfriskt Sverige

www.FACITstamps.se

+HODUN.DWDORJHU(UEMXGDQGHQ+lIWHVnUVVDWVHU
0LQLDUNcUVVDWVHU)ULPlUNHQ6DPOLQJDU)ULPlUNVKlIWHQ
180

€uro

Sweden
11.30 hrs

Prephilately

935
P µ 935 
P µ 936 
937 

936

937

Very beautiful cover inside dated May 8th 1644 sent to the Royal
Admiralty in Stockholm. Pictures of the reverse as well as a transcript
of the address on our website.

100

Very beautiful cover sent to Queen Christina with five lines of titles.
Stated to be from between 1640 and 1644. Transcript of the titles on our
website.

200

Beautiful little domestic cover with a crown coil. Full contents, inside
dated 1781.

Bid

938

939

940

P

938 

Cover dated 1826 with straight line canc. “TROSA”, sent to Stockholm.
Postal=5.000. SCARCE.

100

P

939 

Cover sent to Stockholm with “TROSA 29.8 1833” type 1 arc canc.,
endorsed Fr. Br. (Free-letter).

Bid

P

940 

The rare type 2 arc canc. “TROSA 20.3 1835” on a fine cover sent to
Nyköping. F=8.000. ONLY A FEW RECORDED.

200

941

942

P

941 

Very beautiful “STRENGNÄS 16.8 1852” arc type canc. of type 3 in
blue ink on a folded letter with contents sent to Trosa. F=3.500. SCARCE.

100

P

942 

Very beautiful shipletter from Gothenburg 1858 with ship due canc.
“MED ÅNGBÅT. LÖSEN 4 Sk. Bco”. SUPERB.

150
181

€uro

Covers Sent Abroad
Please see also Lots # 96, 110-128, 545-610 & 638

943
P

P

P

943 

944 56 

945
945 58 

P µ 946 56 
P µ 947 52+57+
60 

P

948
948 82 

P µ 949 85 
• P
182

950 77 

944
10 öre postal stationery card sent to Syria, canc. “LINKÖPING 15.8
1889”. Transit canc. “MUENCHEN 17.8 89” as well as “ALEXANDRIE 26.VIII 89”. No franked postal items known in this period
according to Facit Postal. VERY RARE.

200

Cover sent to Osch in Kyrgistan (Russian Empire) franked with three
copies of 20 öre canc. “STOCKHOLM 13.05.02”. The cover has a received multiple transit canc. before eventually being returned to Sweden
where it was received in “STOCKHOLM 18.7.02”.

200

946
947
Cover sent to Sven Hedin in Irkutsk in Siberia (Russia) from “STOCKHOLM 1.4.97” initially sent registered and a due marking applied but
then forwarded as a normal letter. Redirected with multiple Russian
transit canc. applied on back before being returned to Stockholm and
canc. “STOCKHOLM ANK 28.5 1897” on arrival.

200

Cover franked with 20 öre sent to BELGIAN CONGO. Multiple transit
and arrival canc. on back. Facit Postal = R4. SCARCE DESTINATION.

100

Registered cover sent to Sven Hedin in Teheran, Persia franked with 5 öre,
two copies 25 öre and one 1 kr. of which all but one are on the back. The
stamps canc. “STOCKHOLM 1.11.05”. Teheran arrival canc. on back.

200

Ex 949
950
Postcard sent to Uruguay” franked with 10 öre canc. “STOCKHOLM
I.I.17”. Violet boxed handstamp on front “RELEASED BY THE BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITIES”. Facit=R5. RARE.

100

Beautiful cover to Panama with 20 öre Medallion “MALMÖ 28.3 13”.
Earlier unknown acc. to Facit. Also a 10 öre postcard sent from Malmö
1911 to the same addressee.

100

Parcel card sent to Victoria, Australia franked with five copies of 1 kr.
canc. “STOCKHOLM 15.7 14”. Berlin transit canc. on back. Most of the
stamps have imperfections from being torn out of the sheet.

100

€uro

952
953
Correctly used 15 öre postal stationery card sent to China canc.
“KALMAR-EMMABODA 15.1.90”. Arrival canc. by the German
Post Office as well as the Local Post in Shanghai on February 22
1890. F=8.000. SCARCE.

200

P

952 Bke 13  10 öre postal stationery card sent to China canc. “STOCKHOLM
26.10.90”. Arrival canc. by the German Post Office as well as the
Shanghai Local Post on December 12th 1890.

150

P

953 183 

P

951
951 Bke 5 

Airmail cover sent to the Canal Zone, Panama via New York. Franked
with a strip of three of 25 öre blue canc. “STOCKHOLM 5.11.31”, arrival canc. “CRISTOBAL CZ NOV 22 1931”.

Bid

Covers From Abroad
Please see also Lots # 58, 110-128, 545-610 & 637

P

954 56+74 

A spectacular advertisment cover from New Zealand 1911 with 1d.
franking. Postage due canc “30 CENTIMES” and Swedish due label
“24 öre” paid by 20 öre Oscar II and 4 öre National Arms.
VERY FINE & RARE.

200

Skilling Banco

P

955

P µ 956 1a 

955
956
Svensk Författnings-Samling No. 23 1855. The official announcement about the introduction of the Skilling Banco stamps and the
postal rates. In good condition.

200

An extremely beautiful and well centered 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green “STOCKHOLM 19.2 1857”. A few minor imperfections of very
little importance. F=45.000. Cert. Sjöman. FINE - VERY FINE.

750
183

€uro

P µ 957 1b 

P

958 1b 

P µ 959 1c (*)

P
184

960 1E1 *

Very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green. Well centered and fresh with superb canc. “CALMAR 28.6
1858”, late usage. Minor perf. imperfections of
little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE 3, 4, 4

1.500

Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green with pen canc. A
couple of nibbed perf. tips but without faults according to the cert. F=45.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & UNUSUAL.

1.000

959

960

A beautiful unused 3 Sk. Bco blue green with some small faults.
Very strong colour and a very rare stamp. As always without gum.
F=85.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

750

Very fresh 3 Sk. Bco in the first reprint 1868. F=5.000.

100

Mother Die from Cliché of Brass

Lot # 961 µ
2P
Proof 4 Sk. Bco of type A on grey paper from the mother
die, made by P. A. Sparre. Reference to Olsson &
Benzinger Skilling Bancofrimärken page 34 and various
other literature. Exact time when Sparre produced it can
not be detremined, but Mats Ingers explains more detailed and put a limit around 1871 at the latest. Certificates
from Strandell (copy), Obermüller Wilén & Mats Ingers.
EXCELLENT 5, 5
UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 7.500
185

Plate 4 Skilling Banco Colour Proofs
Lot # 962 µ
2P

A complete reconstructed 4 Sk. Bco printing plate
from the last setting. Made up by large units of the
colour proofs for the Coat of Arms issue 1858, partly
overlapping, thus a total of 110 copies in large units,
several are the largest recorded: black (strip of four),
green (block of 14) blue lilac (blocks of 20 and 21),
orange (block of 25) and carmine (block of 26).
Described by Olsson & Benzinger in “Skilling
Bancofrimärken i Vapentyp” 1950. Certs Menzinsky
& Obermüller Wilén.
UNIQUE MUSEUM PIECE

Provenance:
Charles Wennberg
Åke Järnum, Gold STOCKHOLMIA 1955
Lauson Stone, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 1974

€uro 20.000

€uro

P µ 963 1E1 

964

965

P µ 964 2a (*)
P µ 965 2a 
P µ 966 2a1 
P µ 967 2b 

968
P

968 2b 

P µ 969 2b 
188

An exceptional copy of the first reprint 1868 of 3 Sk.
Bco, one lightly bent corner perf. and one short
perf. Superb canc. “STOCKHOLM 23.12 4. TUR”.
Very rare used. Cert. Obermüller. VERY FINE 3, 3, 4

966

750

967

Very fresh 4 Sk. Bco blue unused. F=13.000. Cert. Kaiser. FINE COPY.

200

SECOND DAY. Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with a superb canc.
“STOCKHOLM 2.7 1855”. Cert. Grenstedt.

150

THIRD DAY. A beautiful piece with 4 Sk. Bco blue with superb canc.
“STOCKHOLM 3.7 1855”. Cert. Kihlblom.

100

FOURTH DAY. A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco light blue with a superb
“WESTERVIK 4.7 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

150

969
FOURTH DAY. A very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco light blue with
excellent canc. “PHILIPSTAD 4.7 1855”.

200

SIXTH DAY. A very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco light blue with
excellent canc. “UDDEVALLA 6.7 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

200

€uro

971

970
P µ 970 2a 

972

973

Beautiful piece with 4 Sk, Bco with excellent canc. in the first month
“GYSINGE 11.7 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 2, 5

100

P

971 2a 

A very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue “UDDEVALLA 14.8 1855”. SUPERB.

100

P

972 2a 

Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent canc. “NYKÖPING 12.7 1855” in the first month.

100

An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco light blue with superb canc. in the first month
“WADSTENA 18.7 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 4-5

100

1

P µ 973 2b 

974
P µ 974 2b 

P µ 975 2b 

P µ 976 2c 

975

POSTAGE DUE CANCELLATION in blue colour. A fantastic copy
of 4 Sk. Bco light blue with beautiful “STOCKHOLM 4 SK. 21.7
1855” in the first month. Minor imperfections of little importance.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & EXTREMELY RARE.

400

A fantastic cover with 4 Sk. Bco light blue with excellent canc.
“NEDERKALIX 19.9 1856”. Cert. Nils Svensson.

250

A wonderful cover with 4 Sk. Bco bright blue with an excellent and
scarce arc canc. “SKARA 9.8 1855”. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5, 4

500
189

€uro

P µ 977 2e 

978
P µ 978 2e 

P µ 979 2g 

P µ 980 2h1 

P µ 981 2h1 

190

A fantastic 4 Sk. Bco blue “SÖDERHAMN 16.12
1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

979

1.000

980

A very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with an extremely clear “GYSINGE 29.1
1857”. Also a very interesting plate flaw at right of the right “4”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB 3-4, 3, 4-5

A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco in scarce bright blue shade
with an absolutely clear and perfect canc. “STOCKHOLM 18.12 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5
An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco light blue with excellent “STOCKHOLM 17.3
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

An exceptional strip of four of 4 Sk. Bco light blue,
each stamp with a superb blue canc. “ÅBY 9.4 1857,
somewhat strengthened with one hinge. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

100

400
100

1.000

€uro

P µ 982 2j1 

983
P µ 983 2j2 
P µ 984 2j2 

P µ 985 2j3 

P µ 986 2k2 

A wonderful copy of 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull ultramarine shade with an excellent canc. “STOCKHOLM 1.10 1857”. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

984

1.000

986

The scarce shade grey ultramarine of 4 Sk. Bco on streaky paper “CALMAR 12.11 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE & SCARCE.

200

Very fresh 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce ultramaine grey shade with excellent
canc. “FAHLUN 31.12 1857”. VERY FINE 3, 2, 5

150

An exceptional copy of 4 Sk. Bco in the rare ulmarish grey shade, well centered and with beautiful
“LULEÅ 31.12 1857” Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5
Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the rare light grey blue shade with an extremely clear star canc. which is very rare on 4 Sk. Bco, two bent corner
perfs. Cert. Sjöman. FINE - VERY FINE.

1.000

200
191

€uro

P µ 987 2 l 
P µ 988 2 l 

P

989 2 l 

990
P µ 990 2m 

987

988

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce greenish blue shade “STOCKHOLM 30.3 1858”. One bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4

100

An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce greenish light blue shade
“ULLÅNGER 29.8 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE SUPERB 3-4, 3, 4-5

100

Strip of three 4 Sk. Bco greenish blue canc in Upsala, a few small
faults. Very rare, only a few known. F=28.000. Right stamp with variety a thin curved coloured line at right in upper margin of the right
stamp (the hair?). Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE & RARE.

500

991

992

993

994

An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco blue, clear print with an extremely clear
canc. “STOCKHOLM 26.3 1858”. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 4-5

150

P

991 2m 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue, clear print “UDDEVALLA 11.5 1858”.
SUPERB.

100

P

992 2 

Well centerd 4 Sk. Bco with scarce “NYLAND 9.7 1857”. Facit Postal
2.000. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

100

P

993 2 

A wonderful piece with 4 Sk. Bco “WISBY 16.4 1857”. SUPERB EXCELLENT.

100

P

994 2 

Beautiful piece with 4 Sk. Bco with excellent and scarce canc. “CARLSHAMN 22.11 1857”. Facit Postal 1.500.

100

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
192

€uro

995

996

997

998

P

995 2 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco “GEFLE 17.12 1857”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

996 2 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with scarce canc. “SKENNINGE 26.4 1857”. F.
Postal 1.500. SUPERB.

100

P

997 2 

Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco well centered and with a very clear “STOCKHOLM 23.11 1857”. SUPERB.

100

P

998 2 

4 Sk. Bco on cover to Linköping with “TROSA 6.11 1855” boxed canc.
One tiny tear in the front of very little importance. Postal = +2.000.

100

Partly Imperforate

Lot # 999 µ
2b 
An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco light blue imperforate at right and
partly cut. Light spots caused by ink. Very rare variety, only
three copies recorded. Cert. Obermüller Wilen.

€uro 2.000

193

Unique Mixed Franking

Lot # 1000 µ
2m+9c1 
A fantastic double rate domestic cover with 4 Sk.
Bco together with 12 öre Coat of Arms “CARLSTAD 9.9 1858”. The 12 öre with a small tear. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

4 Skilling Banco & 12 Öre

VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 40.000

€uro

P µ 1001 3a1 

Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with boxed Lidköping canc. F=12.000. Cert.
Sjöman. FINE - VERY FINE.

250

P µ 1002 3a3  A wonderful copy 6 Sk. Bco dark grey, dense background. Acc. to HOW cert. from 1999 in strong
colour a1 going towards the rare shade a2. This
should coincide with the later registered shade a3 in
Facit, which is scarce. Superb and scarce arc canc.
“NORRTELJE 19.5 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

1.000

P µ 1003 3b (*) Fresh unused 6 Sk. Bco light grey without faults,
off-centre. F=85.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY RARE STAMP.

1.000

196

€uro

1004
P µ 1004 3b 
P µ 1005 3c 
P µ 1006 3c 

P µ 1007 3e 

1008

P µ 1008 3f 
P µ 1009 3f 

1005

1006

Very fresh copy 6 Sk. Bco in the scarce light grey shade “STOCKHOLM
21.7 1856”. F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

300

The first delivery of 6 Sk. Bco of the brownish grey shade, which is
rare. A beautiful copy in strong colour with superb “STOCKHOLM
9.9 1856”. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

750

6 Sk. Bco brownish grey “STOCKHOLM 3.4 1857”, one short perf.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

A fantastic copy 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey “PITEÅ
28.6 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

1009

1010

1.500

1011

Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey brown “STOCKHOLM 19.3 1858”. F=13.000.
Cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE.

300

A very beautiful pair 6 Sk. Bco grey brown “STOCKHOLM 23.3
1858”, one short perf. F=39.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500

P

1010 3E1 *

Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco in the first reprint 1868. F=5.000.

100

P

1011 3E **

Extremely fresh and beautiful 6 Sk. Bco reprint of 1885. F=4.400+.
SUPERB.

200

4

197

€uro

1012
P µ 1012 4b 
P µ 1013 4b 

P µ 1014 4f 

P µ 1015 4h 

198

1013

A very beautiful piece with two copies of 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange
nicely canc. “PHILIPSTAD 2.9 1856”. F=13.000+. Cert. Franz
Obermüller. VERY FINE.

250

Very beautiful reg. cover with two copies 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange
nicelt canc. “PHILIPSTAD 12.6 1845”. Minor imperfections.
F=32.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

400

An extremely clear and fresh rectangular canc.
“NYLAND 17.3 1857” on 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow
orange. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

1.000

A wonderful copy 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow, clear
print. Perfect centering and canc. “GAMLEBY 15.5
1858”, one bent corner perf. and one short perf. of
little importance One of the most beautiful copies
existing. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE COPY 2, 5, 5

1.000

Largest Multiple

Lot # 1016 µ
4h 
A very beautiful cover to Finland with a single and a
strip of three of 8 Sk. Bco “STOCKHOLM 27.7 1858”, 1 ½
rate over franked with 2 Sk. Bco shortly after the öre
stamps were introduced. Strip of three is the largest multiple recorded. Pictured in the catalogue for STOCKHOLMIA 1955. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE
Provenance:
Gustaf Douglas, Large Gold
Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 25.000

199

Unique Margin Copy

Lot # 1017 µ
5b *
An exceptional 24 Sk. Bco orange red, very rare with
original gum and unique with margin with part of
corner watermark. One short and two bent perfs of
little importance. The margin is reinforced by
hinges. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
Provenance:
Philip Ferrari de La Renotiére
Erik Leijonhufvud
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix
€uro 20.000
200

€uro

P µ 1018 5c 

P µ 1019 5c 

Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with very clear “STOCKHOLM 17.11
1857”. F=18.000. Cert. Grenstedt.

Very beautiful piece with a vertical pair of 24 Sk.
Bco orangish red. Well centered and each stamp
with a clear and beautiful canc. “STOCKHOLM
26.6 1857”. The top stamp with interesting plate
flaw in “G” in SVERIGE. F=54.000+. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1020
P µ 1020 5d 
P

1021 5 
µ 1022 1-5R

300

1.500

1021

Very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarcer light orange shade “STOCKHOLM 24.4 1858”. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE.

400

24 Sk. Bco with rectangular “TROSA 3.11 185X”, the stamp with some
imperfections. F=18.000 + 2.000 for the canc.

150

REPRINT 1930 in black of the Skilling Banco set made by the Swedish
Post from the original clichés. Complete sheet with 9 copies of all five
values. Unusual in sheets.

100

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
201

Dull Light Red Shade

Lot # 1023 µ
5f 
A fantastic copy of 24 Sk. Bco in this rare shade. Colourful
and fresh with a perfect cancellation “STOCKHOLM 2.2
1858”. Probably the most beautiful used copy of this shade.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 3, 5

€uro 6.000
202

Pre UPU Information

Lot # 1024 µ
1-6N+7-16 (*)
“TIMBRES-POSTE SUÉDOIS” The first information sent to
foreign Postal Administrations by the Swedish Post. A small page
with all the so far issued stamps glued to the page. The first six
Skilling Banco stamps in reprints from 1868 (the ordinary set & the
black Stockholm local stamp) and the other ten stamps in originals.
It is mentioned in the Handbook 1963 on page 50 in the Skilling
Banco section. Only two such pages with all the stamps present are
known to exist today.
Provenance:
Fredrik Benzinger
€uro 3.000
203

€uro

Local Stamps

P µ 1025 6a1 

P µ 1026 6a1 

1027
P µ 1027 6a2 
P µ 1028 6N1P
µ 1029 6R
P

204

1030 13 *

Beautiful 1 Sk. Bco on thin paper with superb star canc. F=7.500. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 3, 4

150

Beautiful cover with two copies 1 Sk. Bco black, each with a well
placed star canc. F=35.000. Cert. Grenstedt. VERY FINE & RARE.

750

1028

1030

Exceptional 1 Sk. Bco grey black. Rare in this quality. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

300

Proof for the 1871 reprint on yellowish paper in a beautiful block of
four with faint set-off on back. Cert. Strandell & a detailed cert. by
Mats Ingers. Sign. H. Liechtenstein. SCARCE.

Bid

REPRINT 1930 in black of the 3 öre local stamp made by the Swedish
Post from the original clichés. Unusual in complete sheet of 100.

100

Beautiful 3 öre brown in good centering. F=5.500.

100

Largest Multiple Never Hinged

Lot # 1031 µ
6a3 **
An extremely fresh strip of three of 3 öre in the only
recorded multiple larger than pair. Never hinged,
which is very rare to find just in single stamps. Pos.
37-39 and perf. pos. 67, 77 & 87 acc. to Sjöman. Certs
Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén
VERY FINE & UNIQUE

Provenance:
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix

€uro 20.000

205

Largest Multiple

Lot # 1032 µ
13a 
An absolutely wonderful cover with 3 öre brown in a
block of four with an excellent canc. “CARLSHAMN
8.11 1862”. Block of four is the largest multiple recorded and no letters are known with more than four
stamps. This is the most beautiful letter among just
three recorded with a block of four. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 3, 5, 5
Provenance: Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 20.000
206

€uro

Coat of Arms
13.00 hrs

1033
P

1033 2 P (*)

P µ 1034 2m 

P

1035 7b2 

P µ 1036 7c 
2

1037
P

1037 7e 

1034

1035

1036

COLOUR PROOFS in black and lilac for the Coat of Arms issue in 4 Sk.
Bco values.

100

PRE-RUNNER - First Day of Coat of Arms. A beautiful 4 Sk. Bco
blue, clear print with excellent canc. “BORÅS 1.7 1858”, one creased
corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SCARCE.

100

Very beautiful 5 öre green with excellent “KARLSHAMN 19.12 1869”.
SUPERB.

100

An exceptional 5 öre yellow green with excellent canc. “RÅNEÅ 15.10
1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

100

1038

1039

Scarce railway canc. “K.Ö.H.B 14.9 1868” on a well centered 5 öre
bluish green. Used for the railway line Köping - Örebro - Hallsberg.
EXCELLENT.

100

P

1038 7e 

Exceptional 5 öre bluish green with excellent canc. “HÖÖR 22.11
1869”. SUPERB.

100

P

1039 7f2 

Very beautiful 5 öre light yellow green with perfect “TROSA 30.1
1873”. One short perf. tip. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

Bid

P µ 1040 7a1+8b+
11e1 

A unique registered cover with 9-fold domestic rate franked with 5 and
2 x 9 öre together with a strip of four of 30 öre. Not registered in Facit.
Unfortunately various repairs and improvements, still an interesting
documentation. Cert. Obermüller Wilén, FINE.

400
207

Telegram to London

Lot # 1041 µ
7b1+11e1 
An exceptional telegram envelope sent to England with 3 x 5 öre
and 30 öre, a few minor perf. faults of little importance. Superb
canc. “MALMÖ 11.11 1865” and a beautiful red arr. pmk on front.
Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 4.000

P µ 1042 8P

208

Proof in black of 9 öre by P.A. Sparre acc. to certificate by Mats Ingers, exact production year impossible to establish. Please, see explanation in the
copy of cert. for four values by Mats Ingers.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE.

1.000

€uro

P µ 1043 8a 

P

1044
1044 8d 

A fantastic 9 öre red violet in perfect centering and
canc. “SKARA 27.11 1862”. Rare to find in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION COPY. 5, 5, 5

1045
Very beautiful 9 öre blue violet “CARLSKRONA 8.9 1864”. SUPERB.

P µ 1045 8b+ A wonderful piece with 24+12+9 öre each one with
9l+
a perfect canc. “ÅHUS 9.4 1863”. Rare in this quality.
10f1  Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT ITEM.

P µ 1046 8d+ A wonderful domestic cover with 9 öre blue violet
14Bc2 and 3 öre Lion brown “HERNÖSAND 14.2 1858”.

Ex. Ulf Ivarsson. Certs Sjöman & Ebel. SUPERB.

1.000

150

750

1.200
209

Unique Paper Proof

Lot # 1047 µ
9P
A fantastic proof of 12 öre greenish blue on yellow
paper. In a copy of a very interesting document from
Scheutz to the General Post Director dated “23 Oct.
1870” accompanying the proof it is explained that
the idea was to combine the Swedish colours blue
and yellow, though Scheutz is warning that it makes
the blue colour somewhat greenish. Cert.
Obermüller Willén.
VERY FINE & HISTORICAL ITEM

€uro 8.000
210

€uro

1048
P µ 1048 9c2 
P µ 1049 9c3 
P µ 1050 9c3 

1049

1050

An exceptional 12 öre blue “WISBY 29.4 1866”, one creased perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 5, 5

Bid

A fantastic pen canc. “Söderåkra 20.1 69” on 12 öre blue, also interesting with a blue spot at left of the shield. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB & VERY RARE 4, 3, 5

200

A wonderful 12 öre blue “FALKÖPING 11.5 1865”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Railway Telegram

Lot # 1051 µ
9c3 
An exceptional telegram with full contents and franked with 12
öre with excellent “LINDESBERG 13.8 1869”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.
SUPERB & POSSIBLY UNIQUE

€uro 1.000
211

€uro

P µ 1052 9d1 

A very beautiful cover to Åland with 12 öre in a strip of four + a
single “STOCKHOLM 4.2 1859”. A few worn perfs due to the placement of the stamps. Framed arr. pmk “ECKERÖ 5 FEB 1859” on
the front. This is a very rare pmk on Swedish covers and possibly
the only known. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

400

Postage Due via Lübeck

Lot # 1053 µ
d1 
A fantastic cover 1860 to France with 6 copies 12 öre, each stamp
canc. at the Danish P. O. in Lübeck with numeral “3” and at side
“K. B. aus SCHWEDEN”. As the letter was of 2nd rate it should
have been paid with 72 öre more and therefore marked due. Some
worn perfs due to the placement and toned by age. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman.
VERY FINE & UNIQUE
€uro 2.000
212

€uro

P µ 1054 9d2 
P µ 1055 9d3 

P

1056 9d3 

1057
P

1054

1055

Very beautiful 12 öre light blue pos. 19, plate 6. with interesting
double tooth. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

A wonderful 12 öre light blue with perfect railway canc. “PKXP N:r
2 13.5 1870”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Postal Money Order, beautiful cover endorsed “Härmed postanvisning....” with 12 öre “PHILIPSTAD 18.12 1868”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

1058

1057 9h *
1

P µ 1058 9h 
1

P µ 1059 9h2 *
P µ 1060 9i 

1059

1060

12 öre bright ultramarine. F=3.600. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

Bid

A wonderful 12 öre in the scarce shade bright ultramarine
“LAHOLM 30.12 1861”, strong and fresh colour. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

Very well centered 12 öre in the rare dark bluish ultramarine shade,
perforated with the tool of 1855. Cert. F. Obermüller and shade by
Olle Pettersson. Not priced as unused in Facit. SUPERB.

300

An exceptional 12 öre dull ultramarine “STOCKHOLM 14.11 1862”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5

100
213

€uro

P µ 1061 9i 

1062
P µ 1062 9k 

P µ 1063 9 l 
P

1064 9 

P µ 1065 9m **
214

An exceptional cover, possibly unique with the
blue oval “ANK: MED POST-DILIGENCE” from
Helsingborg 1862 to Copenhagen with three copies
12 öre dull ultramarine. Left stamp with a tear.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & EXTREMELY RARE.

1063

750

1064

Beautiful shipletter from Norrköping with 12 öre in the rare shade
blue-ultramarine, which is scarce on cover. Excellent arrival pmk
“STOCKHOLM 28 MAI 62”, a few short perfs of little importance.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE.

150

Very beautiful 12 öre blue, dense background “LYCKSELE 6.7 1863”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

12 öre blue with perfect “TROSA 7.11 70”. SUPERB.

Bid

A very fresh block of four 12 öre greenish blue, never hinged with
corner margin. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE & SCARCE.

750

Block of Six

Lot # 1066 µ
9m 
A very beautiful block of six of 12 öre greenish blue. This block is
mentioned in the handbook 1961 part 1, page 44 in chapter
“Vapenmärken” as the largest block recorded (together with one
on a cover). Especially interesting as it is canc. on the last day
“STOCKHOLM 30.6 1872” before the Circle Type was issued,
minor faults of little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 1.000

1067

1068

P

1067 9 

Beautiful cover with 12 öre from Gothenburg to Uddevalla 1860 with
ship due mark “MED ÅNGBÅT LÖSEN”. SCARCE.

200

P

1068 9 

Large envelope to Norway with two copies 12 öre “STOCKHOLM
25.2 1867” and red postage due note “11” (skilling). Scarce.

100

215

€uro

1069
P µ 1069 10d2 *

1070
1071
1072
1073
Very beautiful and fresh 24 öre orange with an almost invisible hinge
mark. F=6.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

P

1070 10d2 

A wonderful 24 öre orange yellow with excellent “WISBY 26.3 1870”.
SUPERB.

150

P

1071 10d2 

Beautiful 24 öre “ÅMÅL 12.3 1862”, pos. 27 plate 2. SUPERB.

100

Extremely well centered 24 öre reddish orange with perfect “TROSA
11.4 1868”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Well centered 24 öre “WESTERÅS 19.7 1872”. SUPERB.

100

P µ 1072 10h2 
P

1073 10 

1074
P µ 1074 10g1+
11a 

P µ 1075 11P

1076

150

1077

Seven-fold domestic postage in the form of a single 24 öre yellow as
well as a pair of 30 öre dark red brown on a reduced cover, presumably
used as a wrapper (the 24 öre with faults). The stamps canc.
“ASKERSUND 14.6 1864”. Cleaned with some repairs. Cert. F.
Obermüller. VERY RARE.

Proof in black of 30 öre by P.A. Sparre acc. to certificate by Mats Ingers, exact production year impossible to establish. Please, see explanation in the
copy of cert. for four values by Mats Ingers.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE.

250

1.000

P

1076 11 P *

Colour proof 30 öre brown red. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100

P

1077 11c 

Very beautiful cover with the rare shade 30 öre light rose-tinged red
brown in pair “STOCKHOLM 9.8 1861” sent to Finland. Scarce on
cover.

200

216

€uro

1078

1079

1080

1081

P

1078 11d2 

Well centered 30 öre dark brown with beautiful “TROSA 2.9 1870”.
One slightly short perf. tip.

Bid

P

1079 11e2 

Well centered 30 öre brown “HÅKANTORP 24.11 1871”. SUPERB.

100

P

1080 11f 

P µ 1081 11g *

P µ 1082 11g 

Very beautiful 30 öre light brown “FALUN 31.1 1872”. SUPERB.

100

Very well centered and lightly hinged 30 öre rose brown. F=6.000. Cert.
F. Obermüller and shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

A fantastic 30 öre rose brown with a perfect “GRYTHYTTEHED 18.5
1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

1083

1084

P

1083 12c 

Exceptional 50 öre bright dark carmine in strong colour with well placed RONNEBY canc. 1861, one bent corner.

100

P

1084 12f1 

Very beautiful 50 öre carmine rose with excellent “LINDESBERG 13.9
1866”. SUPERB.

150

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Unique Combination to Canada

Lot # 1085 µ
12g2+16c 
A very beautiful cover to Canada with 50 öre and two copies 20 öre
Lion with superb canc. “STOCKHOLM NORR 1.12 1869”. Few
minor imperfections of little importance. Only two 90 öre rate
covers recorded, each in unique combination. F=90.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 2.500
Lion Type

P

1086
1086 14Aa 

P µ 1087 14Ab 
P

1088 14Bb *

1087
1088
1089
An unusually beautiful copy of the first shade of 3 öre type I “STOCKHOLM 5. TUR”. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

Cover franked with a pair of 3 öre yellowish brown type I canc.
“STOCKHOLM 4. TUR 3.4” (1863). Cert. F. Obermüller.

100

A very fresh and beautiful 3 öre in the scarce shade, dark olivish orange-brown. F=4.000+. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB.

150

P µ 1089 14B+21  Beautiful cover to Germany franked with 3 öre Lying Lion as well as
two 12 öre Circle Type perf. 14 (27 öre) canc. “STOCKHOLM 9.10
1872”. Multiple transit and arrival canc. on back. Small part of back
flap missing. F=14.000.
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250

€uro

1090
P µ 1090 15b1 *

1092
1093
1094
17 öre reddish bluish lilac. One bent corner perf. F=6.500. Cert. Sjöman
and shade by Olle Pettersson. VERY FINE.

P µ 1091 15b1  Extremely beautiful 17 öre reddish violet. Perfect
centering and cancellation “BORÅS 5.11 1866”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

1.000

P

1092 15b2 

Well centered 17 öre lilac “GAMLEBY 25.1 1868”. SUPERB.

150

P

1093 15 

Excellent Danish canc. “24” HELSINGÖR on 17 öre lilac.
SUPERB & RARE.

200

P µ 1094 15c ** An extremely fresh never hinged 17 öre grey.
F=19.000. Copy of cert. Obermüller. SUPERB.

750

P µ 1095 15c ** A fantastic block of four of 17 öre grey in almost
perfect centering and extremely fresh. Facit 76.000
just as single stamps. Copy of cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB.

3.000
219

Grey 17 öre to Italy

Lot # 1096 µ
15c+10h2 
A fantastic cover with 17 öre grey together with
24 öre reddish orange with two superb canc.
“STOCKHOLM 12.10 1870”, paying the 41 öre
rate to Italy via Northern Germany. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 10.000
220

€uro

1097

1098

1099

P

1097 16c 

Very beautiful 20 öre with excellent canc. “BÅSTAD 27.11 1870”.
SUPERB.

100

P

1098 16d *

Well centered and fresh 20 öre brick red, lightly hinged. F=3.600. Sign.
Bühler and shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

P

1099 16g 

Extremely late usage, 20 öre dull red “STOCKHOLM C. 8.8 1877”.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

Bid

Circle Type Perforation 14

1100
P

1100 17e 

P µ 1101 17f 
P µ 1102 17g 
P µ 1103 18a *

P µ 1104 19b 

1101

1102

1103

Well centered 3 öre orange brown with exceptional “TROSA 1.9 1874”.
A couple of slightly shorter perf. tips.

Bid

An exceptional 3 öre yellowish orange brown with excellent “FILIPSTAD 21.2 1876”. Cert. Harbrecht. SUPERB 4, 3-4, 5

Bid

A wonderful 3 öre dull orange brown with excellent “ALINGSÅS
25.10 1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Very fresh 4 öre grey. F=4.200. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

An exceptional piece with a vertical strip of five of 5 öre in the scarce
light bluish green shade “STOCKHOLM 3.6 1873”. This is the
second largest multiple recorded after block of six. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

800

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

1105
P

1105 19f 

P µ 1106 20d *
P µ 1107 20h *

P

1108 20e 

1106

1108

Exceptional “TROSA 13.1 1876” on a well centered 5 öre dark green.
One very slightly shorter perf. tip only mentioned for accuracy.

Bid

Very beautiful 6 öre bluish lilac. F=4.800+. Cert. Sjöman. SUPERB.

100

A very beautiful perfectly centered copy of the very rare shade 6 öre
bluish gray. F=12.000. One short perf and one bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 5, 3

250

6 öre reddish violet on printed matter canc. “NYKÖPING 11.7 1874”.
F=3.000.

Bid

1109
P µ 1109 20k 

1107

1110

1111

Very beautiful 6 öre red lilac with excellent “FILIPSTAD 7.5 1877”, spot
of canc. colour at right. Cert. Obermüller SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

P µ 1110 20a+21i  A wonderful piece of a 12 öre cover with 6 öre in the rare brownish
dark lilac shade together with 12 öre clear blue. Excellent canc.
“ASKERSUND 25.6 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

200

P µ 1111 21m 

P µ 1112 23a (*)
P µ 1113 23b 
222

A wonderful 12 öre blue “ULRIKA 15.7 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

1112

100

1113

A very fresh 20/20 öre double print, as often without gum. F=32.000.
Cert. Franz Obermüller. FINE COPY.

400

Very beautiful 20 öre double print with excellent “FILIPSTAD 22.3
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

€uro

1114

1115

P µ 1114 23b  An exceptional vertical strip of three 20/20 öre
double print with two superb canc. “SKIRÖ 30.1
1878”. Largest multiple is strip of four and only 3
strips of three are recorded. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.
P µ 1115 23c *

1116

1.000

Beautiful unused 20 öre dull red on pale orange
double print. F=32.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén &
Frimärkshuset. VERY FINE & RARE.

1117

1118

1119

750

1120

P

1116 23c 

Beautiful 20/20 double print with excellent canc. “ÅTVIDABERG 17.1
1876”. Sign. for shade OP.

100

P

1117 24d 

24 öre orange with very beautiful “TROSA 1.2 1874”. A couple of
slightly shorter perf. tips.

Bid

Well centered 24 öre orange yellow. One short perf. tip. Cert. Sjöman &
shade by Olle Pettersson. F=8.500. VERY FINE.

200

Very beautiful 24 öre dull orange “FILIPSTAD 9.2 1877”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

Bid

Exceptional 24 öre dull yellow, well centered and beautiful canc.
“STÖLLET 17.8 1881”. EXCELLENT.

100

P µ 1118 24f *
P µ 1119 24g 
P

1120 24h 
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€uro

1121
P

1121 24 

P µ 1122 25a2 *
P µ 1123 25e 
P µ 1124 25i 
P µ 1125 25j 

P

1126 25v2 *

1122

1123

1124

1125

Largest multiple known of 24 öre in a block of 5 “GÖTEBORG 19.10
1877”. Lightly creased and the perforation between the horizontal
pairs is broken but the block is confirmed by the cancellations.
FINE & RARE.

500

A very beautiful 30 öre reddish brown. F=7.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

Wonderful 30 öre brown “NORA 4.8 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Very beautiful 30 öre greyish brown with excellent “FILIPSTAD 21.1
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

Beautiful 30 öre in the scarce blackish brown shade “ÖREBRO 28.12
1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén & sign. OP. SUPERB.

100

SET-OFF (spegeltryck) on 30 öre unused. NOT EARLIER RECORDED acc. to Facit. VERY FINE & UNIQUE.

400

1127

P

224

1127 25c+21g+ A very beautiful cover to Spain with 30 öre in the scarcer red brown
17 
shade together with 3 & 12 öre. All with superb canc. “GÖTEBORG
19.4 1873”. F=17.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE

500

€uro

1128

P µ 1128 26a *
P

1129 26g 

P µ 1130 27c *
P

1131 27c 

1129

1130

1131

Very fresh 50 öre rose. F=7.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

150

Beautiful 50 öre reddish carmine with excellent canc. “TORP 30.7
1875”. SUPERB.

Bid

Very beautiful 1 riksdaler with one short perf. tip. F=9.500. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén VERY FINE.

150

1 Riksdaler yellowish brown and ultramarine with beautiful “KLIPPAN 20.8 1878”. One slightly shorter perf. tip.

Bid

Circle Type Perforation 13

1132
P

1132 29v *
9

P µ 1133 30b 
P

1134 31j 

P µ 1135 33d 

1133

1134

Unique variety “coloured line in lower margin” on very fresh 4 öre,
Facit quotes as unknown. Also a white dot at left of “4”. SUPERB.

200

An exceptional 5 öre dull bluish green “ÖSTERSUND 8.8 1878”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

Bid

Very beautiful 6 öre bluish lilac with an absolutely perfect “STOCKHOLM 2. TUR 12.7 1884”. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

Bid

LARGEST MULTIPLE RECORDED in a reconstructed block of
twelve of 20 öre dull orange red “MALMÖ PAKET 6.10 1885”. A few
worn and short perfs of no importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

500
225

€uro

1136
P µ 1136 34f 
P µ 1137 35h 

1137

1138

1139

A wonderful 24 öre in the scarce lemon yellow shade “HÖGBY 12.1
1884”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

A wonderful 30 öre black brown “NORBERG 6.2 1884”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

P

1138 36 **

Very fresh 50 öre. F=6.500. VERY FINE.

100

P

1139 36h 

A fantastic 50 öre carmine-red rose “WILHELMINA 28.8 1885”.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

P µ 1140 37 *

P µ 1141 37 

226

Extremely fresh unused 1 Riksdaler. F=40.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

1.000

A wonderful 1 riksdaler with excellent canc.
“MOTALA 5.10 1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

1.500

€uro

P µ 1142 37 

1143
P

1143 37N **

One of the most beautiful 1 Riksdaler, well centered
and fresh with an absolutely perfect canc. “FRÖVI
23.12 1878”. Rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM 4, 4, 5

1145

1146

1147

1.000

1148

Extremely fresh and well centered reprint of 1 Riksdaler. F=4.700.
SUPERB.

100

Circle Type with Posthorn

P µ 1144 41c 

A fantastic 3 öre dark orange brown “GÖTEBORG-FILIAL 16.3
1892”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

Very beautiful 4 öre grey with excellent “JENNY 2.12 1891”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5

Bid

Interesting cover sent from Romania franked with Swedish 20 öre Circle
Type with posthorn canc. “BUCUREST 24 DEC 1889”. Arrival canc.
“STOCKHOLM 28.12 1889”. The stamp with one missing corner perf.

Bid

1147 47f **

Very fresh never hinged 30 öre orangish brown. F=7.500. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

1148 47f 

A wonderful 30 öre orangish brown “JERNSKOG 14.8 1890”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

Bid

P µ 1145 42b 
P µ 1146 46 

P

227

€uro

1149
P

1149 49c **

P µ 1150 49cv1 **
P

1151 49d **

1150

1151

Beautiful 1 kr. yellowish brown & dark blue. F=3.800. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

Very fresh imperf. pair of 1 kr. orange brown and dark blue. F=11.000.
Sign. Harry Wennberg & Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

200

Very well centered and fresh 1 kr. brown & dark blue. F=3.800. Shade
by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

Oscar II

1152
P

1152 45 **

P µ 1153 55 **

Ex 1153
Well centered and fresh 10 öre red. F=3.300. SUPERB.

Bid

COMPLETE SHEET of 15 öre in very good condition. Several stamps
with part of second watermark crown. F=70.000+.

750

Ex 1154

P µ 1154 57 **

228

COMPLETE SHEET 25 öre with wmk in very fresh
and good condition. At top some stamps have small
part of second wmk crown (Facit # 57vm2).
F=95.000+.

1.000

€uro

1155
P

1155 58 **

1157

1158

An exceptional corner block of four of 30 öre in perfect centering.
EXCELLENT.

200

Ex 1156

P µ 1156 58 **

COMPLETE SHEET of 30 öre, very fresh and good
condition. Some stamps with two clear parts of
wmk crown (Facit # 58vm2). F=160.000+.

P µ 1157 60bvm  Oscar II 1 kr. with inverted watermark. F=4.000. Cert. Norsten.

1.500
100

Later Issues
P

1158 61 

P µ 1159 65v1 **

Watermark KPV (and crown) on 1 öre 1892. Not quoted in Facit. Sign.
“Kan +KPV”. VERY RARE.

Bid

Beautiful never hinged imperf. pair of 5 kr. blue. F=30.000. Sign.
Harry Wennberg & Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

500
229

A Fantastic Complete Sheet

Lot # 1160 µ
65 **
Post Office Building 1903 in a sheet of 50 stamps. Exceptional centering
with almost all copies SUPERB or EXCELLENT. Facit for normal quality 250.000 and for superb 375.000.
SUPERB & RARE ITEM
€uro 5.000

1161

1162

1163

P µ 1161 76vm3 A spectacular copy of 10 öre Medallion with wmk

crown & KPV. Acc. to Facit only two copies known!
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

500

P

1162 77etc 

Medallion to Aden. C.O.D. parcel card with strip of four of 1 kr. together
with 4, 20 and 50 öre to this rare destination “STOCKHOLM 24.1 1913”.
Facit quote only one known with Medallion. Berlin transit pmk on back.

100

P

1163 91 **

Beautiful corner block of 9 of 50 öre Medaillon, plate No. 6. F=13.500+.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

230

€uro

P µ 1164 92 **

P µ 1165 94 *

VÄRNAMO 55 öre in an exceptional never hinged
copy with light natural gum bend. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

Very fine 80 öre black with margin with an almost invisible hinge
mark. F=17.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

1.000

300

Excellent Värnamo 5, 5, 5

Lot # 1166 µ
92+94 **
A fantastic set 55 & 80 öre in absolutely perfect condition. Very rare set
in this quality, especially the 80 öre is very difficult to find perfect. Certs
Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

€uro 4.000
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€uro

P µ 1167 92+94 VÄRNAMO 55 & 80 öre in very fresh copies. 55 öre
**
excellent in perfect centering. F=60.000. Certs
Kihlblom.

1168

1169

P µ 1168 92+94 ** VÄRNAMO never hinged 55 öre light blue & 80 öre black. F=50.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.
P µ 1169 92+94 *

P µ 1170 92+94 *

750

VÄRNAMO 55 & 80 öre in very fresh copies. F=34.000. Certs
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

600

Superb 55 öre light blue and a very fine 80 öre black. The 80 öre with a
natural gum bend. F=34.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

500

P µ 1171 92+94 Beautiful superb 55 öre light blue and very fine 80

öre black, each on small piece canc. “VÄRNAMO
14.7.18”. F=135.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.
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1.250

2.000

€uro

1173
1174
Ex 1175
SURCHARGE ON ORIGINALS. Complete Landstorm set of 10 values.
µ 1172 105A114A ** F=4.500. All pictured on our website.
P

1173 128+130v1*Landstorm III inverted surcharge on 4 & 6 öre. F=6.000. RARE.

P µ 1174 130v1 

100
150

Shifted and inverted “7 + 3” overprint on “5 + FEM ÖRE” on 6 aur. One
slightly shorter perf. tip. Unknown as used according to Facit. Cert. F.
Obermüller. RARE.

150

Wrong value surcharge on the complete set Landstorm III (10)., A few
P µ 1175 126-35
v2v3 **/ * values *, but mostly **. Facit more than 20.000.

500

P µ 1176 137vm WATERMARK CROWN on 20/2 öre Airmail 1920
*
from pos. 19 in the sheet. F=26.000. Cert. Kihlblom.
VERY FINE & RARE.

P

1177
1178
Ex 1179
1177 138vm  Beautiful 50/4 öre Airmail 1920 with wmk crown. F=5.500.

P

1178 138v1 **

P µ 1179 136-38 *
P

1180

Inverted airmail overprint 50 öre on 4 öre in a never hinged margin
copy. F=7.000. Sign. Harry Wennberg.
INVERTED SURCHARGE on Airmail 1920 cpl (3). F=10.500. 10 öre
sign. HW.

1180 139 P **/ * Proof 3 öre in vertical pair, perf. 2 sides. RARE.

1.000

100
100
200
100
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€uro

1181

1182

1183

1184

1185

P

1181 140A P ** Proof 5 öre green type I in vertical pair perf. on 2 sides. RARE.

150

P

1182 140Acxz Beautiful Lion 5 öre type I with wmk lines & KPV. Small part of
canc.with readable year (19)22. F=7.500. Sign Kan. SCARCE.

200

P

1183 140A cxz 5 öre type I with wmk. lines + KPV. F=7.500.

150

P

1184 142Abz ** Very fresh and beautiful 5 öre brown type II with wmk KPV. F=7.500.
SCARCE.

200

P µ 1185 142E cz  5 öre brownish red type II with wmk. inverted lines + KPV. The
stamp cut by sales automat. F=18.000. Cert. Norsten. RARE.

300

1186

1187

P µ 1186 143Abz  The rare wmk letters on 5 öre type II lightly canc. Two clear letters in
the middle of the stamp. Cert. Norsten. SCARCE.
P

1187 143cz **/ *Beautiful strip of 5 of 5 öre green type II wmk inverted lines & KPV.
The three middle stamps **. F=11.200++. SUPERB.

1188

250
200

1189

P

1188 144Av2 ** 10 öre in tête-bêche pair with heads against each other. A couple of
nibbed perf. tips. F=23.000.

400

P

1189 144Av3 ** 10 öre in tête-bêche pair with tails against each other. A couple of
nibbed perf. tips. F=23.000.

400

234

€uro

P

1190 144Abzv4 An exceptional tête-bêche strip of six with wmk KPV. F=28.000+.
**
VERY RARE.

P µ 1191 144
Av3


1192

A very beautiful cover from Mjölby with a têtebêche-pair of 10 öre Lion Type with the tails against
each other. Very rare on envelopes. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1193

1194

500

2.000

1195

P

1192 144Cbz ** Very beautiful 10 öre Lion with wmk KPV. F=3.300.

P

1193 150A P **/* Proof 15 öre Gustaf V in vertical strip of three, perf. 2 sides. RARE

200

P

1194 151Abz ** A very fresh 20 öre Gustaf V with wmk KPV. F=3.500+. SUPERB.

100

P µ 1195 151Ca *

20 öre dull blue with lower margin. F=10.000. Cert. Norsten.

Bid

250
235

Lot # 1196 µ
151C+bz **
COMPLETE SHEET of 100 stamps 20 öre Gustaf V Full Face 1920. Fantastic
quality with many stamps in very good centering. Plate number 3 - 0.
Watermark KPV on 40 stamps making F=114.000.
€uro 2.000

P

P
236

1197 152A RARE WATERMARK KPV on Gustav II Adolf 20
cxz * öre in pair. Large and clear wmk on both stamps.
Facit without price. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

1198 154 **

Gustav Vasa 110 öre in a well centered strip of five. F=8.000+. SUPERB.

1.000

200

€uro

P

1199
1200
1201
1202
1199 156cxz ** Very fresh 35 öre Crown & Posthorn with wmk KPV. F=7.000. VERY
FINE & SCARCE.

P

1200 162cxz *

60 öre type I with wmk. lines + KPV, lightly hinged. F=8.000. Sign.
Norsten (KAN).

200

P

1201 167b **

90 öre greenish blue on white paper in very good centering. F=3.500.
SUPERB.

100

P

1202 168bz *

Crown & Posthorn 1 kr. with wmk KPV. F=7.000. SCARCE.

150

P µ 1203 175Acx * WATERMARK LINES on 15 öre violet Gustaf V. F=30.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

1204

200

600

1205

P

1204 175Acx  Fine used copy of 15 öre violet. F=8.500. SCARCE.

150

P

1205 175Acx  15 öre with wmk. lines. F=8.500.

100

P µ 1206 175A Well centered 15 öre with wmk. lines and KPV.
cxz  F=19.000. Cert. Frahm. RARE.

400
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€uro

1207

1208

P

1207 186c **

30 öre reddish brown on white paper in a well centered and fresh copy.
F=6.000. SUPERB.

150

P

1208 273C **

Gustaf V 10 öre 1939 block of four in extreme off centering, SCARCE.

100

P

1209 337 ** A very fresh complete sheet of 20 kr. Swans 1941
perf. on 4 sides, 30 stamps. F=36.000.

500

Official Stamps

1210
P

1210 Tj 1 **

P µ 1211 Tj 1a 
P µ 1212 Tj 4a 
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1211

1212

A very fresh 3 öre with plate flaw “break at left in lower frame line”.
F=3.000+. SUPERB.

100

Exceptional 3 öre orange brown with excellent “RESVILLE 25.6 1875”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

A very beautiful 6 öre perf. 14 in the first shade “WING 21.2 1875”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

Bid

€uro

1213
P µ 1213 Tj 4d 
P µ 1214 Tj 4e 

1214

1216

Very beautiful 6 öre bluish violet “WISBY 9.4 1875”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5

Bid

Very beautiful 6 öre lilac with excellent “TORSBY 27.9 1878”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3-4, 5

Bid

P

1215 Tj 5 **

Very fresh and beautiful corner block of four of 12 öre perf. 14.
F=27.000.

500

P

1216 Tj 5c 

Very beautiful 12 öre light blue on blue greyish paper “ÅRJENG 10.12
1876”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

1217
P µ 1217 Tj 6b *
P µ 1218 Tj 7b *
P

1219 Tj 9 *

1218

1219

Very beautiful 20 öre orange red. A small dot at left “20” is a natural
paper inclusion. F=13.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

300

Very fresh 24 öre yellow orange. F=8.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

200

Very beautiful 50 öre perf. 14 in almost perfect centering. F=7.000.
SUPERB.

200
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€uro

P

1220
1220 Tj 9a *

P µ 1221 Tj 9b 
P

1221
1222
Well centered and fresh 50 öre violetish carmine. F=7.000. Shade by
Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

Exceptional 50 öre perf. 14 violetish rose with excellent canc. “HESSLUNDA 22.6 1878”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

1222 Tj 22B ** Very fresh 50 öre type II perf. 13. F=6.500. SUPERB.

100

Postage Due Stamps

P µ 1223 L 1 

P

A wonderful 1 öre perf. 14 with excellent canc. “PERSBERG 10.11
1883”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Harbrecht. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

1224 L 2+3+
An amazing parcel cover from Denmark with 6 different values on
6+8-10  back, 3, 5, 4 x 20, 17 x 30 and 2 x 50 öre as well as 2 x 1 kr, making up
for 8 kr and 98 öre paying also the custom duty. Some faults due to
the placement of the stamps. EXHIBITION ITEM.

300

P µ 1225 L 6b+
7a+10b

240

An amazing parcel card, on back pairs of 20 & 24 öre and 1 kr. with
superb canc. “FILIPSTAD 17.11 1875”. Two minor faults but extremely beautiful. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

€uro

Booklets

1226

1227

P

1226 H4

Oscar II 10 öre “Pris 3 kronor”. in perfect condition. Control letter “L”
on back. F=17.000.

P

1227 H15Bb

Lion Type 10 öre green in booklet of 20 stamps perf. 4 sides and wmk
lines. F=18.000.

300

Two booklets with 20 x 5 öre Bellman perf. on three sides. F=8.000.

Bid

“TRIPLES”. A fantastic accumulation of probably
much more than 500 booklets, more or less all with
spine prints, cylinder and control numbers. From
an estate of a collector who bought most of them
one by one, often at auctions. Most of the booklets
in small envelopes with notations of what it is and
with the prices paid. Mostly around 200 SEK each
or more, sometimes much more, e.g. over 1.000 SEK
for Facit H. Nos 549, 553, another 553 with note
about perforation (paid 4.600 SEK), 555, 557, 558,
590 etc. Many with high face value incl. discount
booklets. Copies of handwritten lists, we cannot
guarantee that all is in the boxes, but we believe so.
Inspection necessary!

2.500

µ 1228 H53BB

µ 1229

400

1230

Collection of booklets, automat booklets and booklet panes in five
albums ca 1940-70s incl. better such as three copies H103 etc.

400

1231

Small box with approx. 200 booklets put aside by collector for being
unusual. Large part “doubles”. We have seen two “triples” and there
might be a few more. Many later ones with high face value and at least
one discount booklet. Please inspect!

200

1232

Small box with a duplicated selection of booklets mostly from the
1990s (ca 8 of each). Also a limited issue folder with engravings by
Slania and others “Skog och Mark”. Total face value is SEK 4.915.

200

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. Cpl. booklets and stamps in blocks of the
small size. Total equivalent of 116 booklets for use to the Nordic
countries and 14 booklets for use within Sweden.

750

1234

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 100 booklets for use to the Nordic
countries (small size).

750

1235

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. Lot with 64 booklets for use to the Nordic
countries (small size) plus 5 for use within Sweden.

400

1236

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 19 booklets and 76 loose stamps to the
Nordic countries.

1233

200
241

Collections
14.00 hrs

Lot # 1237 µ
Extremely extensive specialized mainly used collection 1855 - 1972
in two Leuchtturm albums. The early period includes one used
copy of each stamp in an undefined shade (missing only 3 Sk.
Bco) then also nearly all shades of 4 Sk. Bco as well as of every
stamp issued 1856 - 1910 (incl. Officials and Postage Due stamps)
arranged on separate pages, the coil stamp period is then nearly
cpl. mostly used with most watermark and paper types for each
stamp. Other issues with various watermarks etc. 55 & 80 öre
Medallion are not present. BC-CB pairs cpl. mostly used, after
1944 most stamps are ** (often with used copies as well). The
stamps are mostly in so-called normal quality, without faults. The
collector had expert help with most of the determining of shades
so it should be largely accurate. 11 certs & opinions.
THE MAIN PART OF THE COLLECTION
IS PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE
€uro 4.000
µ 1238 Extremely well filled unused collection 1858 - 1969 in a
Leuchtturm album. The collection is extremely well filled
and with very few exceptions ** from 1886 onwards. BC/CB
pairs cpl. **. Very high cat. value.
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.

2.000

µ 1239 Unused collection 1880s - 1969 in a Leuchtturm album. The collection is complete except for a few stamps from ca 1891 onwards (incl. Officials and
Postage Due), some better ** included here and there.
1.000
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.
µ 1240 Very well filled collection 1855 - 1954 in a Lindner album with some extra
pairs, blocks of four or even strips of five. Starts with 4 Sk. Bco on piece, then
Coat of Arms through Circle Type perf. 14 often in more than one shade and
mostly with beautiful canc. but also some unused, from Circle Type with
posthorn onwards mostly unused incl. Officials and Postage Dues almost cpl.
according to the album pages incl. BC-CB pairs etc. Please see sample pictures
on our website.
1.000
242

€uro

Ex 1241
P µ 1241 Very well filled unused collection 1856 - 1989 on Visir pages in a binder. Starts
with some Sk. Bco reprints (some without gum), Local stamp (without gum),
well filled onwards incl. 55 öre Värnamo (a couple of small thins), both 1924
UPU sets, well filled sections of Officials and Postage Dues. Please see
example pictures on our website.

600

µ 1242 Very fresh mint never hinged collection 1880s to 1989 in two extremely well
filled Leuchtturm albums. Starts with ** reprints of 3 öre Local stamp and
Coat of Arms, Landstorm I-III cpl. **, both 1924 UPU sets cpl. **, all BC-CB
pairs cpl. ** (except for one cheap pair which is *) etc. Also sections of Postage
Due and Official stamps.

750

1243 Cpl. ** collection 1973 - 2000 in three Leuchtturm albums incl. many addional
booklets. Total face value is over SEK 7.500.

300

1244 Very clean unused collection 1910 - 1999 in two albums, seems to be more or less
cpl. ** ca 1939 up to 1999 (no booklet pairs in the older part). The face value alone is over SEK 5.000.

300

Ex 1245

Pµ 1245 Extremely fine collection 1856 - 1991 incl. Officials and
Postage Due in two Leuchtturm albums. The collection is
complete according to the album pages except for 4 stamps
prior to 1960. Includes e.g. 175Acxz and other good coil
stamps. The collector has concentrated on acquiring nice
cancellations of which there are many, centering is also
very good. Extremely high cat. value.
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.

3.000

µ 1246 Very well filled used collection 1858 - 1973 in a Leuchtturm album. The collection is complete apart from a few stamps and BC/CB pairs. Many stamps
have beautiful cancellations. PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.
1.500
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€uro
µ 1247 Very clean used collection 1855 - 1960 in an Estett album incl. Officials and
Postage Due stamps. Well filled with three copies 4 Sk. Bco, 8 Sk. Bco, Coat of
Arms and Circle Type (both perfs) in different shades, 1924 UPU sets up to 1
kr. etc. Please see pictures on our website.

400

1248 Very well filled used collection 1855 - 1943 in an old album. Starts with fine copies of 4 & 6 Sk. Bco, 3 & 24 Sk. Bco reprints with forged canc., Coat of Arms and
Circle Type cpl., Landstormen I-III cpl., both 1924 UPU sets cpl., then well filled
sections of Officials and Postage Dues.

300

1249 Fairly well filled used basic collection 1858 - 1971 in an old Facit album.

150

1250 Mostly used standard collection up to 1997 in two Facit albums with only a few
stamps before 1877. Some ** stamps towards the end.

100

1251 Very clean used collection 1855 - 1999 in two albums incl. Officials and Postage
Due. Nearly cpl. from 1858 onwards except for the most expensive stamps. High
cat. value.

300

1252 Specialized collection up to 1940s mostly used in five albums or stockbooks.
Substantial section of Coil stamps specialized with varieties of different
types incl. many covers etc. Please inspect.

500

µ 1253 SKILLING BANCO. Collection in a Visir album with
many 4 Sk. Bco incl. numerous shades and four covers,
further some 6, 8 and 24 Sk. Bco incl. 8 Sk. Bco in a nice pair
and a defective unused copy. Many certificates, though
mixed condition. Please inspect.

1.000

Specialized Selections & Lots

Ex 1254

Pµ 1254 Extensive duplicate collection Skilling Banco - Lion Type
in Visir album. Starting with 41 copies 4 Sk. Bco mostly
good quality incl. shades and some superb canc. Further,
other Sk. Bco values mostly with certs, 6 (3 in shades), 8 in
pair, and 24 (2, one rep.) and some forgeries incl. 3 Sk. Bco
Sperati. Some local stamps followed by Coat of Arms &
Lion incl. many beautiful and superb canc. Finally some
modern curiosities relating to first issue. Please inspect.

2.000

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro
µ 1255 VARIETIES. A fantastic collection of varieties, proofs and
various odd items. Starting with beautiful Skilling Banco
reprints 1868 and as well 1885 complete sets followed by
five different Stockholm local reprints, Lion and Coat of
Arms cpl, 1 Rd circle type perf. 13, some forgeries, followed
by varieties of Circle Type, Oscar II coil stamps from 1920s
incl. two diff. tête-bêche of 10 öre Lion * and some modern
varieties, Also various proofs mainly of Oscar II &
Medallion. Please inspect!
µ 1256 WATERMARKS. Exceptional specialized collection of watermark varieties.
Partly mounted on preprinted album pages and partly on Visir pages. Many
scarce incl. Facit # 75vm1 *, 141Abz **, 142Abz *, 151bz **, 152Acx **, 154bz **,
159bz *, 162cx **, 179bz **, further used F. # 65vm1 & 2, 162cx, 179bz etc. Very
unusual and difficult to put together. Please inspect!

1.500

500

µ 1257 COIL STAMPs of the 1920s in strips. An extremely specialized collection unused */** mostly in strips of 5. Very
deeply specialized in shades, papers, wmks incl various
varieties, plate numbers etc. Large part of the stamps **.
The hinged stamps are marked with a white dot (or black
when bad traces) on the Visir pages, so you can even study
this on our web page. Contains many scarce stamps in
strips incl. e.g. 140cx strips of 3 (superb) & 4, 143cz strip of
5, 144Av strip of 3 *, 144cz strip of 3, 144Ecxz strips of 4 & 5,
148 strip of 8 from the Stockholm plate, 149bz strip of 5, 151
strips of 5 from the Stockholm plates II & III, 152cx pair **,
156 (totally 19 **), 156cx strip of 5, 156cxz strip of 3, 159 (19
**). 159b strip of 4, 162cx strip of 3, 165cxz & cz in strips of
5, 190b strip of 4, 190c strip of 5 etc. Very interesting for the
specialist. All can be viewed at our website.

2.500

µ 1258 Exceptional lot better classic stamps incl. Skilling Banco
reprints, Coat of Arms, Lion Type two good 17 öre grey,
Circle Type etc. Many certificates, Please inspect!

750

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

µ 1259 Sk. Bco - Oscar II. A double stock page with beautiful 6 & 8 Sk. Bco sign.
Strandell and a reperf. 24 Sk Bco. Further a lot of excellent or superb canc. on
Lion Type, Circle Type and Oscar II. All can be viewed on our website.

300

1260 PLATE RECONSTRUCTIONS 12 öre Coat of Arms. Eight different quarter
sheets made by Per Sjöman, all the four quarter sheets from plate 7 and 8.
Each one with a photo-copy signed by Sven-Olof Forselius. Very interesting
for studies.

Bid

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
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€uro
1261 12 öre COAT OF ARMS. Extensive accumulation in two thick Visir albums.
Starting with a section specified in plates followed by shades and then varieties and various curiosities. Then a section sorted acc. to the year of the canc.
as well as an album with more than 1.000 ordinary copies. Far above 2.000
stamps in total. Included also an album with covers, and pieces, mostly 12 öre,
but also some with other values. Very interesting. Please inspect.

400

µ 1262 CANCELLATIONS on 12 öre Coat of Arms. Visir album with almost 500 copies with mostly town canc., but also railway, a few beam canc., various foreign
canc. also on 5 & 20 öre, ink, blue also on 24 & 30 öre, many beautiful and
superb canc. etc. Some pages scanned on our web. Please inspect!

400

µ 1263 BEAUTIFUL CANC. on Coat of Arms, Lion and Circle Type perf. 14. An
exceptional lot with ca 75 stamps with beautiful canc. Large part SUPERB &
EXCELLENT ones incl. a good variety of towns. The stamps mostly in good
condition and with variety of shades. Please inspect!

300

1264 COAT OF ARMS & LION TYPE. Very interesting accumulation in a thick Visir album. All values except 12 öre, some
specified in plates, positions and shades. Also including
multiples, beautiful canc. and some superb ones to be
found. Last part is sorted acc. to cancellation years. Very
high cat. value. Almost 1.000 stamps. Please inspect.

1.500

µ 1265 Coat of Arms & Circle Type, small lot mostly beautiful canc. E.g. 5 & 30 öre Coat
of Arms with excellent canc.

Bid

Ex 1266
P µ 1266 TROSA CANCELLATIONS. Nice little remainder lot incl. single classic stamps
with superb or excellent strikes of the Trosa circular date stamp, a couple of 4 Sk.
Bco with boxed Trosa (small faults). Also four covers incl. Trosa type 1 arc canc.,
4 Sk. Bco on cover sent to Trosa etc. All on our website.

200

µ 1267 CIRCLE TYPE. Stockbook with ca 300 copies of perf. 13 as well as with posthorn
with nice cancellations. Also ca 90 copies of large officials perf. 13 with similar
canc. Somewhat mixed quality. All pictured on our website.

246

150

µ 1268 CIRCLE TYPE perf. 13. Exceptional lot of more than 150 stamps in good mix
of values and in good quality. All with beautiful cancellations, mainly superb
and excellent ones incl. a lot of small towns. Also many different shades.
Please inspect, also available on our website.

250

1269 OSCAR II. Exciting lot in two cartons from an old estate
containing Oscar II stamps of all values mostly sorted into
envelopes and mostly in very large quantities. Untouched
since 1953 according to the consignor and backed up with
some old markings. We have noted plenty of nice cancellations but thorough inspection is recommended.

500

€uro
µ 1270 OSCAR II CANCELLATIONS. Stockbook with over 700 stamps with beautiful
canc. incl. quite a few railway canc. All pictured on our website.

150

1271 OSCAR & MEDALLION. Small group of 26 old bundles with predominantly
Oscar and Medallion issues. The bundles are mostly dated 1912 and have not
been opened since according to the consignor. The bundles may not be opened
during the viewing.

Bid

µ 1272 WATERMARK VARIETIES. Very interesting little lot with various scarce
wmk varieties from Oscar II to coil stamps of the 1920s. High cat. value.

400

Ex 1273

P

1273 LANDSTORM II 1918 **. Spectacular lot of the three highest values with 50 copies 1 kr. and 15 copies 5 kr., almost
all in blocks. Further than 800 copies 50 öre, mostly in
blocks. All never hinged. Though also six used copies 50
öre of which three has the error “URE”. Facit more than
650.000. Good quality or not counted. Please inspect.

Ex 1274
P µ 1274 SCADTA AIRMAIL. Cpl. set of 12 stamps issued for Sweden in matching corner
blocks of four Michel Nos. LA 674-85. Also an extra block of four of 3 p. The
stamps are never hinged, however with climate affected gum. Mi=2168 for **.
Ex. Lüning.

1275 Box containing ca 100 stamps or items 1850s - 1930s bought
as singles at various auctions in recent years. Mostly unused with many better ** stamps as well as stamps selected
for their superb or excellent centering. Extremely high cat.
value. PLEASE INSPECT.

4.000

300

2.000
247

€uro
1276 Large carton containing 11 albums with a clean extensive accumulation in
chronological order 1858-1960s put up on Visir stock pages. Also includes
various unused duplicates and booklets. Many better stamps noted. Please
inspect.

500

1277 Large carton containing various remainders of lesser value from a consignment
e.g. a simple used collection from ca 1940s onwards with some philatelic covers,
BB pairs etc. Also a collection of FDCs, loose modern duplicates in quantities in
a box etc.

Bid

Ex 1278

P µ 1278 Small selection of unused as well as never hinged mostly older issues on 4
stock pages. The majority of the stamps is in either superb or excellent centering (prakt eller lyx). Total Facit cat. value is over 138.000. All pictured on our
website.

750

1279 Two stockbooks with ** coil strips of five from 1920s to 1980s. Also a Leuchtturm
album with a used collection 1980-96, the stamps mostly with superb cancellations.

200

1280 Stock of mostly Postemblem and Gustaf V Left Profile issues in a stockbook
and an album. Mostly ** in strips in quantity incl. many medium and even
better values on different paper types, very high cat. value.

300

1281 Carton with various stockbooks and albums with mostly ** modern stamps
from Sweden as well as some other countries.

Bid

1282 Various stockbooks and folders in a carton containing an unused collection with
e.g. some BC-CB pairs, 1924 UPU Congress cpl. *. Also including a collection of
booklets up to early 1990s as well as various unused dulicates in a number of
stockbooks, on stock pages, year sets 1974-88 etc. Face value alone is over SEK
6.000 plus 21 additional discount booklets, of which 19 are to the Nordic countries.

300

1283 Carton from an estate containing e.g. many booklets and coil rolls from 1940s70s, collection of Sweden from 1855 onwards in slightly mixed quality with e.g.
some Sk. Bco stamps, both 1924 UPU sets cpl. *, many BC-CB pairs etc., ** collection 1960s up to 1989 etc. Also some mostly inexpensive foreign stamps in
various albums. Face value on Swedish stamps from ca 1960 onwards is SEK 9.100
plus ca 70 discounts stamps to the Nordic countries.

400

1284 Carton from an estate with e.g. an unused collection 1939-81 in an album, collection of unused definitive series 1944-59 in strips of 5, collection ** strips of 5
from 1973-86, a couple of albums with Norway and Finland etc.

250

1285 Two stockbooks containing semi-modern stamps in quantities mostly with
superb cancellations.

Bid

1286 Small lot from an old estate containing some mostly used blocks of four of Circle
Type perf. 13, some multiples of Postage Due stamps perf. 13, forged inverted
overprint on 12 öre Official stamp etc.

Bid

1287 Carton from an estate containing ca 120 coil rolls mostly 1930s-60s, older
booklets in a small box, some old sheets as well as various stamps in glassines.

200

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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€uro
1288 FACE VALUE. Carton from an estate containing an accumulation of booklets ca 1950s-1990s. Also some strips of
five in glassines. Total face value is ca SEK 44.500.

1.500

1289 FACE VALUE. Carton from an estate containing mostly booklets 1970s up to
mid 1980s. Also a few year sets etc. from the same period. Total face value is SEK
11.200.

250

1290 FACE VALUE. Lot consisting of mostly very recent booklets and some loose
stamps from a subscription. Total face value is ca SEK 6.000.

200

µ 1291 FACE VALUE - YEAR SETS. Stock in three large cartons
with e.g. three of each year set and booklet year set 19932010, earlier ones mostly in greater quantities. Also some
other presentation folders and year books from the Post.
Total face value is SEK 103.940 including plenty of discount
stamps and booklets calculated at face value. A list over the
year sets is available on our website.

3.000

1292 FACE VALUE. Large accumulation from the late 1960s up
to 2010 in three cartons. Mostly booklets but also loose
stamps on stock cards as delivered from the Post. Total face
value is SEK 172.658 incl. e.g. 6.844 “Brev” stamps (no discount stamps present).

5.000

1293 Large carton with remainders from an old estate. Mostly massware and old
duplicates, but also ** in booklets, rolls, sheets etc. Must be inspected!

250

1294 Carton from an estate with a basic used collection 1855 up to 1980s in a stockbook, various stockbooks and small boxes with common duplicates, some FDCs
etc.

Bid

1295 Carton with various remainders from an estate incl. some modern face value,
semi-modern booklets, a few share certificates with imprinted revenues, some
old covers etc.

Bid

1296 Remainder lot from estate in a carton incl. album older FDCs and special canc.,
duplicates incl a lot of face value in albums, booklets, also discount booklets,
some rolls, subscriptions from the post etc. Also both UPU sets 1924 cpl., mostly
**. Further some foreign, Please inspect!

250

1297 Large carton with remainders from an old estate. E.g. four thick albums with
covers and cards, mostly related to Sweden, to or from. Common material but
interesting items in between. Further old duplicates in envelopes, interesting
items in stock books incl. good Germany and Berlin overprints, Further good
Finland, Iceland, Switzerland etc. Must be inspected!

500

1298 Five cartons containing massware in very large quantities from ca 1890 up to
1940s. Mostly sorted into envelopes incl. large quantities of Medallion issue
and an entire carton containing only Coil stamps (please note that Oscar II
stamps are offered as a separate lot in this auction). According to the consignor which is verified by markings on envelopes, the lot seems to have been
untouched since 1953. According to what we have seen there should be good
chances of finding nice cancellations but we recommend thorough viewing.

500

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

Covers & Postal History
1299

Small collection with 40 prephilatelic and stampless covers from the
1830s up to 1861, all with different canc. Good quality.

150

OSCAR II. Group of 20 covers and postards sent to Siam in 1904-08.
Mostly arrival canc. on back in Bangkok.

400

DESTINATIONS 1917-59. Card with 5 öre Medallion to Dutch Indies
1917, picture postcards to Ethiopia 1949 & Liberia 1959 and an aerogramme to Pitcairn Islands 1949.

Bid

M/S KILLARA. Cover canc. onboard the ship which was stuck in the
Suez Canal from 1967-75 due to the Six Day War. The cover is sent to
Sweden, Egyptian transit canc. on back.

Bid

1303

FDCs. Three cartons containing a stock from the late 1960s up to 2010.
Also an additional carton with various foreign FDCs from a subscription.

250

1304

Two albums containing old covers and cards up to 1940s incl. quite a
few interesting ones from the WWII era. Also several hundred used
postal cards from the 1880s-90s as well as Coil stamp period covers in
a collector friendly format.

150

1305

Two albums with various mostly old covers and postal stationery
cards incl. many 12 öre Coat of Arms and Circle Type with different
canc. incl. railway etc., some pre-philatelic ones etc. Please inspect.

150

Carton with various older covers, postcards and stationery cards in
11 albums plus some loose ones in envelopes. The main part of the
items is from 1890s-1940s and includes e.g. many items sent to
foreign destinations (quite a wide variety) and with better usages.

300

1307 

A binder with old postcards, many interesting and coloured ones
included. Must be inspected.

Bid

1308

PICTURE POSTCARDS. Almost 250 from the beginning of 1900 up to
ca 1950. E.g. boats, train stations, town views and 8 with airplanes etc.
Please inspect.

Bid

µ 1300
µ 1301
µ 1302

1306

1309

1310

Two large cartons with an accumulation of ca 5.000
- 6.000 Swedish postcards (estimated) of the older
format and of which a large part is topographical.
Four large cartons containing ca 13.000 - 15.000 (estimate) mostly used
picture postcards mostly of the modern format, an estimated 30% of
the cards are foreign. A quantity of FDCs, WWII rationing tickets etc.
is also included.

500

Bid

Coins, Banknotes etc.
1311

Substantial collection of Swedish rationing cards and tickets both
from the WWI-era as well as the WWII-era in 5 thick binders and a
folder. Overall very good quality. Must be inspected.

Bid

1312

COINS. Two cartons with a collection of mostly 20th century Swedish
coins up to 5 kronor in albums and on plastic coin pages.

Bid

1313

BANKNOTES. A few hundred banknotes from the latter half of the
20th century sorted into plastic sleeves. Mostly uncirculated.

100

Viewing in Finland at Oval Point - keräilytapahtuma, Innopark Center, Vankanlähde 7, Hämeenlinna
Saturday 23 September 10.00-15.00. For more information please see page 5, 11 & 266.
250

Finland
14.30 hrs

Prephilately
Please see also Lots # 126, 557, 558, 589 & 594

Queen Kristina

Lot # 1314 µ

A spectacular courier cover dated 9 September and sent by the
Governor of Wiborg to Queen Kristina in Stockholm. Exceptional
handwriting and decorations. Through historical facts it can be
determined that the year must be between 1634 and 1636.
Probably 1636 and thus in any case earlier than the other equally
fantastic, almost identical cover, the first lot in the first
Gummesson auction dated 14 November 1636. With one difference, that one was endorsed “Lefvereras i Krigsrätten” (to be delivered in the Court of War), while this one “Lefvereras på
Admiralitetet” (to be delivered at the Admiralty). Please, see
enclosed article (in Swedish) from the Åland magazine, Luppen
on our website.
EXCELLENT & RARE ITEM

€uro 5.000
251

€uro
µ 1315 

ÅLAND. Two beautiful prephilatelic covers with crown coils and full
contents. Dated Pålsboda 15 januari 1813 and Berg 24 juni 1817.

1316

Bid

1317

P

1316 

ÅLAND. A very beautiful letter with full contents from Sviby 31.8 1818
to Bartsgårda with a beautiful black feather.

200

P

1317 

ÅLAND. Very beautiful cover with full contents dated Västansunda
16 December 1821 with a beautiful white feather.

200

P

1318 

RED “ÅBO” on a very beautiful cover to Vasa 1822 with full contents. F=20.000. SUPERB.

500

Postal Stationery

P

252

1319 FK1 II
W3 

Very beautiful envelope PORTO STEMPEL type II with wmk JUVANKOSKI. F=10.000++. Very interestêng as it is not cancelled, but endorsed “Bifogat åtföljer Major Nasafoklins wäska till Sibbo”.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

500

€uro

Oval Type

P µ 1320 1I 

A very fresh and beautiful 5 kopek with small pearls and a disctinct
ink cross. F=12.000. Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE.

1321
P µ 1321 1IIa 

300

1322

Very fresh 5 kopek large pearls in the scarcer dark blue shade with ink
cross and light Helsinki canc. F=17.000. Sign. Dan. Prøv. and cert.
Oesch.

250

P

1322 2 e 

Very beautiful 10 kopek with full margins all around and superb
“WIBORG 28.4 1857”.

150

P

1323 2N1v3 (*) Exceptional tête-bêche pair 10 kopek in the first reprint 1862 on laid
paper, without gum as issued. Large margins. F=9.500+. SUPERB.

250
253

One of two 10 Kopek
with Postal Cancellation only

Lot # 1324 µ
2v5 

An extremely beautiful tête-bêche pair 10 kopek
carmine “FREDRIKSHAMN 9 DEC 1856”. Thus
being the only Finnish tête-bêche proven to be
used the first year. There are only two tête-bêche
pairs recorded of the 10 kopek value with postal
cancellation only. Leo Linder calls it in his book
from 1856 about the ovals “One of the most
interesting of all the existing tête-bêche pairs”.
Cert. Gummesson.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 50.000

The Only Tête-Bêche Pair
Cancelled in 1856

Provenance:
Title page of
Williame’s Auction Catalogue, Bruxelles 1948
“The Mellgren Collection”

Roulette Issue

Double Print

Lot # 1325 µ
4C1KBv 
An extremely rare double print on 10 kopek carmine red roulette I
with a very clear and full double print of the entire stamp design.
One shorter perf. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
€uro 4.000

1326

1327

1328

P

1326 3C2 *

P

1327 5v3C3 (*) DIAMOND PERF. at left on a very fresh 5 kopek roulette III with complete roulettes. SCARCE.

P

1328 10 E

256

5 kopek in roulette II, lightly hinged. F=8.000.

Essay by Tillgren for 1 mark roulette in a very beautiful block of
four with margins on three sides. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100
Bid
200

€uro

Coat of Arms

1329

P µ 1329 11 

1330

1331

Ex 1334

Copenhagen printing 32 p. with early blue well placed canc. “ÅBO
24.7 1875”. Ex. Mertens. Sign. Bühler.

100

P

1330 11 

Beautiful and well centered 32 p. canc. in Willmanstrand. F=4.000.
Cert. Grønlund.

Bid

P

1331 16LaC1 ** A very beautiful and well centered 20 penni in the Stamp Office printing perf. 11. F=2.500+. SUPERB.

Bid

µ 1332 14+17+
18N **

P

REPRINTS in complete sheets of 8, 25 & 32 penni, each with 25 **
stamps, some perf. splits. Notations of some interesting plate errors
in the sheets of 8 & 25 p. Facit for * 17.500+++.

200

1333 19L **/ * Well centered and very fresh corner block of four of 1 mark lilac.
One stamp **. F=18.000++. SUPERB.

750

P µ 1334 25-26 

P µ 1335 27dv3 *

Beautiful 5 & 10 mark 1885 lightly canc. F=8.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

100

Rare perf. variety 14x13 2 penni olive grey. Only 100 copies printed
according to Facit, without price. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
RARE & VERY FINE.
1.000
257

€uro

Ex 1336

1337

P µ 1336 28+29+
31P *

COLOUR PROOFS 1889 for 5 penni and two each in different
colours of 10 & 25 penni, all with gum. SUPERB & SCARCE.

200

P

DIE PROOF in black of 10 mark 1889. VERY RARE.

200

1337 34P

µ 1338 45 **

Later Issues
Russian type 1891. A very fresh block of 14 of 1 rubel from the top of
the sheet with full sheet margin on three sides. F=16.800.

1339

200

1340

P

1339 46 **

Russian type 1891. A fantastic block of ten of 3,50 rubel from the top
of the sheet. F=40.000+.

750

P

1340 47 **

Russian type 1891. An exceptional corner block of six of 7 rubel.
F=19.800++. VERY FRESH & BEAUTIFUL

500

Ex 1341

P µ 1341 48 **

258

Emergency issue 1901, 5 penni in COMPLETE
SHEET of 100 stamps. Very rare as such.
F=120.000++. Cert. Gumesson.

1.000

€uro

1342

1343

P

1342 50P *

COLOUR PROOFS of 5 penni 1901 with gum, one in red and another
one in lilac. SCARCE

100

P

1343 54 **

A very beautiful copy 1 mark 1901 never hinged and in good centering. F=5.500.

150

1344

1345

• P

1344 R1+R3  Postcard sent to New Zealand franked with 1 and 3 kopek without rings
canc. “HELSINKI 30.I.08”. SCARCE DESTINATION.

• P

1345 R19 

• P

1346 R19 

Bid

Postcard sent to Tasmania franked with two copies of 2 kopek green of
1909 canc. “HELSINKI 10.VI.10”. SCARCE DESTINATION.

Bid

1346
1348
Cover franked wth five copies of 2 kopek of 1909 sent to Australia, the
stamps canc. “TAMPERE 6.IV.12”. UNUSUAL DESTINATION.

Bid

250

P

1347 8 

AUNUS 1919 10 mark with light violet canc. F=17.000. Sign. Karvonen.

P

1348 1-15 

KARELIA 1922 complete set (15) on an unadressed envelope. F=14.000
as used set.

200
259

€uro

Collections

µ 1349 **/ */ Extensive collection 1856 - 2000 in two Leuchtturm

albums, specialized in shades from 1860 up to 1917
with many good values present incl. bus parcel
stamps, Karelia and North Ingermanland. The
modern part ca 1960 up to 2000 appears cpl. ** incl.
Åland. Also a further album with booklets from
Finland and Åland. 9 certs included. Please see pictures of the early part on our website.
µ 1350 

1.000

Largely cpl. used collection 1856-2014 in three stockbooks. Starts
with two copies of Facit No. 1, one repaired and the other with small
faults, No. 2 with small faults, 1860-67 issue often in more than one
roulette, 32 penni Copenhagen printing, Coat of Arms in different
perfs, Russian types cpl., later definitive issues in different perfs
and types, Bus parcel stamps and Frama labels cpl. etc. Please see
example pictures on our website.
1.000

1351 */ 

Collection up to 1970 in old Norma album starting with a repaired FNo. 2, some better roulettes, good Russian type issues, back of the
book issues with e.g. a cpl. set Karelia * etc.

400

1352 **

Collection in a new Schaubek album rather cpl. 1942-97** with high
face value. Also a stockbook with some modern Danish ** material
with some face value. Please inspect.

300

Very fine collection of used stamps 1860 - 1961 in an Estett album.
Roulettes cpl. in mixed quality, good section coat of arms, good section
of various Russian types incl. all high values 1891-1915 etc. Also includes some North Ingermanland, Aunus etc. Please see sample pictures
on our website.

250

µ 1353 

µ 1354 

1355 **/ 

Used collection 1856 - ca 2000 in a Facit album. Starts with a cut into 10
kopek oval and a cpl. basic set of roulettes in mixed quality, thereafter
well filled incl. sections of Eastern Karelia, bus parcel stamps and
Åland. Please see sample picture on our website.

150

Very well filled mostly ** collection 1929 - 1988 in two Estett albums.

100

Ex 1356
P µ 1356 

260

Collection NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS ca 1900-1980 arranged
numerically in a thick volume with ca 180 mostly beautiful covers.
The entire lot can be inspected on our website. Please inspect.
1.500

€uro
µ 1357 FK1-2

P µ 1358

µ 1359

µ 1360

1361 **

µ 1362
µ 1363 
µ 1364
1365 

1366 **

µ 1367 

µ 1368 

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
PORTOSTEMPEL REPRINTS. Small lot “stamp prints” of the first
postal stationery values 10 & 20 kopek incl. strips of 10 of 10 kopek red
and 20 kopek black. Further a lot of singles on various papers incl.
some on laid paper. Also some with ink crosses. Please inspect.

150

REPRINTS of Ovals 1856, 5 & 10 kopek. Interesting lot incl. both values 1892 *, also in blocks of four, 10 kopek 1881 in a strip of 10 with two
vert. creases and 20 kopek black (FK 5) in a strip of 10 etc. as well as a
complete set roulettes F. No 3-10E ** with sheet margins. Please
inspect.

200

Small remainder lot classic issue incl. Ovals 1856; three beautiful 10
kopek with minor faults, two 5 kop. cutouts. Further some good
stamps from later issues, Coat of arms incl. 5 mark 1885 **, 3,50 & 7
rubel 1891 etc. Please inspect!

250

COAT OF ARMS. An exceptional lot with a lot of specialities, mostly
from the period 1875-84 incl. perf. varieties, multiples, reprints,
imperf. etc. Also some later issues included. Please inspect!

500

Coat of Arms in full or large parts of sheets. 5 penni green F. No. 20,
96 copies with 4 defective, 20 öre orange F. No. 22, 50 copies with 3
defective and 2 penni F. No. 27, 200 copies. Facit as singles 48.800 + a
lot of extra for blocks of four.

400

Small remainder lot, mostly Coat of Arms incl. diff. perfs, varieties
and a good shade of 5 penni, also some roulettes and various material. Most of it catalogued and classified. Please inspect.

250

FIGURE CANCELLATIONS on Coat of Arms. Small collection on five
pages with the canc. defined. Please inspect.

100

Small lot early issues incl. some good stamps, all before 1900. Mixed
quality.

Bid

Lion type 25 p. 1929 F. No. 111 in a full sheet of 100 canc. on each
block of four “TAMPERE 3.1 30”. F=75.000+. Further 12 copies of 25
mark F. No 134 with Helsingfors canc. type used during the time, but
with no date or year. From the Gummesson inventory.

300

Large carton containing a presumably cpl. run of official year sets 1974
- 2012 (plus a bundle of duplicates) as well as year books from 1994 2012. Also a duplicated bundle of around 50 year sets from Åland 1984
- 2012.

250

Prephilately & stampless. Interesting lot of 12 covers incl. old crown
coil letters with full contents from 1725, 1726, 1728 & 1733, letters to
Germany & Copenhagen as well as one from Spain to Finland. Further
one with a missing stamp, not counted. Please inspect!

Bid

Old covers, stampless and with roulettes, somewhat mixed quality.
Several sent to Otto Nordensköld. Please inspect.

250

And now it is time for the Gummesson Auction
Öresundshuset, Malmö 30 September 2017 at 14.45
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TERRASSES DE FONTVIEILLE
PRINCIPALITY OF MONACO

30 NOV.
02 DEC.

2017

3 EXHIBITIONS :

• 100 iconic stamps and documents
• The philately of North and South America
• The 100th anniversary of the King of
Philatelists, Ferrari de La Renotière

AT THE ESPACE LÉO FERRÉ :

• 80 stands operated by
postal administrations and
international stamp dealers

http://www.monacophil.eu

Welcome to

EĂƟŽŶĂůĂŶĚZĞŐŝŽŶĂůǆŚŝďŝƟŽŶŝŶDĂůŵƂ
tĞůĐŽŵĞƚŽĂ^ƚĂŵƉĂŶĚWŽƐƚĐĂƌĚĞǆŚŝďŝƟŽŶǁŝƚŚƌŽŽƚƐŝŶƚŚĞƐŽƵƚŚĞƌŶƉĂƌƚŽĨ
^ǁĞĚĞŶ͕^ŬĊŶĞ͘dŚĞĞǆŚŝďŝƟŽŶŝƐŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞĚďǇĂŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨƉŚŝůĂƚĞůŝĐĐůƵďƐŝŶ^ŬĊŶĞ
ĂŶĚǁŝůůƚĂŬĞƉůĂĐĞĂƚDĂůŵƂDćƐƐĂŶĐŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶĐĞŶƚĞƌ͘
dŚĞĞǆŚŝďŝƟŽŶŝƐƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚďǇ͗

www.malmex2018.se
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Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma

Hämeenlinnan Innoparkissa, lauantaina 23.9.2017 klo 10–16
Järjestämme uuden keräilytapahtuman Hämeenlinnassa lauantaina 23.9.2017 Innopark –
teknologiakeskuksen katutason aulan ja ravintolan tiloissa (yhteensä n. 750 m2). (Innoparkin
osoite on Vankanlähde 7, Hämeenlinna)

7DUMROOD¿ODWHOLDDNRUWWHMDQXPLVPDWLLNNDDMDPXXWDNHUlLO\\QOLLWW\Yll
Tilaisuudessa järjestetään ainakin kolmen käynnissä olevan huutokaupan kohteiden näyttö
Postiljonen: Gummesson Suomi – kokoelman III osa: 1856, 1860, 1866 ja 1875-82 julkaisut
&
Forssan Filatelistikerho: Online-huutokaupan kohteet
Philea: Lokakuun kansainvälisen huutokaupan Suomi-kohteita
Paikan päällä on myös mahdollisuus tutustua keräilijän tärkeisiin apuvälineisiin: PhilaSearch, Philabid,
Systeemi ja OvalPoint
Kaikki 18 osastoa on varattu ja mukana ovat myös Oy Kaj Hellman Ltd, Juha Kauppinen, Juhani Kemi,
Merkki-Albert, Lauri Peltonen Oy, Tero Sisto, Suomen Filateliapalvelu Oy/ Oy Hellman-huutokaupat, Reijo
Uusi-Eskola, Vesa’s Worldwide stamps ja Ari Virtanen.
Kerhoista mukana ovat Forssan, Hyvinkään, Hämeenlinnan ja Riihimäen Postimerkkikerhot sekä EteläHämeen numismaatikot.
Innopark on hyvin tavoitettavissa 2 km Hämeenlinnan keskustan eteläpuolella ja aivan Helsinki-Tampere
ja Turku-Lahti teiden risteyksen läheisyydessä entisen Hattelmalan sairaala-alueen reunassa. Tilan
ravintola on auki ja tarjoilee edulliseen hintaan myös keittolounasta. Parkkipaikkoja alueella on runsaasti
ja bussi numero 2 liikennöi tunnin välein reittiä Rautatieasema–Linja-autoasema–Visamäki(Innopark) ja
matkan kesto on vain 16 minuuttia.

Tilaisuuteen on vapaa sisäänpääsy.
Merkitse päivä kalenteriin ja kokoonnutaan joukolla Hämeenlinnassa 23.9.
9LHWHWllQKLHQRSlLYlNHUlLO\QPHUNHLVVl7HKGllQ\KGHVVl
NHUlLO\VWlKHOSRPSDD
Oval Point Oy ja Hämeenlinnan Postimerkkikerho ry
Tiedustelut: Raimo Lehto 044-9902299 raimolehto99@gmail.com tai Esa Kärkäs 0400-484 737
esa.karkas@luukku.com
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1968-2018

0
5

In 2018 it is 50 years since Postiljonen was founded
and of course this will be celebrated!
6FKOHVZLJ+ROVWHLQHDUOLHVWNQRZQXVDJHRIWKH¿UVWLVVXH
Mauritius 1d last
printing in strip of
four, ex. Burrus

Papal States ½ b
and 1 b bisected

First Day!

Rare cancellation

Two known!

First and Early Issues of the World
You are welcome to join as consignor!
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA
above
acceptable copy
accumulation
average
beautiful
bisect
below
booklet
bundle
cachet
cancellation
charity
chalky paper
clean
close cut
coat of arms
coil (stamp)
commercial cover
comprehensive
corner
counted
cover
crease
crown & posthorn
cut into
definitives
early
entire
error
exception
expensive
few
fake
fine copy
forgery
frame
front
gum disturbance
hinge
ink
insured cover
inverted
issue
item
letter
lot
margin
mini sheet
mixed
normal mounting
numeral type
official
overprint
perfectly placed canc.
perforation
pin hole
plate flow
postage due
postal stationery
postmark
pre-philately
printing error
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oben
(grosser) Posten
durchschnitt
schön
Halbierung
unten
Heftchen
Bündel
(Sonder)Stempel
Stempel
Wohltätigkeit
Kreidepapier
sauber
eng geschnitten
Wappen
Automatmarke
Gebrauchsbrief
ausgedehnte
Ecke
gezählt
Brief
Bug
Posthorn
beschnitten
Dauerserie
früh
Brief mit Inhalt
Fehler
Ausnahme
teuer
einige
Fälschung
Fälschung
Rahmen
Vorderseite
Gummifehler
Falz
Tinte
Wertbrief
kopfstehend
Ausgabe
Marke, Los
Brief
Los
Rand
Block
gemischte
oben eingeklebt
Ringtype
Dienst
Überdruck
Zahnung
Nadelstich
Plattenfehler
Porto
Ganzsache
Stempel
Vorphilatelie
Fehldruck

foroven
akseptabelt eks.
(stort) parti
gennemsnit
smuk
halvering
forneden
hæfte
bundt
(sær)stempel
stempel
velgørenhed
kridtpapir
ren
tæt klippet
våbentype
rulle (mærke)
brugsbrev
omfattende
hjørne
talt
brev
fold
posthorn
beklippet
brugsmærker
tidlig
brev med indhold
fejl
undtagelse
dyr
enkelte, nogle
forfalskning
godt eks
forfalskning
ramme
forside
gummifejl
hængsel
blæk
værdibrev
omvendt
udgave
mærke, lot
brev
lot
rand
miniark
blandet
normal indklæbning
ringtype
tjeneste
overtryk
retvendt stempel
takning
nålestik
pladefejl
porto
helsag
stempel
førfilateli
fejltryk

ovanför
godtagbart ex
(stort) parti
genomsnitt
vacker
halvering
nedanför
häfte
bunt
(special)stämpel
stämpel
välgörenhet
kritpapper
ren
nära klippt
vapentyp
rulle (bandmärke)
bruksbrev
omfattande
hörn
räknat
brev
veck
postemblem
inklippt
bruksmärken
tidig
brev med innehåll
fel
undantag
dyr
fåtal, några
förfalskning
gott ex
förfalskning
ram
framsida
gummit påverkat
fastsättare
bläck
ass brev
omvänt
utgåva
märke, objekt
brev
objekt, parti
marginal
miniatyrark (block)
blandad
rätvänd infattning
ringtyp
tjänste
övertryck
rätvänd stämpel
tandning
nålstick
plåtfel
lösen
helsak
stämpel
förfilateli
feltryck

rare
re-entry
registered
reprint
repair
reverse
rouletted
scarce
selection
several
sheet
short
size
slot machine booklet
spot
stamp
strip
superb copy
surcharged
tear
territorial defence stamps
thin
touched
value
variety
very fine copy
vendor
weak
weight
wrapper

selten
Doppeldruck
R-Brief
Neudruck
Reparation
Hinterseite
durchstochen
ungewöhnlich
Auswahl
mehrere
Bogen
kurz
grösse
Automathäft
Fleck
Briefmarke
Streife
überdruckt
Riss
Landsturmmarken
dünn
berührt
Wert
Variant
Einlieferer
schwach
Gewicht
Streifband

sjælden
dobbelttryk
anbefalet
nytryk
reparation
bagside
gennemstukken
usædvanlig
udvalg
flere
helark
kort
størrelse
automathæfte
plet
frimærke
stribe
pragteks, luxus
overtrykt
rift
Landstormmærker
tynd
berørt
værdi
variant
meget godt eks
indleverer
svag
vægt
korsbånd

sällsynt
dubbeltryck
rek brev
nytryck
reparation
baksidan
genomstucken
ovanlig
urval
åtskilliga
helark
kort
storlek
automathäfte
fläck
frimärke
strip
praktex, lyxex
påtryckt
riss
Landstormsfrimärken
tunn
nära klippt
värde
variant
mycket gott ex
inlämnare
svag
vikt
korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)

µ
**
*
(*)



cds
c.o.d.
cto
cert
horiz
imperf
inv
Ms
optd
perf
pl
pmk
PS
R
reg
vert
wmk

photo
extra internet scans
mint never hinged
unused with gum
unused no gum
used
cover
on piece
circular date stamp
cash-on-delivery
cancelled to order
certificate
horizontal
imperforated
inverted
mini sheet
overprinted
perforated
plate
postmark
postal stationery
rare
registered
vertical
watermark

Photo
extra internet scans
postfrisch
ungebraucht
ohne Gummi
gebraucht
Brief
Briefstück
Rundstempel
Nachnahme
Gefälligkeitstempel
Attest
wagrecht
ungezähnt
kopfstehend
Block
überdruckt
gezähnt
Platte
Stempel
Ganzsache
selten
Einschreiben
senkrecht
Wasserzeichen

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ubrugt
uden gummi
stemplet
brev
brevstykke
datostempel
postopkrævning
lejlighedsstempel
attest
vandret
utakket
omvendt
miniark
overtryk
takket
plade
stempel
helsag
sjælden
anbefalet
lodret
vandmærke

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ostämplat
utan gummi
stämplat
brev
brevklipp
datumstämpel
postförskott
orderstämplat
attest
vågrätt
otandat
omvänt
miniatyrark (block)
övertryckt
tandat
plåt
stämpel
helsak
sällsynt
rekommenderat
lodrätt
vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F
GF
Mi
Sc
SG
SpC
Z
Y

= Facit
= Wowern
= Michel
= Scott
= Stanley Gibbons
= Speciale Catalogus
= Zumstein
= Yvert
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Conditions of Sale
1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.
2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T., only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.
registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,500,-–2000,50,above 2000,ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all
his purchases in the auction.
4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total
maximum purchase limit.
5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If payment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expences. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be reauctioned at the expense of the buyer.
6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + commission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.
7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auctioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, cancellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.
8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.
2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om faktureringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,500,- till 2000,- med
50,över 2000,med
ca 5%
3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.
4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.
5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkostnader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.
6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus provision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.
7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte
returneras. En differens på 10–20% måste kunna accepteras av köparen.
8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovanstående villkor.
9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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INTERNATIONAL
AUTUMN AUCTION
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We feel sure that these events will be great philatelic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consignment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com
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Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning underlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår internationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!
Consignments accepted now!

